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Abstract
Iron is one of the most abundant elements inside the deep Earth. Numerous geologically
relevant iron bearing materials are well characterized utilizing minerals obtained e.g. from
volcano eruptions. Here, typical geophysical and geochemical properties of iron, especially
the oxidation state, local coordination and spin state, are subject of extensive research
in order to understand the structural and electronic properties of minerals as well as the
mechanism of chemical reactions at extreme conditions. The local chemical and physical
properties of iron in minerals can be studied by core-level spectroscopy using sensitive
techniques like x-ray absorption or electron energy loss spectroscopy, which are routinely
applied to measure absorption edges of elements in compounds. However, these tools
cannot be applied at extreme conditions when diamond anvil cells in combinations with
external or laser heating are utilized.
X-ray Raman scattering, a non-resonant inelastic X-ray scattering technique, can be used
for bulk sensitive studies of low energy absorption edges by hard x-rays. In contrast to x-
ray absorption spectroscopy or electron energy loss spectroscopy, X-ray Raman scattering
can be applied also using highly absorbing sample environments being a perfect alternative
for high pressure high temperature applications. On the way towards extreme conditions,
novel measurements of the Fe L2/3- and M2/3-are performed on pre-characterized geolog-
ically relevant materials to prove the capability of such a study as well the sensitivity of
the Fe M2/3-edge on the oxidation state and the local coordination of iron in compounds.
In addition, the momentum transfer dependence of the spectra, which is a special feature
of inelastic X-ray scattering, is discussed. The results are subsequently used to obtain
quantitative results about the oxidation state of iron in glasses and to study the impact of
the local coordination. Furthermore, ﬁrst in-situ study of the Fe M2/3-edge is presented
to track the high-spin to low-spin transition in FeS at pressures up to 10 GPa. In com-
bination with atomic multiplet crystal ﬁeld calculations, in-situ measurements of the Fe
M2/3-edge can be used to extract quantitative information about the crystal ﬁeld splitting,
the main component of the spin cross-over process. To simulate the conditions of the inner
Earth a portable double-sided laser heating setup optimized for inelastic X-ray scattering
is designed and constructed in order to provide a possibility to perform high temperature
experiments.
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1. Introduction
The Earth bulk is a highly complex thermodynamic system, which is still not completely
understood despite of the intensive research. Usually, information about the physical
and chemical properties of the Earth’s constituents are obtained by seismic observations
as well as geophysical or geochemical analysis of natural minerals and rocks. Further-
more, natural samples of deeper Earth can be obtained during volcano eruptions. Their
physical and chemical properties reveal very important information about the compo-
sition and thermodynamical condition in the inner Earth. Nowadays, in-situ studies at
such experimental conditions became feasible and provide unique information about the
thermodynamic conditions inside the Earth’s core, mantle, and crust.
Iron is one of the most abundant elements in the bulk Earth, which forms minerals e.g.
predominantly with light elements (O, Si, Mg, Al) in the Earth’s crust and mantle [213].
Especially the Earth’s core consists of iron with about 5-10 % and 2-3 % light element
inclusions in the liquid outer core and solid inner core, respectively [132, 218, 277, 2, 303].
Thus, iron containing mineral are involved in numerous geological processes inside the
Earth’s crust and mantle and its chemical and physical properties are responsible for
the presence of geodynamo producing the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld [303]. With increas-
ing depth high pressure (up to about 360 GPa) and temperature (up to 6000 K and
more) may initiate signiﬁcant changes of the local physical and chemical properties of
such materials [65]. Especially iron containing compounds may completely change their
magnetic and optical properties depending on the oxidation state, local coordination
and spin state of iron, e.g. regarding black ferrimagnetic FeO (Fe2+) and dark red
ferromagnetic Fe2O3 (Fe3+). Such signiﬁcant changes of the local properties of iron
can be particularly observed during the partitioning of Mg-Fe phases or partial melting
[328, 329, 207, 130, 315, 177, 257]. Additionally, high pressure leads to a complete disap-
pearance of the magnetic moment in diﬀerent iron compounds [209, 227, 165, 266, 174]
or to several phase transformation [266, 176] at high pressure. Investigations of the lo-
cal chemical and physical properties of iron in compounds in-situ at extreme conditions
(high pressure, high temperature) reveal extremely valuable information about their
properties in the Earth’s crust, mantle, and core [15, 210, 65]. This knowledge allows to
constrain thermodynamic conditions where geologically relevant processes occur in bulk
Earth.
Iron containing materials have been subject of numerous studies and their physical
and chemical properties are well understood under ambient conditions. Here, e.g. Ra-
man spectroscopy can be applied to extract important information about the molecular
composition [48, 313]. Furthermore, X-ray based methods are widely used to deter-
mine information about the local atomic and electronic structure of matter. X-ray
diﬀraction is typically used in order to study the long-range atomic order in matter
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[71, 139]. Mössbauer spectroscopy is highly sensitive on the magnetic properties of iron
and thus to its oxidation state in geologically or technologically relevant compounds
[191, 176, 66, 74, 211]. Furthermore, spectroscopy on core-level electrons provides very
detailed information about the electron density of states. Here, diﬀerent absorption
edges of iron, e.g. K- [316, 242, 189, 25], L-, or M-edge were measured by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [55, 115] or electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
[296, 43, 44, 185, 33, 188, 284, 322, 34] and routinely used to determine the oxidation
state, local coordination or spin state of iron. In contrast, core-electron excitations can
be studied with a very high spatial resolution even on very small samples [94, 200].
Despite of extensive investigations of the local chemical and physical properties of iron in
compounds, in-situ studies at extreme conditions are demanding. In order to apply pres-
sure, highly absorbing diamond anvil cells are used, which signiﬁcantly limits the number
of applicable experimental techniques. Optical absorption or Raman spectroscopy can
still be used but these techniques are not bulk sensitive and the interpretation of spec-
tra is not straightforward [101]. Mössbauer spectroscopy experiments are very diﬃcult
to perform on compounds with a low iron content and the samples must be enriched
with 57Fe [258]. Furthermore, a special radiation micro-source is required for very small
samples. Fe K-edge (at about 7112 eV) can be measured by XAS bulk sensitively even
at extreme conditions conditions but the pre-edge containing information about the ox-
idation and spin state is very diﬃcult to resolve at non-ambient conditions [318, 197].
Although high sensitivity of the Fe L- (706.8 eV) and M-edge (52.7 eV) on the oxidation
state, local coordination, and spin state was demonstrated, XAS and EELS measure-
ments require vacuum condition and are very surface sensitive due to the low energy of
the absorption edges and thus are not applicable in-situ at extreme conditions.
X-ray Raman scattering (XRS), an inelastic non-resonant scattering technique, can be
used as alternative method in order to measure low energy absorption (below 2 keV) edges
by high energy X-rays (typically above 10 keV) bulk sensitively. Therefore, XRS is a very
valuable tool in order to measure soft X-ray absorption edges at extreme conditions, even
using highly absorbing environment [245, 203, 268, 228]. Although XRS was successfully
employed for high pressure applications [241, 246, 12, 178, 235, 11, 172, 291, 228, 268, 292]
systematic studies of absorption edges of iron have not been reported so far. In this the-
sis, XRS will be used in order to analyze the Fe L2/3- and Fe M2/3-edge on diﬀerent
geologically relevant compounds to reveal the oxidation state and local coordination at
ambient conditions. Furthermore, atomic multiplet model employing charge transfer and
crystal ﬁeld eﬀects will be used to describe the spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge to
extract valuable information about the crystal ﬁeld splitting of 3d states, responsible for
the local chemical properties of iron. Subsequently, a systematic in-situ high pressure
study of the Fe M2/3-edge will be presented in order to analyze the high-spin to low-spin
transition in FeS and calculations will be applied to determine the crystal ﬁeld split-
ting at high pressure. To extend the studies at ambient and high pressure conditions
to realistic conditions present in the inner Earth, samples have to be exposed to both
high pressure and high temperature. Therefore, a portable double-sided laser heating
setup was constructed for the inelastic X-ray scattering beamline P01 at the synchrotron
radiation facility PETRA III. Such laser heating setup provides a unique possibility to
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perform in-situ high pressure high temperature experiments at conditions of deep Earth.
The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 gives a brief overview about the the-
oretical background of inelastic non-resonant X-ray scattering with a focus on X-ray
Raman scattering. Chapter 3 describes the theory of the calculation of core-level exci-
tations using atomic multiplet, crystal ﬁeld, and charge transfer eﬀects. Chapter 4 gives
a short summary about the experimental stations where experiments within this thesis
were performed and the samples used for the experiments are described in chapter 5.
A study of diﬀerent low energy absorption edges of geologically relevant compounds are
presented in chapter 6. The study of Fe L2/3-edge measurements by XRS on compounds
with diﬀerent/mixed oxidation state is shown in chapter 7 and the algorithm to extract
the oxidation state of iron in mixed compounds developed by van Aken et al. [295] was
transferred to XRS measurements. In chapter 8 ﬁrst systematic XRS measurements of
the Fe M2/3-edge on iron compounds is presented in order to study the spectral im-
pact of the diﬀerent oxidation and coordination states. The general spectral shape of
the absorption edge could be understood using the atomic multiplet model employing
crystal ﬁeld eﬀects. Furthermore, the oxidation state and local coordination of iron in
unknown glasses could be extracted. Chapter 9 shows a systematic in-situ study of the
pressure induced high-spin to low-spin transition in FeS by XRS. In combination with
the theoretical model pressure dependence of the crystal ﬁeld splitting of the 3d states
of iron, mechanism responsible for the spin transition, can be extracted. In order to ex-
pose materials to high temperature a portable double-sided laser heating optimized for
the XRS instrumentation at beamline P01 of the synchrotron radiation facility PETRA
III was constructed and is presented in chapter 10. The performance of the new setup
was successfully shown, which will provide unique possibility to perform high pressure
high temperature XRS experiments in-situ under geologically relevant conditions. A
conclusion and outlook are given in section 11.
3
2. Spectroscopy of core-level excitations by
X-ray Raman scattering
Knowledge about the electronic, magnetic and structural properties of materials is crucial
for numerous applications. Core-level spectroscopy reveals very important information
about the local chemical state of a certain kind of absorber atom. Here, diﬀerent ex-
perimental techniques can be used like XAS or EELS. Especially in the case of light
elements (e.g. with the nuclear charge Z < 14) the binding energy of the electrons is
below 2 keV [287] and the number of available techniques to study low energy absorption
edges bulk sensitively becomes very limited. X-ray Raman scattering is an experimental
method based on inelastic X-ray scattering, which provides a possibility to measure low
energy absorption edges bulk sensitively using X-rays with energy above 6 keV allowing
experiments without vacuum conditions. Furthermore, even highly absorbing sample
environments can be used due to the high penetration length of the X-rays. After a
brief overview about the general interaction of X-rays with matter given in section 2.1,
some basic aspects on X-ray absorption spectroscopy will be given in section 2.2. A very
brief overview about the inelastic X-ray scattering is presented in section 2.3 followed
by a short discussion of the X-ray Raman scattering limit in section 2.4. Subsequently,
some remarks on how to measure X-ray absorption edges by X-ray Raman scattering
are given in section 2.5 and some current works are presented in section 2.6 to show the
capabilities of X-ray Raman scattering for experiments under extreme conditions.
2.1. Interaction of X-rays with matter
A typical scattering process, as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.1, can be represented by the
interaction of an incoming X-ray beam with a sample. The incoming X-ray wave can be
described by its wave vector k1, energy ~ω1 and polarization unit vector e1. During the
inelastic scattering process, a certain amount of energy and momentum is transferred to
the sample and the radiation is scattered into the solid angle element dΩ2 with the wave
vector k2, energy ~ω2 and polarization unit vector e2. The momentum transfer
q = k1 − k2
can be expressed by the equation [248, 3]
|q| = q ≈ 2 |k1| sin(2Θ/2) = 4π
λ
sin(2Θ/2) (2.1)
in the limit, where the energy transfer
~ω = ~ω1 − ~ω2 (2.2)
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Figure 2.1.: (a): Schematic sketch of an inelastic scattering process. The sample is exposed to X-rays
with the wave vector k1, energy ~ω1 and polarization unit vector e1. The scattered X-rays
leave the sample with the wave vector k2, energy ~ω2 and polarization unit vector e2 under
the scattering angle 2Θ (see reference [244]). (b): the energy loss from the inelastic scattering
process may excite electrons from a core state into non-occupied or continuum states [199].
is signiﬁcantly smaller than the energy of the incident radiation ~ω1. In an experiment,
a control of the quantities k1, ~ω1, e1, k2, ~ω2, e2 with a suﬃcient resolution would
provide a possibility to study diﬀerent excitations by choosing the appropriate energy
and momentum transfer. The measured experimental quantity in an experiment is
proportional to the double diﬀerential scattering cross section (DDSCS), which can be
described as [245]
d2σ
dΩd~ω
=
current of photons scattered into the solid angle element
[Ω,Ω+ dΩ] with the energy [~ω2, ~ω2 + d~ω2]
current density of the incident photons × dΩ × d~ω
To describe the interaction of X-rays with matter, the static Schrödinger equation must
be solved. The general Hamiltonian for an electronic system in an electro-magnetic ﬁeld
can be deﬁned by [187, 28, 245]:
Hˆ =
∑
j
1
2m
(
Pˆj − e
c
Aˆ(rj)
)2
+
∑
i,j
Vˆi,j − e~2mc
∑
j
sˆj · ∇ × Aˆ(rj)
− e~
2(mc)2
∑
j
sˆj · Eˆ(rj)×
(
Pˆj − e
c
Aˆ(rj)
)
+
∑
kλ
~ωk
(
C+(kλ)C(kλ) +
1
2
)
.
(2.3)
Here, m is the electron mass, e is the elementary electric charge, c is the speed of
light, C+(kλ) and C(kλ) are creation and annihilation operators, respectively, and sˆj
are the Pauli matrices. The ﬁrst term in equation 2.3 describes an electron j with its
momentum Pˆj in a presence of the photon ﬁeld Aˆ(rj) at the position rj . The second
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term corresponds to the potential between two electrons at the positions ri and rj .
The third and the forth terms describe magnetic scattering. The last term describes
the energy of the photon ﬁeld with the summation over its modes kλ. Here, magnetic
interactions are very weak and thus can be neglected and equation 2.3 can be simpliﬁed
using the commutator [Pˆ,Aˆ]=0 to [107, 245]
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + HˆR + HˆInt (2.4)
where
Hˆ0 =
∑
j
1
2m
Pˆ
2
j +
∑
i,j
Vˆi,j ,
HˆR =
∑
kλ
~ωk(C
+(kλ)C(kλ) +
1
2
),
HˆInt =
e2
2mc2
∑
j
Aˆ
2
(rj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
HˆInt,1
− e
mc
∑
j
Aˆ(rj) · Pˆj︸ ︷︷ ︸
HˆInt,2
(2.5)
Here, Hˆ0 represents the unperturbed part of the electronic system, HˆR describes the
radiation ﬁeld and HˆInt is the interaction Hamiltonian, which describes both scattering
and absorption. However, a fundamental diﬀerence between scattering and absorption
must be taken into account. During the absorption process an incoming X-ray photon
is annihilated and thus absorption can be described by the Hamiltonian HˆInt,2, which is
linear in Aˆ(rj) (and thus in C+(kλ) and C(kλ)). In contrast, scattering is a two-photon
process, where the incoming X-ray photon is annihilated and a new, scattered photon is
created. Thus, the scattering process is described in ﬁrst order perturbation theory by
the Hamiltonian HˆInt,1 containing terms quadratic in Aˆ(rj).
The experimentally measurable quantity is the double diﬀerential scattering cross section
(DDSCS), which is proportional to the detected intensity. The DDSCS can be rewritten
up to the second order as [245]
d2σ
dΩd~ω2
∝
∣∣∣∣∣〈f∣∣HˆInt,1∣∣i〉+∑
n
〈
f
∣∣HˆInt,2∣∣n〉〈n∣∣HˆInt,2∣∣i〉
Ei − Ef
∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ(Ei − Ef ) (2.6)
The DDSCS describes the probability to ﬁnd a photon with the energy dω2 in the solid
angle dΩ2. Here, the excitation can occur from the initial state
∣∣i〉 with the energy Ei
into the ﬁnal state
∣∣f〉 with the energy Ef either directly by the interaction Hamiltonian
HˆInt,1 or via an intermediate state
∣∣n〉 by the Hamiltonian HˆInt,2 [238].
2.2. X-ray absorption spectroscopy
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a well known and widely used technique to mea-
sure core-level excitations, which reveal information about the local chemical structure
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of a certain type of the absorber atom (e.g. the oxidation state). Furthermore, the local
coordination can be extracted from the spectral shape of the absorption edge.
In ﬁrst order, XAS is dominated by photoexcitation of electrons. The quantity measured
in an experiment is proportional to the absorption coeﬃcient given by [63, 61, 223, 245]
µ ∝
∑
f
∣∣〈f∣∣Pˆ · Aˆ(r)∣∣i〉∣∣2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω1). (2.7)
The absorption coeﬃcient is proportional to the probability to excite an electron from
the initial state deﬁned by the initial state wave function Ψi with the energy Ei into the
ﬁnal state deﬁned by Ψf and Ef by the transition matrix, which is proportional to the
Hamiltonian HˆInt,2 linear in A(r). For deep core-electron excitations the XAS spectrum
is strongly dominated by dipole excitations. Higher order contribution is reduced by the
factor (Zα)2 (Z is the nuclear charge, α is the ﬁne structure constant) and thus can be
neglected [223].
During an experiment the sample is exposed to X-rays and the X-ray energy is tuned
close to the onset of the binding energy of an electronic state of a certain kind of atom. If
the X-ray energy is high enough to excite electrons into an unoccupied state a relaxation
of electrons from above the core-hole into the lower non-occupied states occurs and either
the intensity of the characteristic ﬂuorescence radiation or the transmitted intensity can
be collected as a function of the incident energy. The resulting absorption edge usually
shows a signiﬁcant increase of the intensity when the energy of the incident X-rays
crosses the binding energy of an electronic state. An example on how XAS can be used
to investigate the local electronic structure is shown on the example of the structural
changes in amorphous GexSiOy on the way to nanocrystal formation in appendix A.
Furthermore, additional information on XAS can be found e.g. in [146, 223, 3].
2.3. Inelastic X-ray scattering
Inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) is a very eﬀective experimental technique to get informa-
tion about the electronic states of an atom. After ﬁrst experiments in the late 50’s and
60’s [104, 280], IXS became great attention after third generation synchrotron radiation
sources have been opened for experimentalists. In this section, basic principles of IXS
will be introduced.
During an interaction event between X-rays and the electron system of a sample, an
incoming X-ray beam with the energy E1 and wave vector k1 is scattered inelastically.
The scattered X-ray beam leaves the sample with the energy E2 and wave vector k2. The
energy loss, which is transferred to the sample, is used to produce excitation of electrons
from an initial state
∣∣i〉 to a non-occupied ﬁnal state ∣∣f〉 according to the selection rule
for electronic excitations. To describe the excitation process equation (2.6) can be used.
In an IXS experiment, the energy of the incident X-ray beam is usually signiﬁcantly
higher than the energy transfer which is required to produce an excitation (E1 >>Ei
and Ei 6=Ef ). Thus, the contribution of HˆInt,2 can be neglected. Related on [245], the
vector potential can be written as a function of the creation and annihilation operators
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C+(kλ) and C(kλ) as
Aˆ(r) =
√
2π~c2
V ωk
∑
kλ
[e(k, λ)C(k, λ) exp(ik · r− iωkt)
+e∗(k, λ)C+(k, λ) exp(−ik · r + iωkt)].
(2.8)
The summation is over all modes of the photon ﬁeld kλ with the frequency ωk and λ
counts the two polarization states of the ﬁeld. Finally, the DDSCS of an IXS process
can be written using (2.6) and (2.8) as [299, 245]
d2σ
dΩd~ω2
=
(
dσ
dΩ
)
Th
S(q, ω) (2.9)
with the Thomson scattering cross-section describing the photon-electron coupling(
dσ
dΩ
)
Th
= r20
(
ω2
ω1
)
|e1 · e∗2|2 , (2.10)
where r0 is the classical electron radius, and the dynamic structure factor
S(q, ω) =
∑
i,f
pi
∣∣〈f∣∣∑
j
eiq·rj
∣∣i〉∣∣2δ(Ei − Ef + ~ω) (2.11)
Here, q is the momentum transfer vector and pi is the probability of the initial state
∣∣i〉.
The delta-function ensures the energy conservation.
Depending on the energy and momentum transferred to a sample system, diﬀerent cat-
egories of IXS can be distinguished [245].
1. If q ·rc ≈ 1 and ω ≈ ωc, where rc is the interparticle distance and ωc is the plasmon
frequency, valence electron excitations occur.
2. Inner-shell excitations can be studied if q · a < 1 (dipole excitations) or q · a ≈ 1
(non-dipole excitations) and ~ω ≈ EB, where a is the orbital radius and EB is the
binding energy of an electronic level.
3. Phonon scattering can be observed if q ·d ≈ 1 and ω ≈ ωph. Here, d is the intraionic
distance and ωph is the phonon frequency.
4. The condition q · rc >> 1 and ~ω >> E0, where E0 is the characteristic energy
of the system, satisﬁes the impulse approximation and Compton scattering occurs
[53].
Figure 2.2 illustrates an IXS spectrum. Phonon scattering usually appears at very low
energy transfer. Excitation of the valence band results in a strong maximum at low
momentum transfer in the energy transfer region below about 50 eV, which almost com-
pletely disappears when going to high momentum transfer. The strong Compton peak
predominantly occurs at higher momentum transfer in the energy range of several hun-
dred eV, where the conditions of the impulse approximation are satisﬁed. Furthermore,
an absorption edge can be observed as the result of the excitation of core-electrons from
the initial state into the non-occupied ﬁnal states. The origin and explanation of this
IXS category will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.2.: Schematic representation of possible electronic excitations which can be measured using
IXS at (a) low q and (b) high q. Phonon, electron-hole and plasmon excitations mostly
occur for low momentum transfer, while Compton scattering dominates at high momentum
transfer [245]. Here, the energy position C marks the centroid of the Compton proﬁle and E
is the energy position of a possible absorption edge. The contribution of the core and valence
electrons to the total Compton proﬁle is marked by the blue and red line, respectively.
2.4. X-ray Raman scattering
In the limit of X-ray Raman scattering, predominantly excitations of electrons from
a core-shell state into non-occupied higher states occur. In an usual experiment, the
energy loss is scanned in the vicinity of the binding energy of an electronic level at
a ﬁxed momentum transfer. Here, the binding energy of an electronic state can be
measured while the shape of the resulting spectrum contains information about the kind
of electronic excitation and the local electronic structure in general. To understand the
role of the momentum transfer, equation (2.11) has to be discussed in more detail. In
the case only one initial electronic state is taken into account, the dynamic structure
factor can be rewritten to [63, 107, 259, 109, 245, 273]
S(q, ω) =
∑
f
∣∣〈f∣∣∑
j
exp(iq · rj)
∣∣i〉∣∣2δ(Ei − Ef + ~ω). (2.12)
Within the limits of the single electron approximation, where correlation and electron-
hole interaction are neglected, the initial state wave function
∣∣i〉 can be approximated by
a Slater determinant which consists of the single electron orbitals φj and other occupied
orbitals Ψj. In the ﬁnal state core electron φn is excited into a non-occupied state Ψk
having the same spin state, so the transition matrix element can be reduced to [187, 245]〈
f
∣∣∑
j
exp(iq · rj)
∣∣i〉 = ∫ Ψ∗k(r) exp(iq · r)φn(r)d3r (2.13)
using
〈
f
∣∣ = Ψ∗k(r) and ∣∣i〉 = φk(r). The momentum transfer dependence is described
only by the exponential. Using the Taylor expansion, the exponential can be replaced
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by [259, 245, 273]
eiq·r = 1 + iq · r + (iq · r)2/2 + . . . (2.14)
The ﬁrst term does not contribute due to the orthogonality of the orbitals φn(r) and
Ψk(r). For very low momentum transfer (q · a ≤ 1) the second term dominates and
dipole transitions are probed. For higher momentum transfer, the weight of non-dipole
transitions increases [148, 193, 259, 245, 273].
Furthermore, the dynamic structure factor can be rewritten using the so called density
of states (DOS) approach as [259, 261]
S(q, ω) =
∑
L
|ML(q, E)|2 ρL(E), (2.15)
where ρL(E) is the electronic density of states, ML(q, E) are the related transition
matrix elements. L = (l,m) denotes the angular momentum channel. It was shown,
that the momentum transfer dependence reveals access to the electronic unoccupied
partial density of states [193, 272].
All expressions of the dynamic structure factor S(q, ω) presented above are described in
terms of the single electron model. However, especially in the case of transition metals
and rare earths, atomic eﬀects including strong interactions between electrons and holes
play a major role for X-ray absorption and the dynamic structure factor cannot be
understood in terms of the DOS [61]. The equation (2.12) can be used instead and the
transition operator eiq·r can be rewritten in polar coordinates as a function of spherical
harmonics Yk,m [103]
eiq·r =
∞∑
k=0
k∑
m=−k
ik(2k + 1)jk(qr)C
(k)∗
m (θq, φq)C
(k)
m (θr, φr) (2.16)
with C(k)m =
√
(4π/(2k + 1))Yk,m employing the Yk,m components in q or r direction,
respectively, and jk(qr) being the k-th order of the spherical Bessel function [109]. This
picture simpliﬁes a discussion of the symmetry properties of the transition matrix, which
will be very important to interpret the observed spectrum (a detailed discussion will be
given in chapter 3). Furthermore, both the initial and ﬁnal state wave functions
∣∣i〉
and
∣∣f〉 can be rewritten as ∣∣i〉 = i(r) and ∣∣f〉 = f(r), respectively, showing only radial
dependence. Inserting equations (2.13) and (2.16) in (2.12) yields
S(q, ω) =
∑
f
∞∑
k=0
Dk
∣∣〈f(r)∣∣jk(qr)∣∣i(r)〉∣∣2δ(Ei − Ef + ~ω). (2.17)
Using equation (2.17) allows to estimate the relative intensity of S(q, ω) [103]. Any k-th
contribution is scaled by the coeﬃcient Dk, which can be extracted from e.g. Hartree-
Fock calculations. Exemplary, the special case of excitations from the initial p-states
(L=1) to the ﬁnal d-states (L=2) should be discussed, which describe e.g. the L- or M-
absorption edge. Since the initial state wave function is odd and the ﬁnal state wave
function is even under inversion, respectively, the summation index k from equation
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(2.17) can be any odd integer in the range d− p = 1 ≤ k ≤ p+ d = 3. Thus, only the
contributions given by k = 1, 3 must be taken into account and the q-dependence of the
spherical Bessel function jk(qr) allows to switch between the dipole (k = 1) and octupole
(k = 3) transitions by scanning the same energy loss range at diﬀerent scattering angles,
i.e. diﬀerent momentum transfer, according to equation (2.1).
For a very high number of applications X-ray absorption spectroscopy is used to mea-
sure dipole electronic excitations, which reveals information about the local chemical
surrounding of a kind of atom probed. For low momentum transfer, XRS can be di-
rectly compared with XAS. Here, the resulting expression for the dynamic scattering
factor can be compared to the general equation for XAS [187, 282, 192]
IXRS(q, ω) ∝
∣∣〈f∣∣q · r∣∣i〉∣∣2δ(Ei − Ef + ~ω) (2.18)
IXAS(ω1) ∝
∣∣〈f∣∣e · r∣∣i〉∣∣2δ(Ei − Ef + ~ω1) (2.19)
The comparison shows that XRS and XAS become obvious in the case of low momentum
transfer if the momentum transfer in XRS plays the same role as the polarization in XAS.
Therefore, XRS can be used as very useful alternative to measure absorption edges where
XAS cannot be applied [192, 23, 311].
2.5. Experimental aspects
The layout of the experimental setup required to measure core-level electronic excitations
by XRS, or IXS in general, is relatively straightforward using the result of theoretical
considerations, e.g. the expression for the dynamic structure factor in equation (2.17).
In fact, any X-ray source can be used as a probe for an XRS experiment and the mo-
mentum and energy of the scattered radiation must be measured. However, both tasks
require a relatively advanced setup. A lot of advantages of XRS come with the price
of signiﬁcantly reduced cross section compared to e.g. XAS by a factor of around 10−5
[36]. Thus, only 3rd generation synchrotron radiation sources have to be used to ex-
ploit the full potential of XRS. The incoming X-ray beam must be collimated using a
proper mirror system, monochromatized, and its ﬂux as well as the polarization must
be known. The scattered radiation must be collected in a suﬃcient small solid angle in
order to control the momentum transfer and its resolution. Furthermore, the intensity
and energy of the scattered radiation must be analyzed with adequate energy resolution
[245]. Consequently the following considerations must be done for an XRS experiment:
• The momentum transfer should be ﬁxed.
• The energy of the scattered radiation and thus the energy transfer must be mea-
sured with a minimum energy resolution, which is given by the physical properties
of a sample (usually 1.5 eV or less).
• The spectrum of the scattered radiation must be measured with a highest possible
statistics and signal-to-noise ratio.
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Measurement of the energy spectrum of the scattered radiation is probably the most
diﬃcult task. The spectrometer must be extremely sensitive and provide an energy res-
olution of 1.5 eV or less at 10 keV or higher. In general, any detector satisfying this
requirements can be used but, however, this kind of detectors are not practicable for
such measurements. Thus, the analyzing part of the setup must be split into a spec-
trometer and a detector [245]. The typical spectrometer is based on a spherically bent
Johann type Si(n, n, 0) analyzer crystal with a curvature radius of about 1000 mm [134].
The analyzer is made of an oriented Si(n, n, 0) plate of around 500 µm thickness, which
is elastically bent on a spherical substrate using e.g. the anodic bonding technique,
reported in [300, 301, 121]. This analyzer crystal focuses the scattered radiation on the
detector due to its bent surface. The momentum transfer resolution is given by the
lateral size of the crystal with a diameter of around 100 mm [301]. Sometimes, the
active area of the analyzer crystal is reduced by shielding the outer area of the analyzer
surface by led masks to avoid the reduction of the energy resolution by elastic deforma-
tion of the crystal surface on the bent wafer. Furthermore, the sample, analyzer and
detector must be arranged in a circle, which is called Rowland geometry as indicated
in ﬁgure 2.3 (a). This arrangement in combination with the beam size as well as its
energy bandwidth strongly inﬂuence the focusing properties of the crystal as well as the
energy resolution of the experiment [245]. Based on this principle, a real spectrometer
can be extended by using more than one analyzer crystal, which provides a possibility
to collect the scattered radiation at diﬀerent solid angles at the same time during one
scan [49, 310, 110, 136, 142, 167, 255, 262]. The control of the momentum transfer can
be realized by ﬁxing a detector with a small active area at a certain solid angle. After
the scattered radiation is energy analyzed the number of counts with a certain energy
transfer within a ﬁnite bandwidth can be collected by a solid state detector. In general,
any energy insensitive detector, e.g. a Si pin diode, can be used [245]. If multiple ana-
lyzer crystals are used, one detector for each analyzer must be arranged. Alternatively,
an area detector can be used, which allows to separate the signals of diﬀerent analyzer
crystals thus signiﬁcantly improving the performance of the setup [125, 124]. The ex-
perimental statistics and signal-to-noise ratio can be signiﬁcantly improved by shielding
the incident beam path from the source to the sample, so air scattered radiation cannot
proceed to the detector. Furthermore, a vacuum environment (∼ 10−3 mbar) between
the sample and the detector system should be used. Using vacuum is in general not
required due to the high energy of incoming X-rays, but is very useful to discriminate
air scattering and thus to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
One of the most important advantages of XRS is a possibility to measure low energy
absorption edges by using high energy X-rays. However, the choice of the energy of
the incident X-rays is restricted by the properties of the analyzer crystal. Here, the
scattering plane of the Si(n, n, 0) surface is the dominating factor. Usually, the sample,
analyzer crystal and detector are arranged in Rowland geometry, where the angle be-
tween the sample, analyzer crystal and detector is θ ≈ 87◦ − 88◦. This angle deﬁnes the
energy of the Bragg reﬂection from the analyzer crystal (also called elastic line) as well
as the energy resolution. Thus, the available energy range for the incident X-rays can
be chosen typically from about 6.46 keV for the Si(4,4,0) reﬂection to 16.2 keV for the
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic representation of an XRS spectrometer in (a) Rowland geometry [131] and (b)
Laue geomentry [118].
Si(10,10,0) reﬂection [301].
After the functionality of the spectrometer was explained and the restriction of the energy
of incident X-rays was described, two diﬀerent geometries of energy loss measurements
must be distinguished. In the inverse geometry presented in ﬁgure 2.3 (a) the position
of the sample, spectrometer and detector is kept constant and the energy of the incident
X-rays is scanned with respect to the energy of the elastic line and the binding energy
of the electronic state to probe. This procedure can be demonstrated on the example of
the Si L2/3-edge. Here, electrons from the 2p state with the binding energy of EB ≈ 100
eV [287] are excited into non-occupied states according to a selection rule. Using e.g.
the Si(6,6,0) reﬂection with the energy of the elastic line at E0 = 9.69 keV, the energy of
the incident X-rays must be scanned in a typical range of ± 30-40 eV around E0 + EB
and the scattered, energy analyzed intensity must be measured [301]. Furthermore, bent
analyzer crystals have unique optical properties, which, in combination with a pixel de-
tector, can be used to perform tomography imaging including chemical bonding contrast
analysis without sample rotation [126]. In Laue geometry, which is illustrated in ﬁgure
2.3 (b), the energy of incident photons is constant and the analyzer angle is scanned.
This geometry is preferred for high energy applications where the eﬃciency of the bent
analyzer crystals drops [245, 118].
2.6. High pressure XRS experiments
After the discovery of the unique potential of X-ray Raman scattering [187, 282] this
technique was established as very valuable alternative for applications where other core-
level spectroscopic techniques cannot be applied [285, 247, 289, 245]. A summary of
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selected absorption edges measured by X-ray Raman scattering are summarized in table
2.1.
Element Absorption Sample Reference
edge system
He K He gas [335]
Li K metallic Li [280, 281, 192, 42, 148, 193, 17, 183]
LiF [17, 260]
LiBH4 [183]
LiC6 [17]
Li2O2 [45]
Li3N [79]
Be K Be [280, 281, 282, 192, 42]
BeO [260]
B K BN [308, 180, 89]
B4C [72]
MgB2 [175]
Mg0.83Al0.17B2 [175]
C2B10H12 [81]
LiBH4 [183]
C K Graphite [280, 281, 282, 289, 192, 290, 42, 226, 17]
C60 [226]
Diamond [280, 42, 260, 226, 80, 88]
CO2 [129]
LiC6 [17]
C2B10H12 [81]
Aromatic
hydrocarbons [232]
and
polyﬂuorene
LiBH4/C [183]
N K BN [180]
N2 [231, 129]
N2O [231]
O K Liquid H2O [35, 24, 311, 22, 222]
Ice [35, 311, 22, 76, 220]
MgO [81]
LiCl solution [137]
Tetrahydrofuran [52, 159]
clathrates
Diﬀerent alcohols [221]
SiO2 [87]
N2O [231]
NaReO4 [37]
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Li2O2 [45]
La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 [75]
L1 MgO [77]
F K LiF [106]
Na K Albite and glasses [268]
NaCl [194]
NaF [194]
L2/3 Na [269, 273]
Mg L1 MgO [77]
L2/3 Mg [78, 80, 273]
L2/3 MgO [77]
Al L2/3 Al [78]
Si L2/3 Si [269, 273, 274]
SiO2 [86, 274, 87]
SiO [270, 73, 233]
GexSiOy [203]
Albite [268]
Sc L and M Sc2O3 [42]
Ti L2/3 Li4+xTi5O12 [98]
V M V2O3 [42]
V2O5 [42]
VPO [42]
Mn M2/3 MnO [102]
Ba N4/5 Ba [271]
Albite and glasses [268]
Ba8Si46 [269, 275]
La N4/5 La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 [75]
LaPO4 [103]
Ce N4,5 Ce [36]
CePO4 [103]
CeO2 [103, 102]
Pr N4,5 Pr [36]
Nd N4,5 Nd [36]
Table 2.1.: Summary of selected absorption edges measured by X-ray Raman scattering.
The advantage of the high energy and thus high penetration length of incident X-
rays was also recognized as a huge advantage for experiments using highly absorbing
sample environments. In the particular case of high pressure experiments use of dia-
mond anvil cells (DAC) is indispensable to achieve pressures of several hundred GPa
[323, 166, 100, 70, 171]. The diamonds used in such an experiment have a height of 1-2
cm, which must be penetrated by X-rays. Assuming a height of 1.3 mm and a density
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of 3.5 g/cm, the transmission1 for 10 keV X-rays is about 40%. However, the binding
energy of the electrons of the most light elements is signiﬁcantly lower than 10 keV and
XAS experiments are not feasible if a DAC is used. Thus, XRS is often the only tech-
nique, which allows to measure X-ray absorption edges of light elements at high pressure.
The ﬁrst systematic high pressure study using core-level excitations measured by IXS
was performed on solid Helium by Schülke et al. and Schell et al. in 1995 at the syn-
chrotron radiation source HASYLAB/DESY [241, 246]. The study contributed to the
investigation of the quantum nature of the atomic structure of He at 61.5 MPa [245]. The
results could be conﬁrmed by Arms et al. by an experiment with an improved energy
resolution and statistics at the APS [12, 11, 172] at even higher pressure. Subsequently,
numerous studies were performed at high pressure in order to investigate structural and
electronic phase transitions e.g. in Si [292], Ba8Si46 [293], boron [180, 155, 156, 157] or
lithium [156] containing compounds.
Investigations of the local chemical structure of materials are of great interest especially
in the ﬁeld of Geology [154]. Here, studies of the physical and chemical properties of
materials at high pressure can reveal very important information about relevant minerals
and processes under conditions of the deep Earth. Lee et al. (2008) investigated pressure
induced changes of the local coordination in MgSiO3 glass at the oxygen K-edge and
pressures up to 39 GPa [158]. Comparable studies were performed on silicate [164, 86]
and germanium [160] glasses.
The feasibility of in-situ XRS studies at high pressure and high temperature were demon-
strated using externally heated diamond anvil cells [243] on the example of an NS3 melt
at 230 MPa and 600◦C [268]. This cell in combination with XRS was used to study
the microscopic structure of water at temperature and pressure conditions close to the
supercritical point [228]. Water is, without any doubt, one of the most complicated
and controversially discussed substances in condensed matter sciences [18]. Although
numerous experimental methods were used to investigate the properties of water at the
atomic scale, e.g. neutron or X-ray diﬀraction [265, 111, 122, 217], small angle scattering
[219, 123, 264], and several spectroscopic techniques [311, 312, 22, 123, 201], the local
structure of water still remains under controversial discussion [24, 41, 173]. The main
point of the discussion is whether the microscopic structure of ambient water may be
understood as a liquid with homogenous density [47, 69, 264] or as an inhomogeneous
mixture of two phases with a distorted hydrogen-bond structure, which is surrounded
by a less dense patches with tetrahedral coordination [312, 123, 122]. Oxygen K-edge
spectra measured over a large pressure-temperature range show signiﬁcant diﬀerences of
the spectral weight, where the spectra change from water-like shape at low pressure and
low temperature to a gas-like shape at high pressure and temperature conditions. How-
ever water-like contribution can be found in the spectra even beyond the critical point.
The study shows a clear evidence of a homogenous microscopic structure of water, at
least at the subnanometer scale. Theoretical analysis based on XRS spectra calculated
from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations snapshots allow a deeper inside into the
local chemical properties of water. The structure at ambient conditions predominantly
1Source: http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/ﬁlter2.html
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consists of species with four H-bonds and ﬁve oxygen neighbors with a distance of around
3.6 Å. If the pressure-temperature conditions increase along the vapor pressure curve,
the average number of H-bonds drops to 0.6 at 600 ◦C and 134 MPa. However, no clus-
tering of these models could be found over the entire pressure - temperature range. This
study contributes to the investigation of the microscopic structure of water at high pres-
sure and high temperature conditions, which are hardly accessible by other techniques
providing a benchmark for further studies using alternative theoretical background.
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3. Calculation of core-level excitations in
3d transition metal oxides
Modeling of X-ray absorption spectra is a very important issue to extract quantitative
information from the experimental data. During the last decades diﬀerent approaches
like FEFF [224], FDMNES [135], Wien2K [251], STOBE [144, 145], GW [13] or Bethe-
Salpeter approach [302] have been proposed to calculate absorption edges for several
materials. However, the single electron picture often breaks down for core-level spec-
troscopy of strongly correlated systems like transition metals (TM) or rare earth (RE)
compounds. Typically, the ligand absorption edge is usually reproduced well by the
common single particle models but the TM and RE absorption edges are not. DOS
approach does not yield adequate results to be compared with the L- or M- edge spectra
of TM and RE [61]. In the ﬁnal state, partially ﬁlled core and valence states can be
found, which leads to a strong overlap between the core and valence state wave functions.
This is an atomic eﬀect and the proper ﬁnal states can be found after p- and d- vector
coupling resulting in multiplet eﬀects not included into the single particle scheme. A
consequence of this atomic multiplet eﬀect is the crystal ﬁeld eﬀect, which describes the
energy diﬀerences between diﬀerent occupations in the 3d band leading to a splitting of
energy levels due to a strong core-hole potential.
In the following, a very short introduction to the one particle model is presented in
section 3.1. Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 give an overview on basic aspects of the code used
to calculate TM oxide’s absorption edges including atomic multiplet, crystal ﬁeld and
charge transfer eﬀects, respectively. In section 3.5, the graphical user interface and the
calculation procedure is presented in more detail. Calculations of the Fe M2/3-edge for
Fe2+ and Fe3+ are presented and discussed sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, respectively.
3.1. Single-particle model
In this section, a brief overview on how to describe atomic orbitals within the single-
particle picture is presented, strongly based on reference [54]. The approach will be
applied ﬁrst to an atom including only one electron with a subsequent extension for
multi-electron systems.
3.1.1. Atom including one electron
In order to calculate an X-ray absorption spectrum for an atom including one electron,
the time independent Schrödinger equation
Hˆ0Ψ = EΨ (3.1)
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must be solved. In this case the Hamiltonian can be deﬁned as
Hˆ0 = − ~
2
2m
∇
2 + V (r), (3.2)
which describes a free particle in a potential V (r). The Hamiltonian can be transferred
in spherical coordinates and the Schrödinger equation reads in atomic units as:[
−1
r
∂2
∂r2
r +
1
r2
L2 + V (r)
]
Ψ = EΨ, (3.3)
where L is the angular momentum operator. As long as Ψ is an eigenfunction of L2 and
Lz, the relation
L2Ψ =
[
r
∂2
∂r2
r− r2V (r) + r2E
]
Ψ = l(l + 1)Ψ (3.4)
in combination with the central ﬁeld potential
V (r) = −2Z
r
, (3.5)
r measured in Bohr units, can be used to ﬁnd the wave function Ψ. In this case, the
Schrödinger equation can be solved by separating the wave function into a radial, angular
and spin part
Ψ = Ψn,l,ml,ms(r, θ, φ, sz) =
1
r
Pn,l(r) ·Yl,ml(θ, φ) · σms(sz) =
∣∣n, l,ml,ms〉. (3.6)
The spherical harmonics Yl,ml(θ, φ) in equation (3.6) represent the angular part of the
wave function, σms(sz) is a spin function and
1
rPn,l(r) contains the radial dependence.
According to equations (3.3) and (3.4), the Hamiltonian only depends on the magnitude
of the radius r and shows no angular or spin dependence. Using the potential given
in equation (3.5) and eliminating the angular and spin contribution, the Schrödinger
equation can be simpliﬁed to[
− ∂
2
∂r2
+
l(l + 1)
r2
+
2Z
r
]
Pn,l(r) = EPn,l(r) (3.7)
The function Pnl(r) provides a complete solution of the one-electron problem neglect-
ing relativistic corrections and can be calculated either analytically or using numerical
approaches. Basically, every electronic state of an atom can be described by only two
quantum numbers within the one-electron model, namely, the principal quantum number
n and the orbital angular momentum quantum number l. The following section deals
with a solution of the Schrödinger equation for atoms with more than one electron.
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3.1.2. Multi-electron systems
The Hamiltonian for a multi-electron system can be deﬁned as
Hˆ0 = −
∑
i
~
2
2m
∇2i +
∑
i
V (ri), (3.8)
i being the electrons number [54, 61]. To solve the Schrödinger equation for a multi-
electron system the approximation method developed by Slater [256] and extended by
Condon [51] will be applied to derive the multi-electron wave function. The procedure
is based on the expansion of an unknown wave function ψ by a complete set of known
orthonormal basis functions Ψb and their contributions ykb :
Ψ =
∑
b
ykbΨb. (3.9)
In an atom with N electrons, the electrons interact with each other through the Coulomb
repulsion and the positions of each electron must be reﬂected in the basis functions Ψb.
However, the electron-electron repulsion is neglected within the one-electron model and
only the electrostatic ﬁeld of the nuclei is taken into account. Including the central-ﬁeld
model, the one-electron wave function given in equation (3.6) can be used for each i-th
electron, resulting in
φi(ri) =
1
r
Pni,li(r) ·Yli,mli (θ, φ) · σmsi (siz), (3.10)
where ri denotes the electron position (r, φ, θ) with respect to the spin orientation s
and the position of the nuclei. In the next step, the one-electron wave functions of N
electrons can be combined to the wave function of an N -electron system. The ﬁnal
many-particle wave function Ψ must include the wave function of every single electron
of the system. Furthermore, Ψ must be zero according to Pauli’s exclusion principle,
if any two electrons with the same quantum numbers occur. Finally, Ψ is given by the
Slater determinant [54]
Ψ =
1
N!1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ1(r1) φ1(r2) · · · φ1(rN )
φ2(r1) φ2(r2) · · · φ2(rN )
...
...
. . .
...
φN (r1) φN (r2) · · · φN (rN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3.11)
The wave function Ψ includes the complete information about the whole electronic sys-
tem of an atom with N electrons described by the wave functions (φ1, . . . , φN ).
3.2. Atomic multiplet theory
Atomic multiplet eﬀects play a major role when modeling absorption edges of TM and
RE and result from the interaction of the core-hole and the electron wave functions in
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the ﬁnal state of an absorption process. This interaction leads to an increase of the
number of excitations allowed signiﬁcantly aﬀecting the shape of an absorption edge.
The investigation of the so called multiplet splitting became a hot topic after it was
discovered on 3d TMs by Kotani and Toyazawa (1974) [147]. In this section, only very
basic aspects of the multiplet eﬀects will be presented while more detailed information
can be found e.g. references [54, 61].
In section 3.1.1, the wave function within the single-particle model was derived from the
Schrödinger equation employing the Hamiltonian deﬁned in equation (3.8). To include
atomic multiplet eﬀects a new Hamiltonian HˆAtom must be deﬁned. The starting point
of the approach is to use the one-electron Hamiltonian Hˆ0 and to extend it by two
additional terms, the electron-electron repulsion Hˆee and the spin-orbit coupling Hˆso,
which are given by [54, 61]
HˆAtom = Hˆ0 +
∑
<i,j>
e2
rij︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆee
+
N∑
i=1
ζ(ri)lisi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆso
. (3.12)
Here, the kinetic energy of the i-th electron in the electric ﬁeld of a nuclei is given by the
ﬁrst two terms, Hˆee describes the repulsion between two electrons and the sum is over
all pairs < i, j > of the electronic distances rij with i 6= j. For Hˆso the sum is over all
electrons, li and si are the orbital momentum and spin quantum number, respectively,
and
ζ(ri) =
α2
2
1
r
(
dV
dr
)
(3.13)
is the coupling strength between two particles with the distance r, α is the ﬁne structure
constant and V is the central ﬁeld potential given in equation 3.5 [54].
In the next step, the electron-electron interaction and spin-orbit coupling given by the
Hamiltonians Hˆee and Hˆso, respectively, must be taken into account to calculate the elec-
tronic structure according to the atomic multiplet model. As the one electron part of
the Hamiltonian in (3.12) is the same for all electrons, it can be neglected for the calcu-
lation. The excitations caused by the electron-electron repulsion and spin-orbit coupling
can then be calculated relatively to a constant energy position with respect to the one
electron part. In general, one could rewrite the one electron Hamiltonian to an aver-
age Hamiltonian and use the electron repulsion and spin-orbit coupling as perturbation.
However, especially the electron repulsion is too large to be treated as perturbation. It
might be possible to separate the spherical average of the electron-electron interaction
from the non-spherical part instead. Consequently, Hˆee can be rewritten as
Eˆ′ee = Hˆee −
〈
Hˆee
〉
=
∑
<i,j>
e2
rij
−
〈 ∑
<i,j>
e2
rij
〉
, (3.14)
where 〈〉 denotes the expectation value. Within this formalism, Eˆ′ee determines the energy
positions of the diﬀerent terms within the atomic conﬁguration [61]. In the following an
algorithm to calculate the number and energy positions of the possible transitions will
be presented.
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3.2.1. Term symbols
Term symbols describe the symmetry of an electronic state. To calculate an absorption
spectrum term symbols of the initial and ﬁnal states must be calculated ﬁrst. Subse-
quently, only combinations of the symmetries of the initial and ﬁnal state, which satisfy
a selection rule (for dipole or other transitions), are taken into account to calculate the
transition pattern [61].
A single electron can be completely described by a set of quantum numbers (see equa-
tion (3.6), small and capital letters are used for single- and multi-electron states, respec-
tively), which are the orbital angular momentum quantum number l (l = 0, 1, 2, . . . ),
the spin angular momentum quantum number s (s = 1/2), the total angular momentum
quantum number j with the values l + s and l − s, the magnetic quantum number ml
(ml = −l,−l+1, . . . , l), the spin magnetic quantum numberms (ms = −s,−l+1, . . . , s)
and the total magnetic quantum number mj (mj = −j, −l + 1, . . . , j).
New quantum numbers must be introduced to describe a two-electron system including
electrons with the quantum numbers l1,s1 and l2,s2, which are the total orbital angular
momentum quantum number L (l1− l2 ≤ L ≤ l1+ l2, steps of 1), the total spin quantum
number S (0 or 1 in this case) and the total angular momentum quantum number J
(
∣∣L− S∣∣ ≤ J ≤ L+ S, steps of 1).
For multi-electron systems the same quantum numbers (L, S, J) can be used. Every
conﬁguration can be described by a term symbol 2S+1LJ , where the orbital angular mo-
mentum is indicated by the spectroscopic notation S (for L = 0), P (for L = 1), D
(for L = 2), F (for L = 3), etc. This quantity is also called a symmetry of a state.
Furthermore, all terms with the same L and S have the same energy level, which is
(2L + 1)(2S + 1)-fold degenerate. In the presence of spin-orbit coupling, the degenera-
tion level changes to (2J + 1). The quantity 2S + 1 is called spin multiplicity and the
related terms are labeled singlet (S = 0), doublet (S = 1/2), triplet (S = 1), quartet
(S = 3/2), etc. [54, 61].
The procedure to obtain term symbols for diﬀerent conﬁgurations can be shown on some
simple examples. A single s electron (l = 0, s = 1/2) is given by 2S1/2. To describe a p
electron (l = 1, s = 1/2) two term symbols are required due to the fact that the total
angular momentum quantum number can have two values (j = 1/2, j = 3/2), resulting
in term symbols 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 [56].
The term symbols for two electrons in diﬀerent orbitals (n1 6= n2), e.g. 2p13p1 (l1 = 1,
s1 = 1/2, l2 = 1, s2 = 1/2), can be obtained by calculating the possible values for L
(L = 0, 1, 2) and S (S = 0, 1). For L = 0 and S = 0 only J = 0 is possible, resulting in
the term symbol 1S0. A similar result can be obtained for L = 0, S = 1, and J = 1 lead-
ing to the term symbol 3S1. For L = 1 and S = 0 the total angular momentum quantum
number can only be J = 1 thus resulting in the term symbol 1P1. The picture changes
slightly if L = 1 and S = 1. Here, J can be any integer between 0 and 2 resulting in
three term symbols 3P0,3P1, and 3P2. The same situation appears for L = 2 and S = 1,
which leads to the J values of J = 1, 2, 3, again resulting in three term symbols, namely
3D1,3D2, and 3D3. Together with the term symbol 1D2 for L = 2, S = 0, and J = 2, the
electronic conﬁguration 2p13p1 can be described by a total of 10 term symbols in the
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presence of spin-orbit coupling. If the term symbols are sorted by their J values, there
are two term symbols with J = 0, four term symbols with J = 1, three term symbols
with J = 2, and one term symbol with J = 3. Thus, the total degeneracy of the 2p13p1
conﬁguration can be estimated to (2 × 1) + (4 × 3) + (3 × 5) + (1 × 7) = 36. Special
attention should be paid to a conﬁguration with two electrons in the same shell, e.g.
the 2p2 conﬁguration. Here, the same degree of degeneration can be found as for the
2p13p1 conﬁguration. However, due to the Pauli’s exclusion principle, the ﬁrst electron
can still occupy six states but the second electron can occupy only ﬁve states, leading
to a degeneration degree of 6 × 5 = 30. Assuming the fact, that the sequence of the
electrons does not play any role, the degeneracy must be divided by two leading to 15
possible states [56, 61].
The situation becomes considerably more complicated when the number of electrons
exceeds two. In this case, the degeneracy is given by [61](
10
n
)
=
10!
(10− n)!n! . (3.15)
The term symbols and the degeneracy for all electronic conﬁgurations including p and
d electrons are tabulated in [61].
Now, the shape of an X-ray absorption spectrum can be estimated. Equation (2.19)
shows, that calculation of the transition matrix elements is crucial to calculate the ab-
sorption probability. In the particular case of XAS, the transition matrix is dominated
by the dipole component, which restricts transitions to those with ∆J = ±1 or 0 ex-
cluding J ′ = J = 0. A simple calculation can be shown on the example of the L-edge
of the Sc3+ atom. Here, an electron from the closed p-shell is excited into an empty
3d state. The respective initial and ﬁnal state conﬁgurations are 3d0 and 2p53d1. The
initial state can be described by a single term symbol 1S0, while the term symbols 3P0,
1P1, 3P1, 3D1, 1D2, 3P2, 3D2, 3F2, 1F3, 3D3, 3F3, and 3F4 belong to the ﬁnal state. The
transition matrix element, which is proportional to the XAS intensity, can be rewritten
as
IXAFS ∝
∣∣〈2p53d1∣∣r∣∣3d0〉∣∣2 (3.16)
or expressed by the respective term symbols
IXAFS ∝
∣∣〈1,3PDF∣∣r∣∣1S0〉∣∣2. (3.17)
The dipole properties of the transition operator allow only transition from the initial
1S0 symmetry to the ﬁnal states with J = 1, which restricts the possible ﬁnal state
term symbols to 1P1, 3P1, and 3D1. Thus, the resulting spectrum is given by a linear
combination of three maxima.
3.2.2. Matrix elements
If the number and the symmetry of states of an atomic conﬁgurations were found, matrix
elements based on Hamiltonian used in equation (3.12) can be used to calculate the
energy splitting and intensity of allowed transitions. The calculation of the matrix
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elements is not straightforward and thus, only a brief overview is given in this section.
More detailed description can be found e.g. in [54, 61].
The general Hamiltonian includes the electron-electron interaction Hˆee and the spin-orbit
coupling Hˆso
Hˆee + Hˆso =
∑
<i,j>
e2
rij
+
N∑
i=1
ζ(ri)lisi. (3.18)
First, matrix elements resulting from the electron-electron interaction are discussed [61].
Due to the fact, that Hˆee commutates with L2, S2, Lz and Sz, all oﬀ-diagonal elements
are zero. The general equation for matrix element calculation of two-electron wave
functions can be written as [61]
〈2S+1
LJ
∣∣ e2
r12
∣∣2S+1LJ〉 =∑
k
fkF
k +
∑
k
gkG
k. (3.19)
Here, the radial parts F k and Gk of Hˆee were separated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem
[314, 68] and the radial part of the Hamiltonian was expanded. The angular parts fk
and gk can be written in terms of 3j- and 6J-symbols to [61]
fk = (2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)(−1)L
(
l1 k l1
0 0 0
)(
l2 k l2
0 0 0
){
l1 l2 L
l2 l1 k
}
gk = (2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)(−1)S
(
l1 k l2
0 0 0
)(
l1 k l2
0 0 0
){
l1 l2 L
l1 l2 k
}
.
(3.20)
The values of k can be found using the triangle conditions of the 3j-symbols. It can be
shown, that for fk, k must be an even integer ranging from 0 to two times the lowest
l (otherwise, one of the 3j-symbols is 0). For gk, k is even if l1 + l2 is even and k is
odd if l1 + l2 is odd. The maximum value is l1 + l2. Furthermore, gk is not deﬁned
if both electrons are inside the same orbital (l1 = l2) [54]. More details about 3j- and
6J-symbols can be found in appendix B.
A very simple example can be given on the 1s2s (1s12s1) conﬁguration (one 1s and one
2s electron). According to the notation presented in section 3.2.1 this conﬁguration
includes the term symbols 1S0 (singlet) and 3S1 (triplet). The respective energies can
be calculated using
〈1S∣∣ e2
r12
∣∣1S〉 = F0(1s2s) + G0(1s2s),
〈3S∣∣ e2
r12
∣∣3S〉 = F0(1s2s)−G0(1s2s). (3.21)
The triplet state 3S1 is threefold degenerate and the average energy of the conﬁguration
is F0(1s2s)-1/2 G0(1s2s). F0 and G0 are the Slater-Condon parameters for the direct
Coulomb repulsion and the Coulomb exchange interaction, respectively. The energy
diﬀerence for this conﬁguration is therefore 2·G0(1s2s) [61].
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For more than two electrons the picture becomes signiﬁcantly more complicated. Here,
the three-electron wave function with the quantum numbers LS can be generated from
a series of two-electron wave functions with quantum numbers L1S1 using so called
coeﬃcients of fractional parentage CLSL1S1 . Subsequently, the equation for the Slater-
Condon parameters must be modiﬁed by replacing the 6J-symbol from equation (3.20)
by normalized U (k)L′LS matrix elements [61]
fk = (2l + 1)
2(−1)L
(
l k l
0 0 0
)2 [
1
2L+ 1
∑
L′
(
U
(k)
L′LS
)2 − n
2l + 1
]
,
U
(k)
L′LS =
∑
L1S1
(−1)L1+L+k+l
√
(2L+ 1)(2L′ + 1)CLSL1S1C
L′S
L1S1
{
L K L′
l L1 l
}
.
(3.22)
The values of U (k)L′LS for diﬀerent electronic conﬁgurations are tabulated in [54].
Spin-orbit coupling is included into the Hamiltonian (3.12) by
Hˆso =
N∑
i=1
ζ(ri)lisi. (3.23)
So far only electron-electron interaction was concerned. Now spin-orbit coupling can
occur for the initial as well as for the ﬁnal state and leads to the occurrence of non-
diagonal elements in the energy matrix. As a consequence, the states involved into
the calculation split and the excitation pattern becomes signiﬁcantly more complicated
[54, 61].
3.3. Ligand field multiplet theory
Due to the interaction between the electronic wave function of the p- and d- states atomic
multiplet eﬀects signiﬁcantly aﬀect the electronic structure of an atom. However, a solid
usually consists of more than one atom and coordination eﬀects cannot be neglected.
The starting point of the ligand ﬁeld multiplet (LFM) theory is the approximation of
the TM compound by a TM atom surrounded by a distribution of discrete charges,
which mimic local atomic environment. Although only a ﬁrst order approximation, this
approach successfully explains a large number of experimental ﬁndings [97, 62, 150, 91,
14]. According to the atomic multiplet theory, the 3d state of a single TM atom, e.g.
for a TM in a gas phase, is 5-fold degenerate. If the same atom is surrounded by six
neighbors (e.g. 6 negative point charges) placed equidistant on three axes, the 3d states
loose their degeneracy due to the interaction between the electrons inside the 3d orbitals
and the neighbors and the ﬁve 3d states are split in energy (see ﬁgure 3.1). In the
following, the theoretical aspects of the LFM theory are brieﬂy discussed according to
[61].
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Figure 3.1.: Illustration of the crystal ﬁeld eﬀects on the energy levels of a TM atom on the example of
(a) an Fe atom, which is surrounded by six O atoms. (b) The ligand ﬁeld interacts with the
3d2z and 3dx2−y2 orbitals of Fe while the other 3d orbitals are not aﬀected. (c) The atomic
3d state of Fe is 5-fold degenerated and all states have the same energy in the case of an
isolated atom, while the states are split if crystal ﬁeld is applied.
3.3.1. Crystal field Hamiltonian
The starting point is a modiﬁcation of the Hamiltonian given in equation (3.12) by an
additional term describing the crystal ﬁeld eﬀects. Within the LFM theory, the modiﬁed
Hamiltonian reads as
HˆLFM = HˆAtom + HˆCF. (3.24)
with
HˆCF = eφ(r). (3.25)
The crystal ﬁeld part of the LFM Hamiltonian is given by a product of the electronic
charge e and the potential φ(r) created by the nearest neighbors. The potential φ(r)
can be expressed by an expansion into spherical harmonics YLM
φ(r) =
∞∑
L=0
L∑
M=−L
rLALMYLM (Ψ, φ). (3.26)
Here, ALM is a scaling factor for certain spherical harmonics. In the next step, the
crystal ﬁeld part can be treated as perturbation and the matrix elements of φ(r) with
respect to the 3d orbitals
〈
3d
∣∣φ(r)∣∣3d〉 must be determined. Again, the matrix elements
can be separated into spherical and radial parts. The radial part describes the strength
of the crystal ﬁeld interaction and the spherical part can be expressed in terms of the
YLM symmetry. For e.g. two 3d electrons, YLM can be simpliﬁed to Y2m, and the
spherical part of φ(r) can be written in terms of 3j- symbols to
〈
Y2m2
∣∣YLM ∣∣Y2m1〉 = (−1)m2√15(2L+ 1)/4π
(
2 L 2
−m2 M m1
)(
2 L 2
0 0 0
)
. (3.27)
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SO3 L Oh (Butler) Oh (Muliken)
S 0 0 A1
P 1 1 T1
D 2 2+1̂ E+T2
F 3 0̂+1+1̂ A2+T1+T2
G 4 0+1+2+1̂ A1+E+T1+T2
Table 3.1.: Rules for branching calculations for symmetry elements going from SO3 symmetry to Oh
symmetry as can be found in [61].
The second 3j- symbol is zero unless L = 0, 2, or 4, which simpliﬁes the crystal ﬁeld
potential for 3d electrons to
φ(r) = A00Y00 +
2∑
M=−2
r2A2MY2M +
4∑
M=−4
r4A4MY4M . (3.28)
The term A00Y00 deﬁnes a constant shift of the atomic states and thus can be ne-
glected for further calculations. After the matrix elements for the initial and ﬁnal states
have been calculated according to a certain selection rule, the matrix elements must be
branched accordingly.
3.3.2. Crystal field parameters
The LFM theory, which describes the eﬀect of the local surrounding on the atomic
properties of a TM, makes use of an extremely simpliﬁed approximation of the local
coordination. This model can only succeed if the system is strongly determined by sym-
metry considerations and group theory can be applied [54, 56, 61]. In the octahedral
symmetry, the TM atom is surrounded by six neighbors, which are placed on the three
Cartesian axes, or in other words, on the six faces of a cube centered on the TM atom,
building an octahedral ﬁeld. In the tetrahedral symmetry, the eight neighbors are po-
sitioned in the eight corners of the same cube, building a cubic ﬁeld. Both symmetries
belong to the Oh group, which is a subgroup of the atomic SO3 group. The branching
ratios between the atomic states to symmetry states within a ligand ﬁeld can be directly
obtained from the Muliken notation. Table 3.1 summarizes symmetry transformations
from the SO3 symmetry group to the Oh group expressed in Butler and in Muliken nota-
tion [39, 61]. The atomic S state branches to the A1 symmetry, which means, that the S
orbital is completely symmetric under all transformations. The P state branches to the
T1 symmetry indicating that a two-fold rotation around the x-axis inverts the orbital,
etc. In general, the branching ratio between any transformation can be obtained from
the Butler notation.
Apparently the only important branching ratio term in the Oh symmetry is X40, which
strongly relates to the crystal ﬁeld splitting of the 3d states, 10Dq, using
X40 = 1/18×
√
30 · 10Dq ≈ 0.304 · 10Dq. (3.29)
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In tetragonal symmetry (D4h), three parameters must be used which are deﬁned as
Dq = 1/6 · 30−1/2 ·X400 − 7/30 · 42−1/2 ·X420
Ds = −70−1/2 ·X220
Dt = −2/5 · 42−1/2 ·X420
(3.30)
The energy levels of diﬀerent electronic conﬁgurations as a function of 10Dq are tabulated
in so called Tanabe-Sugano diagrams and the splitting pattern of a certain symmetry
for each electronic conﬁguration is presented as a function of the crystal ﬁeld strength
[279].
Crystal ﬁeld eﬀects split the 3d states into t2g and eg states and the splitting is given
by the parameter 10Dq. In presence of an octahedral coordination, the t2g states are
lower in energy. The t2g and eg states are further split by the so called Stoner exchange
J. The Stoner exchange describes the repulsion of the electrons with two parallel spins
within t2g or eg states and is given by a linear combination of Slater-Condon parameters
J=(F2+F4)/14. It can be shown, that conﬁgurations 3d4, 3d5, 3d6, and 3d7 can have a
second ground state. In the ground state, the 3d6 conﬁguration consists of three spin-
up electrons in the t2g state and two spin-up electrons in the eg state. Additionally,
one spin-down electron occupies one t2g state. The total spin is maximized according
to the Hundt’s rule and this state is called high-spin state. In the low-spin state, the
3d6 conﬁguration consists of three spin-up and three spin-down electrons in the t2g,
while the eg states are empty. This state can be achieved if the Stoner exchange and
thus the repulsion of the electrons with the same spin is too high to keep the high-spin
state conﬁguration. The transition from the high-spin to the low-spin state occurs if the
crystal ﬁeld splitting exceeds the value of approximately 2J. Assuming J ≈ 0.8 eV the
spin transition point can be estimated to the 10 Dq value of 1.6 eV. Similar situation
can be found for the 3d5 conﬁguration with the transition point at 3J [61].
3.4. Charge transfer effects
The important role of multiplet eﬀects on the transition pattern of a TM has been
shown compared to a single electron picture. Here, the strong interaction between the
wave functions of electrons and holes leads to a signiﬁcantly higher number of transitions
allowed by the selection rules. The presence of a crystal ﬁeld results in a branching of the
symmetries, which makes the transition pattern signiﬁcantly more complicated. All this
models are based on the fact, that the number of charges in the initial and ﬁnal states
is the same. However, some compounds can show metal-like behavior allowing charge
transfer from a TM atom to a ligand or to another metal atom (and vice versa). This
eﬀect can be described by the so called charge transfer multiplet (CTM) theory, which is
based on the Hubbard model. Although the application of the charge transfer multiplet
theory can reveal very useful information on the electronic structure of a compound
only a brief, qualitative overview will be given in this section due to the fact, that CTM
eﬀects are very diﬃcult to observe by absorption spectroscopy. The reason is, that the
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presence of charge transfer results in a weak satellite peak in the absorption edge. The
high intrinsic broadening of the absorption edge may lead to the fact, that the weak
charge transfer satellite is completely smoothed by the main excitation maximum and
is thus not directly observable by XAS. Here, other experimental techniques (e.g. XPS
or RIXS) must be used which are more sensitive to the charge ﬂuctuation between the
initial and ﬁnal states [61].
The CTM theory allows to include electron hopping from the TM atom to the ligand or
from the ligand to the TM atom, which increases the number of the possible initial and
ﬁnal states. Within both the atomic multiplet theory and ligand ﬁeld multiplet theory
the initial state can be described by the symbol 3dn. If charge transfer eﬀects are taken
into account, a set of new initial states must be included. Assuming a transfer of an
electron from the ligand to the TM atom, the total electron number in the TM atom
increases by one and a hole in the ligand site occurs. This conﬁguration can be described
as 3dn+1L (L indicating a hole in the ligand site). The next step of this procedure is the
conﬁguration 3dn+2L2. In general, any alike conﬁguration must be taken into account,
but two conﬁgurations are enough for the most applications. Similarly, the ﬁnal state
conﬁguration 2p53dn+2L and alike must be added to the ﬁnal state 2p53dn+1 known from
the atomic multiplet theory. Due to the interaction between the initial and ﬁnal states
application of the CTM theory signiﬁcantly increases the number of possible transitions
for a certain conﬁguration compared to the atomic multiplet theory in the presence of
crystal ﬁeld eﬀects [61].
According to the single impurity Anderson model, the CTM eﬀects can be calculated
by only a few number of parameters, which are the on-site dd Coulomb repulsion Udd
(describing the potential needed to overcome to move an electron from one TM atom
to the next TM atom) and the charge transfer energy ∆, also known from the Hubbard
model, the hybridization energy V (Γ) between the ligand p- and TM d- states and the
core hole potential −Udc. Here, Udc is usually larger than Udd by 1-2 eV. Furthermore,
the largest core hole potential can be related to the deepest core state. Furthermore,
−Udc only aﬀects the 3d states and the interaction between the core holes and valence
electrons is neglected. For calculations, the following rules are used [61]:
• The 2p3d Slater-Condon parameters are obtained from the atomic calculation.
• The spin-orbit coupling between the 2p and 3d states is taken into account.
• The crystal ﬁeld strength value 10Dq is assumed to be the same for all initial
states.
• The energy diﬀerence between two conﬁgurations is called charge transfer energy
given by ∆f = ∆+ Udd − Udc. For XAFS, ∆f is smaller than ∆ by 1-2 eV.
• The hopping energy V (Γ) is the same for the initial and ﬁnal states.
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The absorption edge can be calculated within the LFM model using the following ma-
trices:
IXAS,1 ∝
∣∣〈2p53dn+1∣∣T1(ED)∣∣3dn〉∣∣2, (3.31)
EINIT,1 =
〈
3dn
∣∣HLFM∣∣3dn〉, (3.32)
EFINAL,1 =
〈
2p53dn+1
∣∣HLFM∣∣2p53dn+1〉. (3.33)
Subsequently, the CTM eﬀects include another set of matrix elements given by
IXAS,2 ∝
∣∣〈2p53dn+2L∣∣T1(ED)∣∣3dn+1L〉∣∣2, (3.34)
EINIT,2 =
〈
3dn+1L
∣∣HLFM∣∣3dn+1L〉, (3.35)
EFINAL,2 =
〈
2p53dn+2L
∣∣HLFM∣∣2p53dn+2L〉. (3.36)
The two initial and ﬁnal states are coupled by monopole transitions (i.e. hybridization)
given by the mixing Hamiltonian HMIX =
∑
ν V (Γ)(a
∗
dνaν + a
∗
νadν) adding new matrix
elements [61]
MINIT,1;INIT,2 =
〈
3dn+1L
∣∣HMIX∣∣3dn〉, (3.37)
MFINAL,1;FINAL,2 =
〈
2p53dn+2L
∣∣HMIX∣∣2p53dn+1〉. (3.38)
An absorption edge within the CTM model can be calculated by solving the equations
(3.31)-(3.38). The term average energy changes to 2∆ + Udd, if the 3dn+2L2 is added
to the calculation. In application of the CTM theory with positive values of ∆ the
CTM eﬀects lead to a contraction of the multiplet structure and to formation of weak
satellite peaks in the spectrum. This eﬀect is a special feature of XAS, which is a neutral
spectroscopy technique according to the equal number of charge of the initial and ﬁnal
state. Thus, the screening of charge transfer eﬀects is weak independent on whether the
multiplet eﬀects are present or not. With the values of e.g. t2g hopping energy of 1.0 eV
and ∆ = 1 eV CTM satellite peaks with the intensity of around 20 % of the total intensity
can occur. However, typical values for TM oxides suppress the CTM satellite intensity
to less than 6 % of the maximum intensity. Furthermore, even a strong variation of
the charge transfer parameters reveals only minor changes of the charge transfer peak
structure [61]. However, some examples exist with the large CTM eﬀects showing a
strong contribution to the absorption edge, e.g in the case of iron cyanides [119].
3.5. Calculation of core-level excitations using the CTM4XAS
code
One of the ﬁrst theoretical observations of multiplet eﬀects in solids were done by
Williams (1966) [319], followed by Nakai and co-workers [195]. Shin et al. [253] could
attribute experimental spectra to a certain multiplet structure. Based on theoretical
description of multiplet [147, 105, 254, 278], crystal ﬁeld [39], and charge transfer eﬀects
[147] Thole et al. developed a code [286], which allowed to perform systematic L- and
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M-edge studies on diﬀerent TM compounds [59, 58, 297, 298].
Stavitski and de Groot developed a program package employing a graphical user in-
terface, which allows to perform calculations of electronic excitations [267]. The pack-
age based on the codes by Cowan and Thole consists of two programs CTM4XAS and
CTM4RIXS and was originally developed to simulate TM L-edges but also calculation of
1s, 2s, 3s, 2p, 3p XAS, EELS, and XPS spectra is possible. Furthermore 1s2p and 1s3p
XES spectra can be modeled. CTM4RIXS allows additional calculation of two dimen-
sional RIXS plane. In contrast to the most ab initio codes presented at the beginning of
chapter 3 CTM4XAS is a semi-empirical code, which signiﬁcantly improves the run time
[127]. In the following, input parameters to calculate a transition pattern to simulate
absorption edges using CMT4XAS will be explained.
After selecting an electronic conﬁguration, which includes all 3dn, 4dn, and 5dn TM
ions, the initial and ﬁnal state conﬁgurations are loaded and an absorption edge must
be chosen. The graphical user interface allows to control the scaling factors for the Fpd,
Fdd and Gpd values, which describe the coupling between the d electrons and between
the core and d electrons given by the Slater-Condon parameters F2 and F4 for direct
Coulomb repulsion as well as G2 and G4 for exchange interaction. The scaling factors
can be set to any value between 0 and 1.5, where 1 means a reduction of the Slater-
Condon parameters to 80% of their atomic values, which was found out to be reasonable
for TMs by experiments. Furthermore, the scaling factors for the spin-orbit coupling for
core and valence electrons can be chosen separately. The centroid energy position of the
transition pattern calculations is obtained from [287].
Calculation on the basis of the atomic multiplet theory can be extended by crystal ﬁeld
eﬀects subsequently by choosing one of the available point group symmetries, which are
restricted to the Oh (octahedral), D4h (tetragonal), and C4 (4-fold) symmetries. Fur-
thermore, the crystal ﬁeld splitting parameter 10Dq is deﬁned as the energy gap between
the T2g and Eg states in the particular case of the Oh symmetry, neglecting all atomic
parameters. For the other symmetries, additional crystal ﬁeld parameters Dq, Dt, and
Ds as deﬁned in equation (3.30) can be used [263]. Furthermore, setting diﬀerent crystal
ﬁeld parameters for the initial and ﬁnal states is possible. An additional exchange ﬁeld
M can be included to study the impact of magnetic eﬀects, e.g. important for X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism studies. Although the tetrahedral symmetry is not imple-
mented into the program, such calculations can also be done with the same settings
as for the Oh symmetry but with negative value for the crystal ﬁeld splitting. For the
octahedral coordination the T2g states are lower in energy than the Eg states and the
opposite is the case for the tetrahedral symmetry. Thus, the change in sign only deﬁnes
the energy position of the d-states relative to each other.
Charge transfer eﬀects can be controlled by three parameters presented in section 3.4,
which are the charge transfer energy ∆ between the 3dn and 3dn+1L conﬁgurations, and
Udd and Upd deﬁne the Hubbard U parameters for the valence and core-valence interac-
tions, respectively. Additionally, four hopping terms are deﬁned for diﬀerent symmetries,
namely T(b1), T(a1), T(b2), T(e), which relate to the x2−y2, z2, xy, and xz/yz orbitals,
respectively. In the particular case of the Oh symmetry, T(b1) and T(a1), as well as
T(b2) and T(e), must be equal, due to the E and T2 symmetry properties, respectively
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[267].
The result of a calculation of electronic excitations employing atomic multiplet, ligand
ﬁeld and charge transfer theory is a transition pattern with a certain number of sticks,
which have a diﬀerent intensity according to their degeneracy. For a comparison with
a measured absorption edge, the experimental resolution must be taken into account.
Furthermore, the ﬁnite lifetime of the excited state, so called core-hole lifetime, broad-
ens the stick pattern. Thus, the calculated pattern can be convoluted with a Gaussian
and a Lorentzian function with a certain width (full-width-half-maximum, FWHM) to
simulate the eﬀect of the experimental resolution and core-hole lifetime, respectively. In
the following, the capabilities of the code as well as the impact of diﬀerent parameters
important for the calculations are demonstrated on the examples of 3d6 (Fe2+) and 3d5
(Fe3+) conﬁgurations [267].
3.5.1. 3d6 configuration
The conﬁguration 3d6 is representative for Fe2+. To show the inﬂuence of diﬀerent
parameters on the shape of the absorption edge, calculations of the Fe M2,3-edge were
performed for octahedral coordination. Within this conditions, the initial state 3d6 in-
cludes 34 term symbols and 210 states (according to equation (3.15) and reference [61])
with the ground state 5D4. The ﬁnal state 3p53d7 can be described by 110 term symbols
and 270 states. With respect to the total angular momentum quantum number of the
initial ground state term symbol (J = 4), only transitions employing ﬁnal state term
symbols with J = 3 (24 states), J = 4 (18 states) and J = 5 (11 states) are allowed by
the selection rule for dipole transitions. Thus, the resulting transition pattern consists
of 53 peaks with diﬀerent intensities [61].
Figure 3.2 (a) shows the impact of the Slater-Condon parameters (SCP) on the shape
of the transition patterns (sticks). The calculated transition patterns were convoluted
with a Lorentzian function (FWHM of 0.2 eV) and a Gaussian function (FWHM of 0.2
eV) to simulate the peak broadening due to the ﬁnite core-hole life-time and a feasible
experimental resolution, respectively. The bottom transition pattern shows only one
stick at around 52.7 eV resulting in one maximum for the SCP values set to zero. In this
case, multiplet eﬀects are neglected and the single stick represents the well known p− d
transition within the single-electron model. The spectral shape becomes more rich of
features, if the SCP’s are scaled to 24% of their atomic values. Here, four sticks with an
intensity of higher than 1% of the maximum peak intensity can be found, resulting in a
double-peak shaped absorption spectrum with its maxima at 52.2 eV and 53.4 eV. With
increasing SCP values signiﬁcant changes of the transition patterns can be found result-
ing in a larger splitting of the two peaks. Here, the position of the ﬁrst maximum shifts
to 50.9 eV and the maximum of the higher peak moves to 55.1 eV. Furthermore, a third
maximum can be found at around 54.3 eV, if the SCP’s are set to 80% of the respective
atomic values (blue spectrum). This scaling factor is typically used for calculations of
X-ray absorption spectra for TM compounds and will serve as starting model for fur-
ther calculations. Spin-orbit coupling (green spectrum, core-valence and valence-valence
spin-orbit coupling parameters were both scaled to 1) allows more than 36 transition
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Figure 3.2.: Calculated Fe M2,3-edge for the octahedral coordinated 3d6 conﬁguration. The calculated
transition patterns (sticks) and the correspondingly convoluted spectra show the inﬂuence
of the Slater-Condon parameters (a) and the crystal ﬁeld splitting (b) on the spectral shape.
The spectra are shifted in the intensity for a better overview.
sticks for SCP set to 80% of the atomic values. A broad, asymmetric maximum can be
found at around 50.6 eV together with two well separated maxima at 54.1 eV and 55.3
eV, respectively, in the corresponding spectrum. A comparison between the blue and
the green spectrum shows, that spin-orbit coupling aﬀects the shape of the absorption
edge. However, electron-electron repulsion is typically much larger compared to spin-
orbit coupling can be neglected for calculation of the Fe M2,3-edges for most applications
[287].
The presence of a cubic crystal ﬁeld splits the 3d states into ﬁve diﬀerent states. Ac-
cording to Hundt’s rules, all t2g and eg states are occupied by one spin-up electron and
an additional spin-down electron can be found in one of the t2g states resulting in S = 2.
The ground state of this high-spin state is given by the 5T2 symmetry. In the low-spin
state the symmetry is 1A1 and all t2g are fully occupied, while the eg states remain unoc-
cupied leading to S = 0. Additionally, an "intermediate" spin state is possible with the
occupation t52ge
1
g. To demonstrate the impact of the crystal ﬁeld splitting on the transi-
tion pattern and resulting absorption spectrum, the calculations employing octahedral
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ligand ﬁeld were performed for diﬀerent values for the crystal ﬁeld splitting (10Dq) and
the results are presented in ﬁgure 3.2 (b). The starting point is the blue spectrum with
SCP scaled to 80% of the respective atomic values and no crystal ﬁeld eﬀects (the same
as the blue spectrum in ﬁgure 3.2 (a)). Setting the crystal ﬁeld splitting to 0.6 eV leads
to a branching of states allowing signiﬁcantly more transitions resulting in a more com-
plicated transition pattern. The only change between the spectrum with 10Dq=0 eV
and 10Dq=0.6 eV is the smearing of the strongest maximum at around 55.1 eV and a
shoulder at 54.3 eV to a single broad maximum. However, if the crystal ﬁeld splitting is
increased to 1.2 eV (red spectrum in ﬁgure 3.2 (b)), which is actually a realistic value for
Fe2+ in octahedral environment [60], the transition pattern shows signiﬁcant variation.
Here, the spectrum is dominated by an intense and relatively sharp maximum at about
55.0 eV with a shoulder at 56.0 eV and a weaker and broad maximum at 51.6 eV. Weak
but still observable changes can be found if the crystal ﬁeld splitting is set to 1.8 eV.
Here, the energy splitting between the strong maximum at 55.0 eV and its shoulder
becomes higher. Furthermore, the broad maximum at around 51.6 eV is split and a high
number of weak transition sticks result in an additional spectral feature in the region
from 48 eV to 50 eV.
If 10Dq exceeds 1.8 eV a transition from the high-spin state to the low-spin state occurs.
The change of the ground state symmetry from 5T2 to 1A1 leads to dramatic changes of
the transition pattern as well as the absorption spectrum. The spectrum for 10Dq=2.0
eV shows three well separated maxima at 54.0 eV, 58.2 eV and 64.6 eV, respectively.
If the position of the X-ray absorption spectrum is deﬁned by the energy position of
the strongest maximum, the high-spin to low-spin transition results in a peak shift of
approximately 3.2 eV demonstrating a high potential of the Fe M2,3-edge for applica-
tions where the spin transition must be studied. With increasing crystal ﬁeld splitting
even more pronounced spectral changes can be observed. Besides the continuous shift
to higher energy. The shape of the main maxima at 58.2 eV and 64.6 eV, respectively,
shows only weak changes but the peak splitting is increased. More pronounced changes
can be found in the low-energy region of the spectrum. Here, two transition sticks can
be found at 53.7 eV and 54.0 eV with comparable intensity for 10Dq=2.0 eV. With in-
creasing crystal ﬁeld splitting, the intensity ratio of the transitions changes dramatically
resulting in a very strong maximum at 58.1 eV with a weak shoulder at 59.4 eV for
10Dq=5.0 eV
Calculations presented in ﬁgure 3.2 demonstrate a high sensitivity of the Fe M2,3-edge
on atomic multiplet and ligand ﬁeld eﬀects for the 3d6 conﬁguration. In the following,
similar calculations will be shown for another important electronic conﬁguration 3d5 for
iron containing compounds.
3.5.2. 3d5 configuration
3d5 is the representative conﬁguration for Fe3+. After a detailed discussion of the eﬀect
of the atomic multiplet and ligand ﬁeld theory on the Fe M2,3-edge was given in section
3.5.1 on the example of the 3d6 conﬁguration, only very indicative calculations will be
presented in this section.
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Figure 3.3.: Calculated Fe M2,3-edge for the octahedral coordinated 3d5 conﬁguration. The calculated
transition pattern (sticks) and the correspondingly convoluted spectra show the inﬂuence of
(a) the Slater-Condon parameters and (b) the crystal ﬁeld splitting on the spectral shape.
The spectra are shifted in the intensity for a better overview. In (c) the spectra from (b)
are presented with a focus on the energy region from 49 eV to 53 eV for diﬀerent 10Dq. (d)
shows the impact of charge transfer eﬀects.
The initial state 3d5 is described by 37 term symbols and 252 levels and all t2g as well
as eg states are occupied by one electron each. The ﬁnal state 3p53d6 is given by 180
term symbols and 1260 levels. The atomic ground state is given by 6S5/2 and thus, only
110 transitions into the ﬁnal states with J = 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 are allowed. In the presence
of the octahedral ligand ﬁeld the symmetry of the high-spin and low-spin states (the t2g
states are occupied by 5 electrons while the eg states remain empty) is given by 6A1 and
2T2, respectively.
Figure 3.3 (a) shows Fe M2/3-edges calculated for the 3d5 conﬁguration using diﬀerent
SCP values. If the SCP values are set to zero the spectrum is described by only one
excitation at 54.2 eV within the single-particle model, similar to the 3d6 conﬁguration.
The same can be found if the SCP values are set to 40% of the respective atomic values,
but the transition is shifted to higher energy. For SCP=80% 28 sticks with the intensity
higher than 1% of the maximum intensity contribute to the spectrum. The absorption
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edge is dominated by 3 strong transitions. However, the energy positions are very close
to each other and the convoluted spectrum shows, again, only one maximum at 56.3 eV
(blue line). Spin-orbit coupling (green line) aﬀects the transition pattern and results in
a slightly increased FWHM. Crystal ﬁeld eﬀects signiﬁcantly modify the transition pat-
tern but similar to the atomic multiplet eﬀects, only minor changes can be found in the
overall absorption edge spectra (3.3 (b)). To emphasize crystal ﬁeld induced changes,
the spectra are plotted in ﬁgure 3.3 (c) for the energy range from 49 eV to 53 eV. Increas-
ing crystal ﬁeld splitting results in a peak at around 50.5 eV. Although the maximum
growths with increasing 10 Dq, the peak intensity is below 8% of the maximum intensity
even for the very high 10Dq value of 5.0 eV.
In very speciﬁc cases, e.g. for Fe2O3, charge transfer may contribute to the absorption
edge. De Groot et al. measured the Fe L2/3-edge and obtained the charge transfer
parameters by comparing experimental spectra with calculations. The extracted param-
eters are: SCP of 90% of their atomic values, 10Dq=1.5 eV, ionic crystal ﬁeld splitting of
1.2 eV with an additional energy splitting of 0.3 eV due to the diﬀerence of hopping en-
ergies of the t2g and eg states with the respective energies of 1.0 eV and 2.0 eV [307, 60].
The same parameters were used to calculate the Fe M2/3-edge for the same electronic
conﬁguration. The calculated spectrum can be found in ﬁgure 3.3 (d) together with the
spectrum, where charge transfer is not included. Both spectra show identical spectral
shape of the main maximum and only subtle diﬀerences in the energy region from 48 eV
to 52 eV and from 58 eV to 63 eV can be observed. However, the intensity of the both
satellite features is below 3% compared to the peak intensity of the spectra.
In order to simulate high q eﬀects of X-ray Raman scattering (k = 3) the same scheme
but with modiﬁed selection rules (∆J = ±2 instead of ∆J = 0,±1) can be applied.
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4. Experimental stations for X-ray Raman
scattering experiments
Measurements of low-energy absorption edges by X-ray Raman scattering presented in
this thesis require high ﬂux X-ray sources due to the small cross-section of an inelastic
scattering event. Thus, all experiments relevant for this thesis were carried out at third
generation synchrotron radiation facilities APS, ESRF, SPring-8, and PETRA III. After
the basic principles to perform an X-ray Raman scattering experiment were discussed in
section 2.5, the setups of beamlines BL12XU (SPring-8), 20-ID-B (APS), and ID16
(ESRF), which are dedicated to inelastic X-ray scattering, will be presented in the
following and their unique advantages will be discussed. Furthermore, new beamline for
inelastic X-ray scattering P01 at the synchrotron radiation facility PETRA III will be
presented including ﬁrst measurements of low energy X-ray absorption edges performed
using this setup.
4.1. Beamline 20-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source
The experimental station 20-ID-B is located in sector 20 of the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) at the Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA. A 2.4 m long undulator
is used as X-ray source. The X-rays are monochromatized using a Si(1,1,1) monochro-
mator, subsequently focused by toroidal mirrors to 500 µm (H) × 400 µm (V) and the
intensity of the incident X-rays is monitored by a gas ionization chamber. Measure-
ments of X-ray Raman spectra were performed in inverse geometry using the LERIX1
spectrometer [80]. Here, 19 bent Si(n,n,n) analyzer crystals are arranged in Rowland ge-
ometry with a radius of 97.5 cm covering the scattering angle range from 9◦ to 171◦ with
angular steps of 9◦. Each analyzer crystal focuses scattered X-rays to a NaI scintillation
detector placed below the sample. The spectrometer plane is mounted perpendicular to
the polarization direction of the X-rays allowing measurements also at scattering angles
close to 90◦. This analyzer crystal arrangement provides access to a scattering angle
range of almost 180◦ and thus is ideally suitable for experiments where the momentum
transfer dependence of absorption edges is the main point of interest. Detailed descrip-
tion of the LERIX spectrometer can be found in [80].
For the measurements relevant for this thesis two diﬀerent analyzer reﬂections were used.
Fe L2/3-edge was measured using 19 bent Si analyzer crystals employing the Si(4,4,4)
reﬂection. The energy position of the elastic line is close to 7.92 keV. In combination
with the Si(1,1,1) monochromator, an overall energy resolution of 1 eV can be achieved
1Low Energy Resolution Inelastic X-ray scattering
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Figure 4.1.: Left: Schematics of the LERIX spectrometer [80] including the incident (B) and the trans-
mitted (I) X-ray beam, ionization chambers (C) and (H), as well as analyzer modules for
X-ray energy loss measurements in forward (G) and backward (D) scattering, and the helium
ﬁlled analyzer chamber. Additionally, the path of the incident (red) and scattered (green)
beam detected by one analyzer is indicated. Right: a picture of the LERIX spectrometer
including the ﬂight path of the incident and scattered radiation.
and the incident X-ray energy was scanned from about 8.58 keV to 8.68 keV to match
the energy loss position of the Fe L2,3-edge from 660 eV to 760 eV. The momentum
transfer dependence of the Fe M-edge was studied with the same setup but using Si
(5,5,5) analyzer reﬂection at 9.89 keV and an overall energy resolution of approximately
1.5 eV. The incident energy was scanned from 9.92 keV to 10.04 keV corresponding to
the energy loss range from 30 eV to 150 eV at the Fe M2/3-edge.
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Figure 4.2.: Left: Setup for measurements of electronic excitations by inelastic X-ray scattering of
the beamline ID16 at the ESRF including the sample position, vacuum chamber for ana-
lyzer crystals as well as the beam path of incoming (red) and scattered (green) radiation.
Right: Arrangement of nine Si analyzer crystals of the multiple-element spectrometer with
unmounted vacuum chamber.
4.2. Beamline ID16 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility
Beamline ID16 of the European Sychrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble,
France, was a state of the art inelastic X-ray scattering beamline until it was replaced by
the new generation beamline ID20 as a part of the ESRF upgrade program. The X-rays
are produced by three U35 undulators and a double crystal Si(1,1,1) monochromator is
used to tune the X-ray energy [301]. The energy bandwidth of the X-rays can be further
improved by a four crystal channel cut monochromator using the Si(2,2,0) or Si(4,4,0)
reﬂection. The beam size can be focussed by Rh coated toroidal mirrors to 130 µm (H) ×
50 µm (V). A Si pin diode ﬁxed in front of the spectrometer allows measurements of the
incident X-ray beam intensity. The spectrometer is designed in Rowland geometry (1 m
radius) and consists of nine Si(n,n,0) analyzer crystals arranged in an array as indicated
in ﬁgure 4.2. The whole array can be moved in the angular range from 35◦ to 135◦
on the plane perpendicular to the polarization plane of the X-rays. Especially at high
scattering angle, where XRS spectra show only a weak dependence on the momentum
transfer, several spectra at comparable q can be measured by only one scan and summed
up, increasing the statistical accuracy of the experimental data. Furthermore, a Maxipix
area detector (256 × 256 pixels with a pixel size of 55 µm × 55 µm) is used to measure the
intensity of the scattered radiation. More detailed information on the spectrometer can
be found in reference [301]. The data presented in this thesis was measured employing the
Si(6,6,0) reﬂection at 9.69 keV and a Si(2,2,0) channel cut monochromator. Furthermore,
led masks with a centered hole (80 mm diameter) were adapted to the analyzer crystals
to discriminate the signal from the edge of the analyzers, improving the total energy
resolution to 0.7 eV. Fe M-edge measurements were performed in inverse geometry by
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Figure 4.3.: Left: Multiple element spectrometer for inelastic X-ray scattering in Rowland geometry.
Right: Laue spectrometer for transmission mode experiments. Schematics of both setups is
given in ﬁgure 2.3.
scanning the incident X-ray energy from 9.73 keV to 9.76 keV corresponding to the
energy loss region from 40 eV to 70 eV to match the energy onset of the Fe M2,3-edge.
4.3. Beamline BL12XU at SPring-8
For the inelastic X-ray scattering beamline BL12XU (operated by the National Syn-
chrotron Radiation Research Center Taiwan) at the synchrotron radiation facility SPring-
8 in Hyogo, Japan, a 4.5 m long undulator with a period length of 32 mm is used as
X-ray source. The X-ray energy is deﬁned by a Si(1,1,1) double crystal monochromator.
Additionally, a Si(2,2,0) channel cut monochromator can be used to further reduce the
energy bandwidth. A collimating mirror coated with Si (for 5-12 keV) and Pt (for 12-30
keV) is installed to focus the beam size to 120 µm (H) × 75 µm (V) [40]. The intensity
of the incident X-rays is monitored by an ionization chamber. The inelastic scattering
spectrometer in Rowland geometry (ﬁgure 4.3, left) with a variable circle radius between
1 m and 3 m (for the experiments presented in this thesis the radius was set to 2 m)
includes three spherically bent Si(n,n,0) analyzer crystals, six diced Si(n,n,0) analyzer
crystals and a Si pin-diode as a detector. The spectrometer is built in a similar design as
the spectrometer at ID16 of the ESRF (see ﬁgure 4.2). The measurements of low energy
absorption edges by XRS were carried out using the Si(6,6,0) reﬂection at 9.69 keV. The
overall energy resolution was 1.4 eV using the bent analyzer crystals without channel cut
monochromator and around 0.5 eV using diced analyzer crystals in combination with
the Si(220) channel cut monochromator. This setup was used in order to measure the
Mg L2/3-edge in MgO by scanning the incident energy from 9.692 keV to 9.802 keV in
order to match the energy loss region from 2 eV to 112 eV.
Beamline BL12XU was recently extended by a new spectrometer. The spectrometer
employing a bent Si(n,n,0) analyzer plate operates in transmission mode and in Laue
geometry (see section 2.5 for more details). The distance between the sample and the
analyzer was set to 1 m and a NaI detector together with a Soller slit system was used
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Figure 4.4.: General layout of beamline P01 at PETRA III including the most important beamline
components for IXS experiments: high heat-load double crystal monochromator (DCM),
collimating mirrors (CM), and a channel-cut monochromator (CCM). The experimental
section can be divided into the experimental hutches 1 (EH1), 2 (EH2), and 3 (EH3),
respectively. Here, EH2 is dedicated to inelastic X-ray scattering experiments, especially
XRS and RIXS.
to measure the intensity of the scattered and energy analyzed radiation in transmis-
sion mode (ﬁgure 4.3, right). For XRS experiments using the Laue spectrometer the
same X-ray source can be used as for the Rowland setup. Using a Si(220) channel cut
monochromator and the Si(12,12,0) reﬂection of the analyzer plate at 19.46 keV an over-
all energy resolution of 1.4 eV was achieved. Furthermore, a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror
system [141] is used to focus the beam to 30 µm (H) × 30 µm (V). The energy loss is
scanned by tuning the analyzer energy at a ﬁxed incident energy of 19.46 keV [118].
4.4. Beamline P01 at PETRA III
The beamline P01 of the synchrotron radiation facility PETRA III (6 GeV electron
energy) is divided in two sections, which are dedicated to Mössbauer spectroscopy and
resonant and non-resonant inelastic X-ray scattering. The general layout of the beamline
is presented2 in ﬁgure 4.4. Due to a very low cross section of the experiments, two 5
meter long undulators (about 150 periods per undulator, 32 mm period length) are used
as X-ray source, followed by a high heat-load Si(311) double crystal monochromator.
This monochromator is optimized for higher energy resolution compared to the Si(111)
double crystal monochrmomators typically used. The monochromator is followed by
2Figures 4.4 and ﬁg:10.1.2 were provided by Fran-Uwe Dill (DESY).
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Figure 4.5.: Sketch of the spectrometer for inelastic X-ray scattering, which will be installed at beamline
P01. The main components are the KB-mirror tank (blue), laser heating setup and an
analyzer crystal array (yellow) mounted on a granite block (black).
bent collimating toroidal mirrors, which reduce the beam size to about 150 µm × 150
µm (H × V). Later on, Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors will be installed to reduce the beam
size to about 3 × 3 µm (H × V). The central component of the setup is the XRS
spectrometer, which is sketched in ﬁgure 4.5. The spectrometer is designed in Rowland
geometry (1 meter circle radius) in vertical plane such a way, that the scattering radiation
is analyzed by Si(n,n,0) analyzer crystals over a solid angle from about 15◦ to 170◦. The
spectrometer is similar to that installed at beamline 20-ID at the APS (see setion 4.1 for
a detailed description) but using 12 analyzer crystals and a Medipix detector. During
the measurements an energy resolution of 0.5 eV could be achieved.
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5. Sample characterization
In order to study the oxidation state, local coordination, and spin state of iron in com-
pounds some representative samples were chosen for experiments. Section 5.1 gives an
overview on the samples used for XRS measurements. Furthermore, the preparation
procedures and the results of the sample characterization will be compiled. In section
5.2, detailed results of the sample characterization by means of X-ray diﬀraction are
summarized.
5.1. Samples used for X-ray Raman scattering experiments
In order to study the feasibility of the Fe L2/3- and M2/3-edge measurements FeO, α-
Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 were chosen as reference compounds. Powdery samples with trace
metal basis of 99.9 %, 99.995 % and 99.99 %, respectively, were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. FeO ([6]Fe2+, space group Fm3m, corresponding to the mineral wustite1) and
α-Fe2O3 ([6]Fe3+, R3c, corresponding to the mineral hematite) were chosen as reference
compounds for Fe2+ and Fe3+ in octahedral coordination, respectively. Furthermore,
Fe3O4 (corresponding to magnetite) was used to represent a compound where both Fe2+
and Fe3+ can be found. The composition of Fe3O4 is given by [6]Fe2+, [6]Fe3+ and [4]Fe3+
(tetrahedral Fe3+) with equal fractions [50].
For a quantitative determination of the oxidation state of iron and its local coordination
spectra on well characterized reference compounds must be performed. Concerning
geologically relevant iron containing minerals, iron predominantly occurs as Fe2+ or Fe3+,
where the iron atoms are surrounded by ligand atoms or molecules. Here, tetrahedral
and octahedral coordination are preferred. Thus, the measurements are focused on
four reference compounds, which represent these important iron species. Synthetically
prepared Fe2SiO4 ([6]Fe2+, Pbnm, corresponding to fayalite) was used and characterized
by Dr. M. Wilke utilizing Fe K-edge XANES spectroscopy, which allows to extract
the contribution of iron with diﬀerent oxidation state and coordination to an unknown
compound on the basis of the centroid position and the shape of the Fe K pre-edge [316].
No evidence of Fe3+ containing inclusions was found for Fe2SiO4. Tetrahedral Fe 2+ is
represented by FeAl2O4 (Fd3m, corresponding to the mineral hercynite). A detailed
description of the preparation and characterization of this sample is given in reference [7].
Analytical grade powders of Al(OH3), MgO, and Fe2O3 were used as starting materials
for the preparation process. The powders were treated using a ﬂux-growth method
1Natural minerals may have a non stoichiometric composition and/or spatial inhomogeneities. Impu-
rities also cannot be excluded. Hence, synthetic samples were used, that can be attributed to the
corresponding mineral.
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described in reference [6]. The resulting powder was subsequently annealed to diﬀerent
temperatures between 900 ◦C and 1200 ◦C in a CO2:H2 gas mixture with the 2:1 fraction
in order to vary the oxygen fugacity. The composition of the ﬁnal sample powder was
extracted by electron micro-probe analysis (EMP) resulting in 44.7±0.2 % FeO and
55.5±0.4 % Al2O3. In addition, the Fe2+/Fetot. ratio was estimated to 0.96 and 0.94 by
Mössbauer spectroscopy and EMP, respectively. Furthermore, 15% of the Fe2+ content
is octahedrally coordinated.
As octahedral Fe3+ standard the same α-Fe2O3 sample was used as described above.
FePO4, iron(III) phosphate (4Fe3+, P3121, corresponding to rodolicoite) with berlinite-
like structure (AlPO4) was synthesized by annealing of p.A.-grade FePO4-hydrate in
air and used as a reference with tetrahedral Fe3+. Here, Fe K-edge XANES results do
not show any indication of Fe2+. In addition to the crystalline reference samples, three
synthetically prepared glasses were used for quantitative determination of the Fe3+/Fetot.
ratio by XRS. Two glasses (RB0-1 and RB0-4) with a composition of a transitional alkalic
basalt from Iceland [288] were synthesized at 1350 ◦C and two diﬀerent oxygen fugacities.
The starting composition of the sample was 14.38±0.21 wt% FeO, 47.88±0.20 wt% SiO2,
13.22±0.16 wt% Al2O3, 9.04±0.08 wt% CaO, 4.68±0.08 wt% Na2O, 4.04±0.10 wt%
TiO2 and 3.23±0.06 wt% MgO. Furthermore, Fe-doped haplogranitic glass AOQ-2 was
synthesized and its composition resulting in 8.4±0.2 wt% Fe2O3, 72.9±0.5 wt% SiO2,
10.8±0.2 wt% Al2O3, 4.5±0.1 wt% K2O and 3.4±0.2 wt% Na2O was determined by
EMP [317] after the preparation process. Sample characterization by optical polarization
microscopy reveals no indication of clustering eﬀects or other optical inhomogeneities
of the glasses. Furthermore, the Fe3+/Fetot. ratios of the glasses were estimated by
Mössbauer spectroscopy [321] to 0.83±0.04, 0.63±0.04 and 0.16±0.04 for RB0-1, AOQ-2
and RB0-4, respectively.
Measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge under high pressure were performed on synthetic FeS
powder (P62c, corresponding to the mineral troilite). X-ray diﬀraction analysis did not
reveal any crystalline impurities or formation of single crystals2.
Additional measurements of low energy absorption edges were performed on the most
abundant elements of the deep Earth as a part of the commissioning of the new inelastic
X-ray scattering beamline P01 at the synchrotron radiation facility PETRA III. Here,
the impact of the coordination in Si-O networks in quartz (Si is surrounded by four O
atoms), stishovite (6-fold coordination) and glass (distorted 4-fold coordination) at the
Si L2/3- and O K-edge was studied. Therefore, SiO2 quartz powder on the 99.995 %
trace metal basis was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Commercially available SiO2 glass
was used as a second reference. The same glass served as starting material for stishovite
synthesis, which was formed by treating the glass at 15 GPa and 1800 ◦C. The resulting
spectra were compared with the spectra of polycrystalline Si powder (Sigma Aldrich,
99.95% trace metal basis) and SiO powder (see reference [73] for more details on the
preparation process). Additionally, MgO powder (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal
basis) was used for test measurements of the Mg L2/3-edge.
2Private communication with Prof. Dr. J. S. Tse
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FeO Fe3O4
MgO AOQ2
Fe2SiO4 FeAl2O4
α−Fe2O3 FePO4
Figure 5.1.: Segments of the two dimensional X-ray diﬀraction pattern of FeO, Fe3O4, MgO and AOQ-2
(left), as well as Fe2SiO4, FeAl2O4, α-Fe2O3 and FePO4 (right), respectively.
5.2. Sample characterization by X-ray diffraction
The samples used within this thesis were characterized by means of X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD). XRD is very sensitive to the long-range order of matter and thus very useful as
a ﬁngerprinting technique in order to identify crystalline phases in matter [38, 306, 3].
The experiment was conducted at beamline BL9 [151] of the synchrotron radiation fa-
cility DELTA (Dortmund, Germany), which is dedicated to elastic X-ray scattering, e.g.
X-ray diﬀraction, X-ray reﬂectivity or small-angle X-ray scattering. The measurements
were performed using 27 keV X-rays. A MAR345 imaging plate detector was used to
collect the data.
The collected two dimensional images of the X-ray diﬀraction pattern of FeO, Fe3O4,
MgO, AOQ-2, Fe2SiO4, FeAl2O4, αFe2O3 and FePO4 are presented in ﬁgure 5.1. Ev-
ery sample shows a unique diﬀraction pattern according to its composition and crystal
structure. In general, three diﬀerent kind of diﬀraction pattern can be observed. The
diﬀraction pattern measured on Fe3O4, MgO, FeAl2O4, α-Fe2O3 and FePO4 show a
clear formation of Debye-Scherrer rings. This is typical for a powdery sample without
any preferred orientation of single larger crystallites. In the diﬀraction pattern obtained
from FeO and Fe2SiO4 similar Debye-Scherrer rings can be found, but the intensity dis-
tribution is not homogenous. Hence, some larger single crystals can be found with a
preferred orientation. In order to match the relative peak intensities of the calculated
spectra the samples must be rotated during the experiment in order to neglect the crys-
tal orientation and e.g. Rietveld analysis can be applied in order to obtain detailed
quantitative information about the crystal structure and relative fractions of diﬀerent
phases. In contrast, the pattern of AOQ-2 glass shows only one broad structure, which
is typical for amorphous samples.
For a more detailed data analysis the measured XRD pattern were integrated over the
whole azimuthal angle of the detector plane for each scattering angle 2Θ using the soft-
ware package FIT2D [108]. The resulting diﬀraction pattern are presented in ﬁgure 5.2
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Figure 5.2.: Integrated XRD pattern (black) measured on (a) FeO, (b) α-Fe2O3, (c) Fe3O4, (d) Fe2SiO4,
(e) FeAl2O4, (f) FePO4, (g) MgO, and (h) AOQ-2, as well as the corresponding calculated
diﬀraction pattern (blue) [206]. Furthermore, the diﬀraction pattern of additional com-
pounds Fe (in (a)) and Al (in (e)) (red) is shown.
together with theoretical calculation based on the crystal structures given in section 5.1.
All sample except of AOQ-2 show several strong peaks indicating a crystalline structure
of the samples. The diﬀraction pattern of FeO shows a very good agreement with the
calculated FeO pattern, but two additional diﬀraction peaks at about 12.9 ◦ and 18.2 ◦
cannot be attributed to FeO. These peaks ﬁt very well to the typical Fe structure (α-
iron, Im3m). Thus, the FeO sample is contaminated by about 3% of elemental Fe, which
must be critically assessed concerning the XRS measurements. In contrast, the XRD
pattern of α-Fe2O3, Fe3O4 are well reproduced by the calculated spectra indicating a
strongly crystalline and homogenous sample structure conﬁrming the phase purity. The
diﬀraction pattern of Fe2SiO4 shows a reasonable agreement compared to the calculated
spectrum. Although all calculated peaks can be identiﬁed in the experimental pattern,
the intensity of distinct peaks diﬀer from the calculation. This is an eﬀect of the certain
orientation of the crystallites in the Fe2SiO4 thus modifying the intensity of single peaks.
A similar trend can be found for FeAl2O4 and FePO4. In the pattern of FeAl2O4 addi-
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tional peaks can be found originating from the aluminum sample holder due to the fact,
that the horizontal X-ray size was larger than the sample. In FePO4 some unidentiﬁed
peaks can be found in the angle region below 10 ◦. Although the typical rodolicoite-like
FePO4 structure is still conserved, impurities by other phases cannot be excluded. The
absolute intensity of the peaks caused by unknown phases is less than 1 %. Finally, the
XRD pattern of AOQ-2 shows only one strong and broad maximum at around 6.6 ◦,
stressing the glassy structure of the sample. Furthermore, some very weak peaks can be
found indicating Fe3O4 impurities with a relative contribution of about 3%. An overview
about the samples used for the experiments within this thesis is given in table 5.1.
Sample Oxidation state Local coordination
FeO 2+ octahedral
α-Fe2O3 3+ octahedral
Fe3O4 mixed mixed
Fe2SiO4 2+ octahedral
FeAl2O4 2+ mixed
FePO4 3+ tetrahedral
RB0-1 mixed mixed
RB0-4 mixed mixed
AOQ2 mixed mixed
FeS 2+ octahedral
MgO 2+ octahedral
SiO2 glass 4+ tetrahedral
SiO2 quartz 4+ tetrahedral
SiO2 stishovite 4+ octahedral
Table 5.1.: Overview about the samples used for the experiments.
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6. Commissioning of beamline P01 at
PETRA III: First XRS experiments
In this section ﬁrst results using a preliminary version of the XRS spectrometer installed
at P01 will be presented. For this purpose diﬀerent samples were used in order to
study the feasibility of such measurements of low energy absorption edge for several
geologically relevant elements, e.g. silicon, oxygen, and magnesium. At this early stage,
6 Si(n,n,0) analyzer crystals and one Medipix detector were installed in the spectrometer.
This setup was used for measurements of well known standards as well as to study the
oxidation state of iron in unknown glasses presented in section 8.4. In the following,
measurements of the Si L2/3- and O K-edge on SiO2 glass and its crystalline polymorphs
α-quartz and stishovite will be presented in section 6.1. Additionally, the potential of
the Si L2/3-edge in order to study the oxidation state in mixed state compounds will be
demonstrated in section 6.2. Finally, test measurements of the Mg L2/3-edge on MgO
will be shown and discussed in section 6.3.
6.1. Determination of the local coordination in SiO2
polymorphs
Oxygen and silicon are the most common materials in the deep Earth [116, 27] and
knowledge about the local electronic properties of silica glasses at high pressure is cru-
cial in order to understand e.g. the incorporation of water molecules into the silica
networks at extreme conditions, relevant for magma formation [190]. Despite of inten-
sive studies the local structure in silica glasses at high pressure is still controversially
discussed due to the high complexity of the glass structure. For pressures up to 10 GPa
a non reversible density increase was observed on cost of a collapse of voids in the glass,
which is accompanied by changes of ring structures [116] and a decrease of the Si-O-Si
bonding angle leading to a coordination change from 4-fold to 6-fold at pressures up
to 20 GPa [320]. However, in-situ XRD studies reveal controversial results concerning
the pressure range where the structural transformation occurs [179, 128]. Due to the
low binding energy of the electrons in silicon and oxygen XRS is the only feasible tech-
nique for measurements of e.g. oxygen K-edge and Si L-edge in order to study the local
electronic and chemical properties in compounds under extreme conditions. Lin et al.
performed in-situ XRS measurements of the O K-edge in silica glass at pressures up to 51
GPa [164]. Here, signiﬁcant spectral changes of the O K-edge were found in the energy
loss region between 535 eV and 545 eV, which allows to distinguish between the quartz-
like and stishovite-like local electronic structure of Si in the glass. Thus, a structural
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transition from 4-fold to 6-fold coordination at pressures between 10 GPa and 22 GPa
was concluded and a conservation of the stishovite-like structure (6-fold coordination)
up to 41 GPa was shown. Based on this study Fukui et al. performed Si L2/3-edge mea-
surements by XRS at comparable experimental conditions [85]. The spectral features
of the Si L2/3-edge indicative for quartz- or stishovite-like structures were manifested
on the basis of polycrystalline polymorphs. The measurements were performed with a
very good energy resolution of 0.3 eV at ambient conditions and strong spectral diﬀer-
ences between the two structures could be observed. In addition to the experiment the
partial DOS for the SiO2 structures stishovite, quartz, penta-SiO2 and hp-cristobalite
was calculated using the WIEN2K package and compared with the experimental results.
In contrast to the results obtained by Lin et al. the authors found no indication for a
structural transition from the 4-fold to the 6-fold coordination in the SiO2 glass even
at pressures up to 74 GPa. This is a surprising result due to the fact that formation
of crystalline stishovite was observed experimentally at room temperature already be-
low 7 GPa [1]. Furthermore, this transformation is predicted theoretically for pressures
above 15 GPa [162]. Fukui et al. claim that the experimentally obtained partial DOS
does not show the shape of the DOS calculated for stishovite, but partial formation of
5-fold coordination could be found at high pressure. The discrepancy from the results
obtained at the O K-edge are explained by the fact that the local electronic structure in
quartz may become stishovite-like as a consequence of high pressure, with respect to the
results by Lin et al., but a change of the local coordination cannot be directly concluded.
However, the measurements of the Si L2/3-edge at high pressure were performed with
an energy resolution of 2.0 eV and the statistical accuracy of the measurements may
suppress pressure induced changes of the spectra. Thus, simultaneous in-situ measure-
ments of both O K-edge and Si L2/3-edge with signiﬁcantly improved energy resolution
and statistical accuracy together with theoretical calculations might clarify changes of
the local structure of Si in SiO2 glasses at high pressure.
In order to study the feasibility of possible measurements at high pressure, test mea-
surements of the O K-edge and Si L2/3-edge on SiO2 glass and its quartz and stishovite
polymorphs were performed. The spectra were taken in 1.5 hours in the case of the Si
L2/3-edge and 8.5 hours in the case of the O K-edge, respectively. The background was
subtracted from the raw spectra by ﬁtting a linear function to the pre-edge region of the
Si L2/3-edge. For the O K-edge a Lorentzian function was used instead in order to sub-
tract the contribution of the Compton scattering. The resulting spectra are presented
in ﬁgure 6.1. The spectral shape of the Si L2/3-edge of SiO2 glass shows a maximum
at 108.5 eV and a pre-edge feature with its maximum at about 105.9 eV. Furthermore,
a broad but weak maximum between 114 eV and 116 eV can be observed. The spec-
trum of α-quartz SiO2 shows a Si L2/3-edge very similar to that of the corresponding
glass, but the edge is shifted by about 0.2 eV to higher energy loss. Furthermore, the
pre-edge maximum appears slightly broader and can be found at 106.5 eV, which agrees
well with earlier results [73, 233, 203]. The spectral shape changes signiﬁcantly in the
case of stishovite demonstrating the huge eﬀect of the change between 4-fold to 6-fold Si
coordination. The spectrum shows an extremely intense and sharp maximum at 107.1
eV followed by two weaker and broader features at about 110.3 eV and 113.5 eV, which
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Figure 6.1.: (a) Si L2/3-edge and (b) O K-edge measured on the SiO2 polymorphs stishovite (red), α-
quartz (green) and its glass (black).
is completely diﬀerent to the spectrum of α-quartz and glass. The general trends are in
agreement with those obtained by Fukui et al. [85].
Subsequently, similar measurements were performed at the O K-edge on the same sam-
ples. The O K-edge of the glassy SiO2 shows a broad and strongly asymmetric maximum
at about 537.8 eV and a pre-edge feature at 535.5 eV. The spectrum of α-quartz SiO2 is
very similar compared to the spectrum of glass, but shifted by about 0.2-0.3 eV to higher
energy losses. The picture signiﬁcantly changes for stishovite. Here, the main asymmet-
ric maximum can be found at about 543.8 eV together with an almost same intense
pre-peak at 538 eV. Thus, remarkable spectral diﬀerences of the O K-edge can be found
according to the local coordination in SiO2, similar to the results of the Si L2/3-edge,
showing the great potential of simultaneous measurements of both absorption edges in
SiO2 glasses in-situ at high pressure. Furthermore, comparable results found at the O
K-edge for GeO2 glass at high pressure [160] show the relevance of such studies. The
quality of the results obtained using the preliminary setup of beamline P01 shows great
perspectives for experiments under extreme condition employing the XRS spectrometer
in its ﬁnal version. Simultaneous in-situ measurements of the O K- and Si L-edge may
reveal important information about pressure induced changes of the local coordination
in SiO2 glass.
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6.2. Sensitivity of the Si L2/3-edge on the oxidation state of
silicon
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Figure 6.2.: Si L2/3-edge measured on polycrys-
talline Si (black) and α-quartz SiO2
(red) as well as on amorphous SiO pow-
der (blue).
To test the beamline performance, mea-
surements of the Si L2/3-edge were per-
formed on crystalline Si, SiO2 quartz and
amorphous SiO [233]. These samples are
very suitable reference compounds, be-
cause comparable XRS measurements are
available [73, 233]. The scientiﬁc inter-
est on this kind of compounds as well
as potential applications are discussed in
detail in appendix A and in reference
[203]. Thus, comparable measurements
were performed at beamline P01 in order
to prove the feasibility of such measure-
ments. First Si L2/3-edges on Si, SiO and
SiO2 measured at beamline P01 are shown
in ﬁgure 6.2. The spectra of Si and SiO2
were taken in 1.5 hours while measure-
ments on SiO were obtained in 6 hours.
The shape of the Si L2/3-edges of Si can be characterized by a single maximum at 101
eV with the edge onset at about 99.8 eV, which is in good agreement with the literature
[287]. In contrast, the Si L2/3-edges on SiO2 show a narrower maximum at 108.7 eV and
a pre-edge feature at about 106.5 eV. Furthermore, a broad maximum between 114 eV
and 116 eV can be observed. Both spectra show a very good agreement compared to
other results measured at beamline 20-ID of the APS [73, 233] and beamline ID16 of the
ESRF [203]. The spectrum of SiO shows a featureless intensity increase in the energy
range between 99 eV and 101 eV. Furthermore, an additional structure can be found
at higher energy, which shows a shape very similar to that of SiO2. Conclusively, the
spectrum of SiO can be reproduced by a superposition of the spectra of Si and SiO2 with
an additional contribution between 103 eV and 106 eV, which is due to silicon sub-oxides
[73, 233, 203]. Thus, new beamline P01 provides very good experimental conditions for
prospective measurements on analogous samples concerning the energy resolution and
the available ﬂux, very promising for future experiments on more complicated samples.
6.3. Momentum transfer dependence of the Mg L2/3-edge in
MgO
Another very important low Z element involved in numerous minerals is magnesium
[325, 8, 158]. Here, bulk sensitive measurements of the Mg L2/3-edge (at about 49.50
eV, [287]) might be of major interest. Thus, feasibility tests of such measurements
were performed at beamlines P01 (PETRA III, 1 hour acquisition time) and BL12XU
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Figure 6.3.: Comparison between the Mg L2/3-edge measurements on MgO at (a) low q and (b) high q
as well as calculations using FEFF [223, 224]. The high resolution spectrum measured at
high q was collected at beamline P01 (PETRA III) while the other spectra were obtained
at beamline BL12XU (SPring-8).
(SPring-8, 2 hours acquisition time). The Mg L2/3-edge spectra of MgO are presented
in ﬁgure 6.3 for low q (q = 1.7 Å−1) and high q (q = 8.6 Å−1 and q = 9.1 Å−1) together
with FEFF calculations at similar q. At low q the energy onset of the absorption edge
can be found at about 54.8 eV and the spectrum shows sharp maxima at 57.8 eV, 65.8
eV, 70.4 eV, and 74.8 eV followed by a broad but weaker maximum at about 103 eV.
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Figure 6.4.: Comparison between the Mg L2/3-edge
measured at beamline P01 with an en-
ergy resolution of ∆E = 0.5 eV at q =
9.1 Å−1 and corresponding FEFF calcu-
lation.
A comparison between FEFF calculation
for q = 0.0 Å−1 and q = 1.1 Å−1 show a
weak but non negligible momentum trans-
fer dependence. The experimentally ob-
tained spectrum shows a very good agree-
ment with the calculation for q = 1.1 Å−1
but the ﬁrst peak after the edge onset is
not reproduced. Furthermore, no signif-
icant variation between the spectra mea-
sured with an energy resolution of 0.5 eV
and 1.5 eV can be observed. At high q the
onset of the Mg L2/3-edge can be found at
about 53.0 eV, corresponding to an energy
shift of 1.8 eV compared to low q, and the
spectrum shows again several sharp max-
ima but at 53.6 eV, 56.0 eV, 57.6 eV 61.2 eV, and 64.4 eV. Additionally, a broad maximum
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can be found at about 104.1 eV. However, the spectrum measured with the energy reso-
lution of 0.5 eV (ﬁgure 6.4) shows signiﬁcantly more features compared to the spectrum
obtained with the energy resolution of 1.5 eV, in contrast to the conclusion found at
low q. The spectral shape of the calculated spectrum can be described by a series of
sharp features at very similar positions as the experimental ones and only the maxi-
mum found at 53.6 eV in the experiment is missing in the calculation. Although the
relative intensities of the features diﬀer between the experiment and the calculation, a
good general agreement between the experiment and theory can be found. Conclusively,
measurements of the Mg L2/3-edge at both high and low q reveal very detailed informa-
tion about the local electronic structure of Mg, feasible with an energy resolution of 0.5
eV. Due to the spectrum rich on features, Mg L2/3-edge might be a very sensitive tool
in order to study the oxidation state and local coordination of Mg in compounds. The
results obtained by XRS show a very good agreement with EELS data [133]. Future im-
provement of the theoretical model, e.g. using Bethe-Salpeter calculation, may provide
a deeper insight into the local electronic structure of Mg in compounds [208] i.e. core
hole (excitonic) eﬀects that signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the edge onset.
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7. Determination of the oxidation state of
iron using Fe L2/3-edge X-ray Raman
scattering spectroscopy
Measurements of the Fe L2/3-edge is a widely used method to study the local elec-
tronic properties of iron in compounds. The binding energy of the 2p electrons is about
707 eV [287], depending on the compound. Thus, the Fe L2/3-edge is easily accessible
by several experimental techniques. Besides XMCD studies [250], numerous XAS and
EELS investigations have been performed during the last decades to investigate the local
atomic and electronic structure of several iron containing compounds relevant e.g. for
geology [295, 83, 177], physics [55, 60, 119, 182, 150, 95], biology [304, 21], catalysis
[113, 112, 114, 115], and materials science [32, 305]. The progress in data processing in
order to extract the oxidation state of iron expressed by the quantity Fe3+/Fetot. will be
summarized in the following.
The Fe L2/3-edge is separated into the Fe L3-edge at around 707 eV and the Fe L2-edge
at about 720 eV [283, 149, 216, 92]. The energy diﬀerence between the L3- and L2-edge
is around 13 eV and is a result of the spin-orbit coupling, which splits the 2p states
into 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 [295, 61]. The local chemical structure of iron can be studied by
means of the position, shape, and energy splitting of the Fe L2/3-edge. Due to very high
impact of the local chemical environment of iron on its electronic structure, systematic
studies of the Fe L2/3-edge can be used as ﬁngerprinting technique to identify the oxi-
dation, coordination, and spin state of iron in a compound. However, measurements at
geologically relevant conditions are rare. XAS and EELS cannot be applied due to the
low energy of the probing radiation. Thus, XRS may be an alternative to measure the
Fe L2/3-edge at high pressure. Although the X-ray energy can be set to 10 keV or more,
a signiﬁcant fraction of the incoming radiation will be absorbed by the diamonds of a
diamond anvil cell. Furthermore, the comparably high energy loss region, which has to
be scanned to match the Fe L2/3-edge, signiﬁcantly reduces the cross section. Despite of
all the experimental challenges XRS is the only experimental technique, which can be
used to measure the Fe L2/3-edge at geologically relevant conditions. Thus, the ﬁrst step
is to show the feasibility of such an experiment using samples with a high Fe content
under normal conditions.
The experiment was performed at the beamline 20-ID-B of the synchrotron radiation
source APS (see section 4.1 for more details). To demonstrate the impact of the oxidation
state on the shape of the Fe L2/3-edge, FeO and α-Fe2O3 were chosen as reference com-
pounds for octahedrally coordinated Fe2+ ([6]Fe2+) and Fe3+ ([6]Fe3+). Furthermore,
Fe3O4 was used as an example for an iron containing sample with a mixed oxidation
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state. XRS spectra were acquired for 2 hours (FeO) and 5 hours (α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4),
respectively, and were normalized to the intensity of the incoming radiation. Due to
the negligible q-dependence, the signals of all 19 analyzer crystals were summed up to
increase the statistical accuracy of the measurements. Subsequently, a constant back-
ground ﬁtted to the pre-edge region was subtracted and the spectra were normalized to
the integral intensity between 700 eV and 728 eV.
The resulting spectra are presented
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Figure 7.1.: First measurements of the Fe L2/3-edge
on FeO, α-Fe2O3, and Fe3O4 by XRS
and comparison with EELS spectra re-
ported in reference [43]. The spectra
are shifted in the intensity for a better
overview.
in ﬁgure 7.1. For a better comparison
with EELS data [43], all XRS spectra were
shifted by 0.3 eV to lower energy to match
the peak positions of the Fe L2/3-edge mea-
sured by EELS. The spectrum of FeO shows
a strong asymmetric Fe L3-edge with its
maximum at 707.8 eV and its energy on-
set, corresponding to the inﬂexion point,
at around 706.5 eV. The Fe L2-edge shows
an even more asymmetric shape with its
maximum at about 720.4 eV and energy
onset at 719.3 eV. The edge splitting due
to spin-orbit coupling is 12.8 ± 0.2 eV,
which is in good agreement with the value
12.9±0.2 eV found in reference [50]. A
more precise description of the spectral
features of the L2/3-edge of FeO is diﬃ-
cult due to the statistical accuracy of the
measurements. Signiﬁcant modiﬁcations
of the Fe L2/3-edge can be observed with a
change of the oxidation state of iron from
[6]Fe2+ to [6]Fe3+. Here, the maximum
of the Fe L3-edge can be found at 709.5
eV. Additionally, a pre-edge feature, wich
is clearly separated from the main maxi-
mum, can be found at around 708.0 eV.
The spectral shape of the Fe L2-edge can
be described by a broad asymmetric feature with its maximum at around 723.1 eV. The
inﬂexion points of the Fe L3- and Fe L2-edge are 707.1 eV and 720.3 eV, respectively.
The splitting of the Fe L2/3-edge of 13.2 ± 0.2 eV is in very good agreement with the
value of 13.2±0.1 given in literature [50, 295]. The spectral shape of the Fe L2/3-edge
of Fe3O4 shows two characteristic maxima at the position of the Fe L3- and Fe L2-edge,
respectively. The features show less structure compared to FeO and Fe2O3. However,
the energy position of the spectral features of Fe3O4 cover the energy range where the
absorption edges of both references can be found.
The results given above show the feasibility of bulk sensitive measurements of the Fe
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L2/3-edge on three diﬀerent geologically relevant materials. For interpretation of the
XRS spectra, they are compared with earlier EELS measurements. Calvert et al. per-
formed a systematic EELS study of the Fe L2/3-edge on numerous minerals, including
wustite (FeO), hematite (α-Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) [43]. A comparison between
the EELS spectra by Calvert et al. and the XRS data is given in ﬁgure 7.1 showing a
very good agreement between the results of both experimental techniques. Although the
experimental resolution of the EELS spectra (∆E = 0.7 - 0.8 eV) is slightly better com-
pared to the energy resolution of the XRS experiment (∆E = 1.0 eV), the EELS spectra
exactly reproduce the spectral features of the XRS measurements in the energy region
of the Fe L3-edge for all samples. Small diﬀerences between the spectra can be found
in the energy region of the Fe L2-edge, which can be explained by the lower statistical
accuracy of the XRS measurements. Stronger discrepancy between the EELS and XRS
results can be observed regarding the intensity ratio between the Fe L3-edge (I(L3)) and
the Fe L2-edge (I(L2)). While the normalized spectra overlap at the maximum of the
L3-edge, all L2-edge spectra measured by EELS are less intense by up to 30 % (in the
case of FeO). This diﬀerence might be a result of diﬀerent background subtraction pro-
cedures applied to the EELS and XRS data, respectively. The background of the EELS
spectra was simulated by a polynomial A · E−r (A and r are ﬁtting parameters), while
only a constant background subtraction was performed for the XRS data. Despite of the
small variation in the total intensity, the overall agreement between the EELS and the
XRS spectra is very good. This is a surprising result considering the origin of the mea-
surements. EELS measurements are usually performed under experimental conditions
where the scattering angle, and thus the momentum transfer, is favorably minimized
to increase the cross-section. This geometry restricts the electronic transitions, which
mainly deﬁne the shape and position of the absorption edge, to the dipole transitions. In
contrast, the whole solid angle can be used to detect the scattered intensity in an XRS
experiment, thus allowing dipole forbidden transitions. The XRS spectra shown in ﬁgure
7.1 are an average over the whole solid angle range, corresponding to the momentum
transfer range from 0.7 Å to 8.7 Å. The access to higher momentum transfer allows to
distinguish between dipole and non-dipole transitions, which is a special feature of XRS
[245, 274, 103]. However, despite of the average over a huge momentum transfer range,
the spectral shape of the Fe L2/3-edge shows a very good agreement with the dipole-like
EELS measurements demonstrating the fact, that the contribution of the non-dipole
excitations to the Fe L2/3-edge is negligible even at high momentum transfer.
Despite of the experimental challenge, measurements of the Fe L2/3-edge by XRS can be
assumed as highly useful in order to study the oxidation state of iron in minerals. An
overview of several algorithms to extract the oxidation state of iron in minerals is given
in reference [43] and their advantages and limitations are discussed. Although numerous
methods are applicable [169, 93, 295, 294], most of them have several common proper-
ties. The advantage of the Fe L2/3-edge in terms of the data analysis is the fact, that
its energy position is far away from the other excitations, e.g. valence band excitations,
which can be found in the low energy loss region. Thus, background subtraction proce-
dure is relatively straight forward minimizing the systematic error of the measurements.
To obtain accurate results, the contribution of the p to d excitations must be separated
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from the contribution of the excitations into the continuum states by using a double
arctangent function [295, 43]. Subsequently, the white line intensity ratio between the
Fe L3- and the Fe L2-edge (I(L3)/I(L2)) can be related to the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio of a min-
eral with an unknown oxidation state of iron. Additionally, two reference samples (Fe2+
and Fe3+) should be measured for calibration purpose. Finally, diﬀerent routines can be
applied to the resulting spectra to calculate the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio. Garvie and Buseck
[93] propose to use a superposition of the spectra of two references to model the spec-
trum of a mixed state compound [93]. This algorithm is restricted to the references, as
well as minerals with unknown Fe3+/Fetot. ratio, with the same end members. Diﬀerent
end members might signiﬁcantly aﬀect the shape of the absorption edge thus revealing
ambiguous results [43]. Van Aken et al. [295] use the double arctangent - background
corrected spectra to calculate the integral intensity of the Fe L3- and the L2-edge of
a sample assuming the I(L3)/I(L2) fraction to be proportional to the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio
[295]. Similar to the method of Garvie and Buseck, this method is also restricted to
the use of references as well as unknown compounds with the same coordination of iron.
A change of the coordination might lead to a shift of the maxima contributing to the
absorption edge and the inﬂexion points of the double arctangent function would be at
the wrong energy position, leading to inaccurate results. The next step to optimize the
ﬁtting procedure is to use the corrected spectra and to ﬁt a series of analytical func-
tions, e.g. Gaussian proﬁles, to ﬁt the shape of the Fe L2/3-edge. The position, relative
intensity and the full width at half maximum of the single proﬁles contain information
about the Fe3+/Fetot.. This algorithm may be applicable to samples independent on the
kind of end member and coordination [169, 294]. However, several proﬁles must be used
to ﬁt the Fe L2/3-edge resulting in a comparable high number of free parameters.
The potential of the algorithms described above was substantially shown on the basis of
EELS data and can also be used for the XRS spectra presented in ﬁgure 7.1. Due to the
improvable statistical accuracy especially of the FeO reference sample, ﬁtting of analyt-
ical functions to the maxima contributing to the Fe L2/3-edge would not yield satisfying
results due to a high number of free parameters. Thus, the algorithm developed by van
Aken et al. [295] can be applied to the XRS spectra as an example in order to prove its
potential to extract the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio using the XRS results.
After subtracting a constant background from the Fe L2/3-edge of FeO, α-Fe2O3 and
Fe3O4 a double arctangent function must be used to separate the 2p to 3d excitations
from the continuum excitations. Therefore, the slope of the double arctangent-like func-
tion is set to 1, the inﬂexion points are ﬁxed to 708.65 eV and 721.65 eV, according to
the instructions given in [295]. Subsequently, the edge steps are ﬁtted to the intensity
diﬀerence between the pre- and post-edge of the L3- and L2-edge, respectively. An ex-
ample of the background ﬁtting procedure is shown in ﬁgure 7.2 (a). The background
corrected spectra can be used to calculate the I(L3)/I(L2) fractions for all samples. Here,
van Aken et al. [295] propose to calculate I(L3) and I(L2) by integrating the spectral in-
tensity within two energy windows with a width of 2 eV. Here, energy ranges from 708.5
eV to 710.5 eV and from 719.5 eV to 721.7 eV were found to be reasonable considering
the positions of the respective maxima of the spectral intensity (see ﬁgute 7.2 (b)). Van
Aken et al. [295] calculated the I(L3)/I(L2) fractions as a function of the Fe3+/Fetot.
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Figure 7.2.: (a): XRS spectra of FeO, α-Fe2O3, and Fe3O4 as well as a double arctangent back-
ground; (b): background corrected spectra with indicated integration ranges; (c): Calculated
I(L3)/I(L2) fractions as a function of the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio.
ratio for a series of samples with a systematic increase of the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio. Here, a
polynomial relation was found, which is given by
I(L3)
I(L2)
=
1
a · x2 + b · x+ c − 1, (7.1)
with a = 0.183±0.011, b = −0.455±0.015, and c = 0.368±0.005, x being the Fe3+/Fetot.
ratio. Equation 7.1 can be used as a universal curve to determine the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio of
an unknown compound by measuring the Fe L2/3-edge and calculating the I(L3)/I(L2)
fraction. To prove the applicability of the universal curve by van Aken et al. [295] on
XRS measurements, the I(L3)/I(L2) fractions calculated for a priori characterized sam-
ples can be plotted as a function of the well known Fe3+/Fetot. ratio. The results can be
found in ﬁgure 7.2 (c). Here, a good agreement between the quantities extracted from
the XRS spectra and the universal curve can be found. The diﬀerences between the XRS
and EELS measurements as a consequence of diﬀerent background subtraction proce-
dures as shown in ﬁgure 7.1 seem to be equalized by a subtraction of the contribution of
the continuum excitations. Despite of the relatively large errorbars, the I(L3)/I(L2) frac-
tions calculated for the reference spectra for Fe2+ and Fe3+ ﬁt very well to the universal
curve. The I(L3)/I(L2) fraction for the mixed state sample Fe3O4 can also be found on
the universal curve within the calculated errorbar. The main contribution to a deviation
compared to the universal curve is given by the composition of the Fe3O4, consisting of
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[6]Fe2+, [6]Fe3+, and [4]Fe3+ with identical fractions. However, the universal curve was
calculated on the basis where all samples contain diﬀerent Fe3+/Fetot. ratios but with
the same coordination [50]. Nevertheless, a very good overall agreement between the
universal curve and the results on the basis of XRS measurements can be found.
In this section, ﬁrst measurements of the Fe L2/3-edge on three representative samples
relevant for geological applications by XRS are presented. Although the statistical ac-
curacy of the measurements must be improved to obtain quantitative results on the
Fe3+/Fetot. ratios in unknown minerals, the feasibility of such measurements was shown.
Furthermore, the eﬃciency of one possible algorithm to extract the Fe3+/Fetot. in min-
erals was successfully tested stressing the great potential of Fe L2/3-edges measured
by XRS for future applications in order to extract quantitative information about the
oxidation state and local coordination of iron in minerals.
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8. Quantitative determination of the
oxidation state and local coordination of
iron by Fe M2/3-edge XRS spectroscopy
The potential of bulk sensitive XRS measurements in order to extract the oxidation state
of iron in mixed compounds was shown on the example of the Fe L2/3-edge in chapter 7.
Here, changes of the oxidation state from Fe2+ to Fe3+ result in a shift of the absorption
edge of around 1.5 eV. The strong edge shift allows very precise determination of the
oxidation state of iron in unknown species. Furthermore, the Fe L2/3-edge is known to
be very sensitive on weak variation of the local coordination [60]. This sensitivity can
be used to study the local environment of iron in unknown materials. A disadvantage
of the Fe L2/3-edge is the high binding energy of the 2p electrons of around 707 eV.
Here, the scattering cross section drops with increasing energy loss leading to relatively
low intensity. Although the feasibility of such measurements was successfully shown the
counting time may increase dramatically if the Fe L2/3-edge will be measured at extreme
conditions using e.g. diamond anvil cell.
Here, measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge (excitations from the 3p initial state into ﬁnal d
states) might be an adequate alternative. The binding energy of the 3p electrons is about
52.7 eV [287] and the cross section is comparably high [296]. Although the Fe M2/3-edge
can be routinely measured by XANES or EELS, systematic studies of materials using
the Fe M2/3-edge are very rare. The Fe M2/3-edge shows strong changes related to the
oxidation state [297, 296] but its shape is relatively broad and featureless due to the
comparably high intrinsic broadening. Thus, in contrast to the changes of the oxidation
state, strong changes of the local coordination result in very weak modiﬁcations of the
absorption edge [56, 322]. Although the potential of the Fe M2/3-edge measurements as
a possible tool for quantitative extraction of the oxidation state of iron in compounds
was already shown [296], systematic bulk sensitive studies of the Fe M2/3-edge are very
rare and have not been accomplished utilizing XRS, which can be used also at in-situ
conditions.
In this chapter an algorithm for quantitative determination of the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio in
iron compounds of unknown composition is presented. Due to the lack of comparable
measurements ﬁrst data treatment and background subtraction is exempliﬁed in section
8.1. Furthermore, the contribution of dipole and non-dipole excitations to the total
shape of the Fe M2/3-edge is discussed in section 8.2. Subsequently, reference materials
for the most prominent iron species for geological applications are studied and results
are presented. The impact of the oxidation state and local coordination on the Fe M2/3-
edge and a novel approach to extract the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio in glasses will be discussed
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in section 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. Finally, detection limits as well as limitations of the
approach will be critically assessed in section 8.5. A summary of this chapter can be
found in reference [204]
8.1. Data treatment and background subtraction
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Figure 8.1.: Wide energy loss scans of α-Fe2O3 for
selected momentum transfers demon-
strating momentum transfer depen-
dence of the background.
X-ray Raman scattering measurements
are usually performed using high energy
X-rays, typically at above 10 keV. Thus,
several excitation processes contribute to
the IXS spectrum, as discussed in sec-
tion 2.3. Representative q dependent IXS
measurements are presented in ﬁgure 2.2
where all excitation processes involved in
an IXS spectrum are shown. Usually, an
absorption edge is strongly overlapped by
the contribution of the electron-hole pair
or plasmon excitations (low q) and Comp-
ton scattering (high q). Within the XRS
regime these excitation can be assumed
as background, which must be separated
from the absorption edge. Due to the fact,
that in a real spectrum the intensity of
the background scattering can be higher
by several orders of magnitude compared
to the intensity of the absorption edge, the
background subtraction procedure must
be performed very carefully. Here, the
background can be approximated by an
analytical function and its contribution
must be subtracted from the XRS spec-
trum [274, 76]. Alternatively, the back-
ground must be estimated based on the-
oretical calculations. In any case, a criti-
cal assessment of the background subtrac-
tion procedure must be done. Otherwise,
it will remain unclear whether the spectral changes of the absorption edge result from
direct changes of the electronic levels to be studied or from the change of the background.
This point gains special importance if measurements at high pressure are performed us-
ing a DAC. Here, the scattering on diamonds signiﬁcantly contributes to the background
scattering, which may show a pressure dependence. To clarify the impact of the back-
ground scattering to the total IXS spectrum, the variation of the energy loss spectrum
of α-Fe2O3 with momentum transfer is shown in ﬁgure 8.1. The spectra measured for
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Figure 8.2.: Comparison between diﬀerent background subtraction procedures for (a) q = 1.57 Å−1, (b)
q = 3.1 Å−1 and (c) q = 7.62 Å−1 on the example of FeO XRS spectra [204].
all momentum transfers can be characterized by more or less intensive, narrow maxima
at around 711 eV and 92 eV corresponding to the Fe L2/3-edge and Fe M1-edge, respec-
tively. In addition, a third maximum can be found at diﬀerent q-dependent positions
between 53 eV and 58 eV, corresponding to the Fe M2/3-edge. The absorption edges are
strongly overlapped by background scattering, which changes with q. At q = 1.6 Å−1
the background scattering contribution can be described by an asymmetric maximum.
Here, the Fe M2/3-edge can be found at the right tail of the electron-hole excitation
spectrum with a rather complicated shape and the intensity of the background scatter-
ing is almost 1.5 times higher than the intensity of the XRS signal. At q = 4.0 Å−1 the
background spectrum becomes slightly broader and less intensive but its spectral shape
becomes more complicated. Furthermore, the XRS signal in the low energy loss region
can be found exactly on the top of the background contribution. In this case, back-
ground subtraction might be signiﬁcantly more diﬃcult, as discussed by Sternemann et
al. [274]. Here, the origin of the spectral features of the Fe M2/3-edge, which might be
mixed with the spectral shape of the background scattering, is unclear. With increasing
q the contribution of the background scattering becomes wider but less intense. For q
= 7.4 Å−1, q = 9.7 Å−1, and q = 10.5 Å−1 the Fe M2/3-edge can be found on the left
tail of the Compton proﬁle, which is the dominating spectral feature at high momentum
transfers. Thus, the Fe M2/3-edge spectrum becomes less inﬂuenced by the background
scattering with increasing q. At the highest q the intensity of the Fe M2/3-edge is higher
by a factor of 3.3 compared to the background intensity.
For a reliable background subtraction the q-dependence of the XRS spectra can be sep-
arated in three regions: (I) at low q the absorption edge to be measured can be found
at the right tail of the intense electron-hole excitation spectrum. The absorption edge
should be far enough from the background maximum such a way that the spectral shape
of the XRS signal is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by background features. Here, the back-
ground can be simulated either by a Gaussian [76] or by a Lorentz function [274]; (II)
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At intermediate q, where the absorption edge can be found close to the top of the back-
ground peak, systematic background approximation is challenging. The shape of the
background is rather complicated and approximation by an analytical function is dif-
ﬁcult [274]; (III) At high q the background is dominated by Compton scattering and
the absorption edge can be found on the left tail of the background maximum, which
becomes wider and shifts to higher energy with increasing q. Here, the background
can be simulated using Gaussian function. Another background subtraction approach is
proposed by Sternemann et al. [274]. Here, theoretical Hartree-Fock calculations of the
Compton proﬁle [26] can be used and directly subtracted from the spectra. This routine
reveals reasonable results on the example of the q-dependence of the Si L2/3-edge [274].
The result of diﬀerent background subtraction procedures is shown on the example of
the Fe M2/3-edge of FeO at q = 1.57 Å−1, q = 3.1 Å−1, and q = 7.62 Å−1 representative
for low, intermediate, and high q, respectively. Figure 8.2 (a) compares background
simulation by a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function ﬁtted to the pre-edge region of the
low q spectrum. Both background functions show a very similar shape and only minor
variations can be found at energy loss values close to 70 eV. This result manifests the
fact that both Gaussian and Lorentzian background are reasonable if only a short energy
loss region of some tenths of eV is the point of interest. A similar result can be obtained
for the intermediate q presented in Figure 8.2 (b). Figure 8.2 (c) shows the same pro-
cedure for a high q spectrum. Here, similar trend using the Gaussian and Lorentzian
background approximation can be observed. Additionally, a linear background can be
used.
8.2. Momentum transfer dependence of the Fe M2/3-edge
The momentum transfer dependence of the Fe M2/3-edge was studied for the reference
compounds FeO and α-Fe2O3 representative for [6]Fe2+ and [6]Fe3+, respectively. A de-
tailed information about the samples used for this experiment is given in section 5.1.
The experiment was performed at beamline PNC/XSD 20-ID of the Advanced Photon
Source (see chapter 4.1 for more information). The q-dependent spectra were background
corrected by ﬁtting a Gaussian function to the pre-edge region. The resulting spectra
for a large q-range from 0.8 Å−1 to 10.0 Å−1 are presented in ﬁgure 8.3 (a)-(c) showing
clear diﬀerences between Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the energy region from 54 eV to 60 eV as
well as a strong q dependence. For q < 2 Å−1 the spectrum of FeO is dominated by a
strong maximum at 58 eV and a pre-edge maximum at 55 eV. In contrast, the spectrum
of α-Fe2O3 shows only one maximum at about 58 eV and a weak pre-edge maximum at
52.6 eV. Thus, signiﬁcant diﬀerences of the spectral shape between Fe2+ and Fe3+ can
be observed at low q, in the dipole limit (k = 1 in equation 2.17). Signiﬁcant spectral
changes occur with increasing q and thus increasing contribution of octupole transitions
(k = 3). The changes manifest in an intensity increase in the energy region below 55 eV
and a weaker edge jump, which can be related to a weaker contribution of continuum
excitations. The spectra hardly change for large q. Here, the spectrum of FeO shows
a strong asymmetric maximum at 52 eV with a weaker shoulder at higher energy loss.
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Figure 8.3.: Momentum transfer dependent measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge of
[6]Fe2+ (FeO) and
[6]Fe3+ (α-Fe2O3) in q-ranges (a) 0.8-5.2 Å−1, (b) 5.9-8.5 Å−1, (c) 8.9-10.0 Å−1 in comparison
with calculations for (d) dipole and (f) ocupole transitions. In addition, a 1:1 superposition
of dipole and octupole transitions is presented for both [6]Fe2+ and [6]Fe3+ in order to model
the Fe M2/3-edge at intermediate q [204].
The spectrum of Fe2O3 again shows a peak at 53.5 eV and a weak second maximum at
57 eV.
Atomic multiplet calculations in the dipole limit (k = 1) [297] including crystal ﬁeld ef-
fects [56, 57] were performed using the CTM4XAS package [267]. Moreover, calculations
of the octupole contribution (k = 3) were carried out by S. Huotari1 and Ch. J. Sahle2
on the basis of the Cowan code included into the CTM4XAS package. All spectra were
calculated using the same crystal ﬁeld parameters as reported by de Groot (et al.) [60],
but the Slater-Condon parameters were reduced to 64% of their atomic values to get a
better agreement with the experimental data. The spin-orbit coupling was set to zero
[287]. For a better comparison with the experiment the calculated transition pattern
was convoluted with a Gaussian (FWHM of 1.5 eV) and a Lorentzian (FWHM of 0.6
eV) function in order to match the experimental resolution and the natural broadening
1S. Huotari, Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 64, 00014 Helsinki, Finland
2Ch. J. Sahle, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, 38043 Grenoble Cedex, France
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of the spectra [84]. The spectra of Fe2+ and Fe3+ calculated for k = 1 and k = 3 are
presented in ﬁgure 8.3 (d) and (f). All spectral features of the experimental results
are adequately resembled by the calculation except of the calculated high energy loss
maximum for k = 3, which is overestimated in case of [6]Fe2+ and is missing for [6]Fe3+.
Although the overall agreement between the experiment and theory is remarkable, the
atomic multiplet model is only a ﬁrst order approximation for calculation of the spec-
trum of a solid. The theoretical results show that high q spectra are strongly dominated
by k = 3 transition while low q spectra can be well reproduced by k = 1 calculations.
Especially the low q features appear slightly broader in the experiment, which might
be due to the fact, that continuum excitations are not considered into the calculations
[229, 252]. The intermediate q spectra are well represented by a linear superposition of
spectra calculated for k = 1 and k = 3 in a certain fraction. Here, e.g. the spectral
shape of the measurement at q = 5.89 Å−1 can be well reproduced by a 1:1 superposition
of k = 1 and k = 3 spectra for both Fe2+ and Fe3+ as indicated in ﬁgure 8.3 (e).
The understanding of the q-dependence of the Fe M2/3-edge has two major implications
on further studies. Both the experimental and the theoretical results show a strong
sensitivity of the Fe M2/3-edge at high and low momentum transfer. However, the spec-
tral features indicative for the oxidation state are better resolved at high momentum
transfer. Furthermore, the q-dependence becomes negligible for q > 9 Å−1. Due to the
absence of the q-dependence, several spectra collected at diﬀerent but suﬃciently high q
can be summed up, which dramatically increases the statistical accuracy of the spectra.
8.3. Impact of the oxidation state and local coordination on
the Fe M2/3-edge
Knowledge about the momentum transfer dependence of the XRS spectra is crucial in or-
der to optimize challenging measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge. However, measurements
presented above reveal momentum transfer regions, where the spectra are dominated
either by dipole or by octupole excitations. The spectra in the intermediate q range,
where both dipole and octupole contributions can be found, are diﬃcult to analyze.
Furthermore, this q range overlaps with the momentum transfer region, where the XRS
signal can be found rather on top of the very intense background scattering and reliable
background subtraction is challenging. Thus, characterization of unknown iron contain-
ing species should be performed at q ≤2 Å−1 (low q) or q ≥9 Å−1 (high q). Momentum
transfer dependent measurements of samples with diﬀerent oxidation state of iron show
clear spectral diﬀerences resulting either in an additional pre-peak in the Fe2+ spec-
trum at low q or in a signiﬁcantly broader and more asymmetric main maximum for the
same sample at high q compared to Fe3+. However, geologically relevant iron containing
species may diﬀer not only in their oxidation state but also in their local coordination.
Therefore, the impact of the local coordination on the shape of the Fe M2/3-edge of Fe2+
and Fe3+ in octahedral and tetrahedral coordination will be studied at low and high q
in the following.
Fe M2/3-edge measurements were performed at two selected q values of 2.1 Å−1 and 9.1
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Figure 8.4.: High resolution measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge of
[6]Fe2+ (Fe2SiO4), [4]Fe2+ (FeAl2O4),
[6]Fe3+ (α-Fe2O3) and [4]Fe3+ (FePO4) at (a) q = 2.1 Å−1 and (b) q = 9.1 Å−1 [204].
Å−1 at beamline ID16 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. Experimental
details are given in section 4.2. The energy resolution was 0.7 eV, which is close to
the natural broadening of the spectral features of 0.6 eV [84]. Lorentzian and linear
background subtraction were applied to low and high q spectra, respectively. Four dif-
ferent compounds, namely Fe2SiO4, FeAl2O4, α-Fe2O3 and FePO4, representative for
[6]Fe2+,[4]Fe2+,[6]Fe3+,[4]Fe3+, respectively, were measured. The resulting spectra are
presented in ﬁgure 8.4. The spectra measured at low q (a) and high q (b) conﬁrm the
spectral changes due to the oxidation state discussed in section 8.3, but more spectral
features could be resolved due to improved energy resolution. The spectral shape of the
Fe M2/3-edge of the [6]Fe2+ species at low q (ﬁgure 8.4 (a)) can be characterized by two
maxima at 54.5 eV and 57.3 eV (features B1 and B2). Additionally, a weak pre-feature
at 52.8 eV (feature A) can be observed. The Fe M2/3-edge of the FeAl2O4 sample con-
taining 85% [4]Fe2+ shows a very similar spectral shape compared to [6]Fe2+, but the
features B1 and B2 appear broader and shifted by about 0.2 eV to higher energies. More-
over, the pre-edge feature A is less pronounced. The results conclude small but distinct
coordination related spectral diﬀerences of the Fe M2/3-edge between octahedrally and
tetrahedrally coordinated iron in Fe2SiO4 and FeAl2O4.
The spectra of Fe3+ with octahedral and tetrahedral coordination can be characterized
by a strong excitation maximum B∗ and a weak pre-edge feature A∗. In the case of [6]Fe3+
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B∗ can be found at 58.0 eV and A∗ at about 53.5 eV. In the case of [4]Fe3+ a sharper
main peak B∗ can be observed together with a broader and weaker pre-edge features
A∗. The spectral features observed for [4]Fe3+ are in good agreement with XAS results
obtained for FePO4 [322]. Conclusively, strong spectral changes for diﬀerent oxidation
states could be observed, but only small but distinct changes due to local coordination
could be found. Thus, determination of the local coordination might be diﬃcult at low
q.
The spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge changes completely at high q. The spectra of
the octahedral and tetrahedral Fe2+ can be described by a strong maximum C1 at 52.3
eV and a second maximum C2 at 54.0 eV. Furthermore, a weak but comparably broad
maximum D appears in the higher energy loss region. The spectra do not reveal strong
diﬀerences due to diﬀerent coordination.
The high q spectra of Fe3+ compounds (ﬁgure 8.4 upper right) exhibit a strong maxi-
mum C∗ at 53.5 eV accompanied by a weak but broad shoulder D∗. The energy position
of the main excitation maximum C∗ corresponds to the energy position of the weak
pre-edge feature A∗ in the low q spectra of Fe3+ compounds, while the energy position
of the weak shoulder D∗ (57.5 eV) is very similar to the position of the main excitation
maximum B∗. Thus, the pre-edge feature A∗ of the low q spectra might originate from
the weak but not negligible contribution of octupole transitions to the low q spectra,
which are dominated by dipole positions. Similarly, the weak maximum D∗ in high q
spectra might be the result of a weak contribution of dipole excitations to the high q
spectra, which are dominated by octupole transitions.
The remarkable spectral diﬀerences of the Fe M2/3-edge according to the oxidation state
of iron could be reproduced by high resolution measurements. At low q the main ex-
citation maxima B2 for Fe2+ and B∗ for Fe3+ can be found almost at the same energy
position. However, the relative intensity of the pre-edge maximum B1 is about 55 %
in the case of Fe2+ while such a feature is absent for Fe3+. This result can be used in
order to determine the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio in unknown samples, as proposed by van Aken
et al. [296]. At high q the spectral shape of the absorption edge changes dramatically
but the main trends are similar. While the spectra of Fe2+ can be described by a twin-
peak structure, the single maximum of Fe3+ can be found at energy transfer values right
between the both Fe2+ peaks. These spectral diﬀerences can be used in order to study
the oxidation state of iron in minerals at high q.
In contrast to the oxidation state eﬀects, the coordination leads to weaker modiﬁcations
of the spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge. At low q, the diﬀerence of the coordination
from octahedral to tetrahedral manifests in a weak energy shift of about 0.2 eV for Fe2+
while the spectral features B1 and B2 become broader in the case of the tetrahedral co-
ordination. For Fe3+ the changes due to the coordination can be described by a broader
main excitation maximum B∗ and a more pronounced pre-edge feature A∗. Especially
the interpretation of the pre-edge feature A∗ is very diﬃcult. This maximum can be-
come broader and less intensive if the octahedra in Fe3+ become distorted [322]. Hence,
measurements with improved statistics and energy resolution are required in order to
adequately resolve feature A∗. In contrast, the spectral features at high q become very
sharp, intense and thus very distinct. This is possibly due to the fact, that the contribu-
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Figure 8.5.: (a) Correction scheme of the FeAl2O4 spectrum by 6% of Fe3+ and a comparison between
the original and the corrected [4]Fe2+ reference spectrum [204]. (b) Comparison between the
corrected [4]Fe2+ and Fe2SiO4 spectra.
tion of continuum excitations is signiﬁcantly weaker compared to low q and coordination
eﬀects are at least the same strong as at low q. The coordination eﬀects may be de-
scribed by an energy shift of around 0.25 eV between the octahedral and tetrahedral
coordination for Fe3+. In the case of Fe2+, the feature C2 is slightly shifted to lower
energy loss values for FeAl2O4 compared to Fe2SiO4.
Based on the results revealed by high resolution measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge by
XRS, measurements at high q might be preferable in order to determine the Fe3+/Fetot.
ratio in unknown samples. Here, the spectral features are stronger and sharper while
changes according to the oxidation state and coordination are similar as for low q. How-
ever, an important advantage of high q measurements is the comparably low momentum
transfer dependence for q ≥ 9 Å−1, where the spectra collected at diﬀerent q can be
summed up reducing the acquisition time signiﬁcantly. Thus, measurements performed
on reference compounds Fe2SiO4, FeAl2O4, α-Fe2O3 and FePO4 at high q can be used
as standards for determining the Fe3+/Fetot. in unknown minerals.
It should be recalled, that the FeAl2O4 sample contains about 6% of [6]Fe3+. Thus, the
spectrum of α-Fe2O3 weighted by 0.06 can be subtracted from the FeAl2O4 spectrum
in order to obtain a corrected [4]Fe2+ reference. The resulting spectrum in comparison
with the original FeAl2O4 spectrum is presented in ﬁgure 8.5 (a). Here, a weak intensity
decrease of the maximum C2 can be observed. Although the subtraction of the Fe3+
contribution does not modify the shape of the Fe M2/3-edge, the spectral shape is now
close to that of [6]Fe2+ demonstrating only subtle spectral diﬀerences between the both
coordination states (see ﬁgure 8.5 (b)).
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8.4. Quantitative determination of the iron oxidation state in
glasses
In this section, an approach will be presented, which allows to obtain quantitative infor-
mation about the oxidation state and coordination of iron in minerals. Therefore, three
glasses (RB0-1, AOQ2, and RBO-4) with diﬀerent Fe3+/Fetot. ratios ranging from 0.1 to
0.9 were prepared as discussed in section 5.1. Measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge were
performed at beamline P01 of the synchrotron radiation facility PETRA III at the same
q as the references presented above. The energy resolution was 0.5 eV and the spectra
were convoluted with a Gaussian function (0.6 FWHM) in order to match the energy
resolution of the references of 0.7 eV.
The spectra measured on the glasses are presented in ﬁgure 8.6. In comparison with the
spectra of references, which can be found in ﬁgure 8.4, the Fe M2/3-edge of RB0-1 and
AOQ2 show a similar shape compared to the Fe3+ references while the RB0-4 spectrum
is comparable to those of Fe2+ references. Due to strong multiplet eﬀects, the Fe M2/3-
edge is not signiﬁcantly overlapped by absorption edges of other light elements contained
in the sample, e.g. the Mg L-edge in the RB0 glasses at about 50 eV.
In order to extract quantitative information about the oxidation state and coordination
of iron in glasses a linear superposition of the reference samples presented in section
8.3, including the spectra of [6]Fe2+, [4]Fe2+, [6]Fe3+, and [4]Fe3+, were ﬁtted to the glass
spectra. For this purpose, three diﬀerent ﬁtting strategies were used:
• (I): In order to extract the Fe3+/Fetot. ratios of glassy samples spectra of [6]Fe2+
and [6]Fe3+ will be used as references.
• (II): In the next step only [4]Fe2+ and [4]Fe3+ references will be used.
• (III): All references will be taken into account.
The ﬁt results can be found in ﬁgure 8.6. Although the general shape of the absorption
edges of glasses are well reproduced by all ﬁtting strategies, strategy (I) seems to show
a better agreement in the case of RB0 glasses rather than (II), while the spectrum of
AOQ2 is better reproduced by strategy (II), as can be determined from the coeﬃcients of
determination R2. This result indicates that octahedral coordination of iron is preferred
for the RB0 glasses, while tetrahedral coordination is preferred in the case of AOQ2.
The extracted Fe3+/Fetot. ratios are presented in table 8.1 together with the coeﬃcients
of determination for each ﬁt, which allows to make a quantitative description of the
agreement between the experimental data and the ﬁts. Furthermore, results of the sam-
ple characterization by Mössbauer spectroscopy are shown. The XRS results slightly
diﬀer from those obtained by Mössbauer spectroscopy depending on the ﬁtting proce-
dure. The Fe3+/Fetot. ratios in glasses obtained on the basis of ﬁtting routine (I) show
a good agreement with Mössbauer spectroscopy results for the RB0-glasses with respect
to the errorbars but the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio of AOQ2 is overestimated by about 10%. In
contrast, the Fe3+/Fetot. ratios of AOQ2 and RB0-4 are very close to the value obtained
by Mössbauer spectroscopy but the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio of RB0-1 is signiﬁcantly underes-
timated. Procedure (III) reveals the best Fe3+/Fetot. ratios for all glasses compared to
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Figure 8.6.: Fe M2/3-edge measured on glasses RB0-1 (left), AOQ2 (center), and RB0-4 (right) together
with ﬁt results using three diﬀerent approaches [204].
the results by Mössbauer spectroscopy. Assuming the fact, that the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio of
the RB0-4 glass, which is dominated by Fe2+, is reproduced well by all ﬁtting strategies,
the coordination of Fe3+ in glasses has a signiﬁcant impact on the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio, that
can be determined by a linear superposition of reference samples in general. Thus, use
of all four references plays a key role in order to obtain reliable Fe3+/Fetot. ratios in
unknown minerals.
RB0-1 (R2) AOQ-2 (R2) RB0-4 (R2)
Fe3+/
∑
Fe XRS (I) 0.89±0.01 (0.9890) 0.73±0.04 (0.9780) 0.18±0.02 (0.9274)
Fe3+/
∑
Fe XRS (II) 0.74±0.05 (0.9884) 0.61±0.04 (0.9880) 0.14±0.04 (0.8561)
Fe3+/
∑
Fe XRS (III) 0.82±0.03 (0.9964) 0.69±0.05 (0.9911) 0.18±0.01 (0.9291)
Fe3+/
∑
Fe Mössbauer 0.83±0.04 0.63±0.04 0.16±0.04
Table 8.1.: Fe3+/Fetot. ratios extracted from XRS measurements [204].
8.5. Detection limits and summarizing remarks
In this chapter the feasibility of Fe M2/3-edge measurements in iron containing com-
pounds was presented. Furthermore, the momentum transfer of the Fe M2/3-edge was
discussed in detail for reference samples. The spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge can be
reproduced by q-dependent fraction of dipole and octupole transitions. Subsequently,
high resolution measurements were used in order to discuss the impact of diﬀerent spec-
tral features of the Fe M2/3-edge and their dependence on the oxidation state of iron and
its local coordination. Therefore, remarkable sensitivity of the Fe M2/3-edge could be
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found on the oxidation state resulting in an energy shift of the absorption edge of more
than 2 eV. Coordination has a weaker impact on the spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge
of Fe2+ but an energy shift of 0.2 eV can be observed between tetrahedral and octa-
hedral coordination of Fe3+. Together with the fact, that spectral features in general
are sharper and stronger at high q, spectra collected at q ≥ 9 Å−1 can be summed up
increasing the statistical accuracy of the measurements. Thus, Fe M2/3-edge measured
at high q can be used for a quantitative determination of the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio and the
local coordination of iron in unknown species. It was shown, that coordination eﬀects
have an impact on the determined Fe3+/Fetot. ratios. A linear superposition of reference
spectra measured on Fe2+ and Fe3+ standards, both with octahedral and tetrahedral co-
ordination, reveals the best agreement between the ﬁt and the experimental data. The
extracted Fe3+/Fetot. ratio agrees well with the results by Mössbauer spectroscopy. Here,
especially the coordination of Fe3+ fraction signiﬁcantly aﬀects the extracted Fe3+/Fetot.
ratios. Thus, this method can be used to quantitatively obtain not only the Fe3+/Fetot.
ratios in unknown minerals but possibly also the coordination of iron in diﬀerent phases,
which contribute to the glass structure. It should be stressed, that this ﬁtting procedure
applied on Fe M2/3-edges provides a unique tool in order to study the oxidation state of
iron and its coordination in geologically relevant minerals bulk sensitively and even using
high pressure diamond anvil cell or laser heating, where other experimental techniques
cannot be applied.
Despite of all advantages the results obtained by the procedure presented above must
be critically assessed. Although the ﬁtting procedure reveals very satisfying results,
which have been compared with Mössbauer spectroscopy, the statistical accuracy of the
measurements must be improved to reduce the systematic uncertainty of the results.
Furthermore, the energy resolution should be improved in order to get quantitative re-
sults about the local coordination of iron. The measurements used for this thesis were
performed on samples with a comparably high iron amount, which allows to establish
the procedure for quantitative determination of the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio. However, this
technique must be tested using samples with the iron amount of natural minerals, which
are of greater interest for geological applications. One more criticism of the method
presented above is the use of both octahedral and tetrahedral Fe2+ and Fe3+ references,
which automatically excludes the presence of other species. Although the most geologi-
cally relevant species are dominated by iron with octahedral or tetrahedral coordination,
also a presence of ﬁve-fold coordinated species with trigonal bipyramidal symmetry has
been proposed [225, 90, 67], but their existence in glasses as well as their relative contri-
bution to the structure of glass is still under discussion. The question how such species
can be included into the coordination determination procedure cannot be answered at
this point. However, measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge by XRS provide a unique tool
for a bulk sensitive determination of the local chemical structure of iron in minerals with
respect to experimental constrains discussed above.
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9. Pressure induced high-spin to low-spin
transition in FeS
The application of the Fe M2/3-edge measurements by XRS in order to obtain quan-
titative results about the oxidation state and local coordination of iron in unknown
geologically relevant compounds was presented in chapter 8. The high sensitivity of the
Fe M2/3-edge can be used e.g. for studies of iron partitioning or melting. However, for
numerous geological or geochemical in-situ studies the spin state of iron must be re-
vealed. Usually, X-ray diﬀraction [266], X-ray absorption spectroscopy [196], Mössbauer
spectroscopy [177] or ﬂuorescence spectroscopy [174] are used in order to obtain such in-
formation. However, these experimental techniques have several limitations concerning
their sensitivity or sample treatment and data interpretation is often not unambiguous.
Thus, direct investigation of the spin state or even the spin transition in general is still
controversially discussed [215, 16]. In this chapter, the sensitivity of the Fe M2/3-edge
on the spin state of iron is studied. The bulk sensitivity of XRS measurements combined
with the new generation high energy setup of the beamline BL12XU installed at the syn-
chrotron radiation facility SPring-8 provides a unique possibility to perform a systematic
pressure dependent study of the Fe M2/3-edge on FeS in-situ at high pressure, not fea-
sible so far. The diamond anvil cell used for the high pressure experiment is presented
in section 9.1 followed by a discussion of spin state dependent spectral features of the
Fe M2/3-edge in section 9.2. Furthermore, a quantitative approach will be proposed in
section 9.3 employing atomic multiplet and crystal ﬁeld calculations in order to obtain
quantitative information about the crystal ﬁeld splitting 10Dq, the central parameter to
describe the spin transition mechanism. Final discussion of the results is given in section
9.3. A summary of the results presented in this chapter can be alternatively found in
reference [205]
9.1. High pressure diamond anvil cell
The mechanism in order to expose a sample to high pressure is based on the principle
applying very high force on a very small area. The pressure should be transferred to
the sample by a material with the highest hardness possible. Thus, polished diamonds
trapped between two plates made of stainless steel are frequently used in diamond anvil
cells (DAC), where a thin sample is placed between two diamonds. To ensure that the
sample remains between the diamonds while pressure is applied, the sample material is
ﬁlled into the gasket hole, while the gasket, along with the sample, is pressed by the
diamonds. The pressure can be tuned by tightening the screws of the outer stainless
steel plates and the force is transferred to the gasket material and thus to the sample by
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Figure 9.1.: General layout (left) and a photograph (right) of a diamond anvil cell.
the diamonds. The outer diameter of such diamonds is usually about 3-5 mm while the
culet size is below 0.5 mm, which allows to apply pressures up to several hundred GPa
[323, 166, 100, 70, 171].
Besides of the sample, ruby grains can be loaded into the gasket hole. The lattice
parameters of the ruby are very sensitive on pressure changes, which signiﬁcantly aﬀects
the ﬂuorescence spectrum of the ruby material. The ﬂuorescence spectrum usually shows
a double peak shape, which shifts to higher wavelengths with increasing pressure. The
pressure determination is mostly performed by measuring the wavelength position of
the emission line at high pressure. Subsequently, the wavelength shift between the
ﬂuorescence line measured at high pressure and that at ambient conditions allows to
estimate the pressure inside the sample volume. The relation between the peak shift
and pressure is given by the pressure-volume equation of states [170, 330, 331, 171]
deﬁned as
P (GPa) = (A/B){[1 + (∆λ/λ0)]B − 1},
P being the resulting pressure in GPa, A=1904 GPa, B=7.715, ∆λ is the ruby ﬂuo-
rescence shift in nm and λ0 is the position of the ﬂuorescence maximum at ambient
pressure. Additionally, pressure transmitting medium should be loaded into the cell in
order to reduce the pressure gradient inside the sample. Here, e.g. nitrogen or helium
are widely used.
A sketch of the cell used for this experiment is presented in ﬁgure 9.1. Here, two
diamonds (outer diameter of about 3 mm, 0.5 mm culet size) are used to apply pres-
sure on synthetic FeS (see section 5.1 for more details on the sample system), which
was loaded into a beryllium gasket (3 mm outer diameter, about 1 mm height, hole
diameter of 100µm) together with ruby material. Beryllium is relatively transparent for
high energy X-rays, which can be coupled through the gasket rather than through the
diamonds. This signiﬁcantly decreases the background signal. Here, FeS was chosen as
sample system for the experiment as the high-spin to low spin transition occurs at mod-
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erate pressure of about 6.5 GPa [227]. This is relatively low pressure compared to the
spin transition pressure observed for other iron containing materials [209, 165, 266, 174].
Furthermore, the spin transition takes place in a very narrow pressure range of about 1
GPa. The local structure of the troilite sample (FeS under ambient conditions) changes
to the MnP-like structure at about 3.5 GPa [227]. Furthermore, the spin transition,
which is accompanied by a collapse of the magnetic moment [143, 227], goes along with
a second structural transition into a monoclinic phase [71]. For this experiment, no
pressure medium was used in order to increase the sample volume and to reduce the
background scattering for the challenging XRS experiment.
9.2. Detection of the high-spin to low-spin transition in FeS by
Fe M2/3-edge XRS spectroscopy
The Fe M2/3-edge on FeS was measured at high pressure using the Laue spectrometer
presented in section 4.3 operating at 19.4 keV. Such a high X-ray energy is required
in order to penetrate the gasket and the highly absorbing sample. Pressure dependent
measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge were performed by coupling the X-rays through the
gasket due to its higher transparency for X-rays compared to the diamond at ﬁve diﬀer-
ent pressure points ranging from 1.7 GPa to about 10 GPa in order to study the impact
of the structural transition at 3.5 GPa and the spin transition at about 6.5 GPa on the
spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge. The pressure gradient due to absence of the pressure
transmitting medium was determined by measuring the optical emission of the ruby at
diﬀerent lateral positions of the sample. The lowest pressure gradient was about 0.2
GPa at 1.7 GPa and the highest pressure gradient was 1.5 GPa at 10.1 GPa. At the
same pressure points, the sample thickness dropped from 60 µm to about 40 µm. The
spectra were collected with an energy resolution of 1.4 eV in 7 to 12 hours depending on
the pressure.
Measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge at high pressure are very challenging. While the
long counting time of up to 12 hours demand very high stability of the XRS setup and
the DAC, the measurement itself must be optimized. Therefore, knowledge about the
q-dependence of the background as well as the contribution of dipole and octupole tran-
sitions to the overall spectrum as discussed in chapter 8 is indispensable. Thus, the best
experimental conditions to measure the Fe M2/3-edge at high pressure is in the range q
< 2 Å−1. Here, the Fe M2/3-edge is strongly dominated by dipole transitions (k = 1)
and the contribution of the electron-hole pair excitation background is comparably low.
For this reason, the high pressure experiment was performed at the lowest accessible
scattering angle of 2Θ=10◦ corresponding to q = 1.7 Å−1.
Diﬀerent background subtraction procedures for XRS spectra were presented in section
8.1. Here, a Gaussian function was ﬁtted to the pre-edge region of the Fe M2/3-edge
and subtracted from the experimental data but also Lorentzian function was found to
be reasonable for low q. In the case of FeS loaded in a DAC the signal-to-noise-ratio
was signiﬁcantly weaker, which requires a more careful background treatment. With
increasing pressure the sample height converges to the vertical X-ray size resulting in
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Figure 9.2.: Left: Background subtraction scheme applied to separate the Fe M2/3-edge from the back-
ground scattering. Right: Pressure dependent measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge on FeS by
XRS. The spectra collected at 1.7 GPa and 5.3 GPa are shown in the inset separately in
order to demonstrate the spectral changes of the absorption edge as the consequence of the
structural transition, which occurs at 3.5 GPa [205].
signiﬁcantly enhanced background contribution by scattering on diamonds. In such a
case, again a Gaussian function was found to be suﬃcient for background subtraction
but the corrected data should be compared to the shape of the FeS Compton proﬁle
calculated in Hartree-Fock approximation [26] in order to match the edge step of the
absorption edge. This background treatment provides a possibility to perform a con-
sistent background subtraction for all pressure dependent spectra, independent on the
strength of the contribution by diamond scattering. Thus, Gaussian background was
subtracted from the experimental spectra such a way that the edge step is reproduced
by the core-electron Compton proﬁle.
The background subtraction scheme is presented for the spectra taken at 5.3 GPa (high-
spin) and 9.5 GPa (low-spin) in ﬁgure 9.1 (left). Here, the dashed line shows the contri-
bution of the Gaussian function to the background, which simulates the valence electron
excitations, while the solid line reproduces the shape of the background function in-
cluding the Compton contribution of core-electrons. A very good agreement with the
experimental data can be found demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed back-
ground subtraction procedure but other background functions, e.g. Lorentzian, would
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not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the shape of the corrected spectrum within this scheme.
The background corrected pressure dependent Fe M2/3-edges of FeS are presented in ﬁg-
ure 9.2 (right). Notably, the spectrum of FeS at the lowest pressure looks very similar to
the spectrum of FeO at the comparable q shown in ﬁgure 8.2. Consequently, the spectral
shape of the Fe M2/3-edges is strongly dominated by multiplet eﬀects. Although iron
atoms are surrounded by diﬀerent ligands as long as the coordination is conserved.
The most prominent pressure dependent changes of the spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-
edge can be found basically in two energy loss regions: (A) the energy loss region from
EA1 = 51 eV to E
A
2 = 62 eV around the energy position of the main excitation maximum
and (B) the energy region from EB1 = 62 eV to E
B
2 = 75 eV. First spectral changes of
the Fe M2/3-edge can be observed when the pressure is changed from 1.7 GPa to 5.3
GPa. Here, a direct comparison between the spectra measured at these two pressure
points (Fig 9.2 left, inset) shows an almost identical spectral shape but an energy shift
of about 0.5 eV can be found with increasing pressure. Such spectral changes might be
indicative for a change of the local environment due to the structural transition from
the troilite (NiAs-related) to the MnP-related local structure, which occurs at about
3.5 GPa [227]. The spin cross-over in FeS takes places at about 6.5 GPa, going along
with a structural transition from the MnP-like structure to a monoclinic structure in a
very narrow pressure range of about 1 GPa. Indeed, signiﬁcant spectral changes of the
Fe M2/3-edge can be observed with increasing pressure between 5.3 GPa and 9.5 GPa.
Here, the relative intensity of the main excitation maximum in the energy loss region
(A) decreases while a broad asymmetric maximum appears in the energy loss region
(B) with increasing pressure. The spectral shape of the Fe M2/3-edge measured at 9.5
GPa and 10.1 GPa is very similar indicating the fact, that the HS to LS transition is
almost complete at such a high pressure. The spectrum at 7.5 GPa, close to the spin
cross-over pressure, can be understood as a superposition of HS (below 6.5 GPa) and
LS (signiﬁcantly above 6.5 GPa) spectra possibly due to the pressure gradient in the
sample.
To quantify the pressure related spectral changes due to the spin transition in FeS
diﬀerence spectra must be calculated by a subtraction of all high pressure spectra from
a reference spectrum. Here, the challenge is to separate coordination eﬀects from the
pressure dependent changes of the electronic structure, which lead to the spin cross-over.
More precise, earlier studies show no indication for the spin transition signiﬁcantly below
6.5 GPa and the spectral changes, which can be found between 1.7 GPa and 5.3 GPa
can be certainly attributed to the structural transition at 3.5 GPa. To discriminate this
transition from the spin cross-over the Fe M2/3-edge measured at 1.7 GPa was shifted
by 0.5 eV to higher energy losses in order to match the energy position of the Fe M2/3-
edge measured at 5.3 GPa, after the structural transition. Thus, the corrected spectrum
measured at 1.7 GPa as well as the 5.3 GPa spectrum can be used as references for fur-
ther calculations. Shifting of the absorption edges to characteristic energy positions is
routinely used also for the data processing of e.g. Fe L2/3-and Fe M2/3-edges [295, 296].
The spectral diﬀerences calculated by subtraction of the high pressure spectra from the
corrected 1.7 GPa spectrum are shown in ﬁgure 9.3 (left). Again, the most prominent
spectral changes can be found in the energy loss regions (A) and (B), as discussed above.
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Figure 9.3.: Left: Diﬀerences calculated by subtracting high pressure spectra from the corrected 1.7
GPa spectrum. Right: Pressure dependent total spin transition parameter A(P) calculated
using the corrected 1.7 GPa spectrum (blue) and 5.3 GPa spectrum (red) as reference,
respectively. The renormalized data measured using XES by Rueﬀ et al. [227] is shown
(black) for a comparison with XRS results [205].
Now, the pressure dependence of the spin cross-over can be quantiﬁed using the related
spectral changes of the Fe M2/3-edge by calculating the integrated intensities A1 and
A2 of the diﬀerence spectra in the related energy loss regions A and B, which can be
described by the formula
A1,2 =
∫ E2A,B
E1A,B
(IRef − I(P ))dE,
IRef being a selected reference spectrum and I(P ) spectra obtained at higher pressures.
The total pressure dependence of the spin cross-over can be described by the total spin
transition parameter A(P ) given by
A(P ) =
∣∣A1(P )∣∣+ ∣∣A2(P )∣∣.
A(P ) was calculated using the corrected 1.7 GPa spectrum and the 5.3 GPa spectrum as
reference separately. The obtained parameters A(P ) for both references are subsequently
normalized to zero for the HS state and to 1 for the LS state. The pressure dependence
of A(P ) calculated using both references is shown in ﬁgure 9.3 (right) in comparison
with XES results obtained by Rueﬀ et al. [227] renormalized in the same manner as
A(P ). The parameter A(P ) calculated for the 1.7 GPa reference shows a signiﬁcant
increase in the pressure range between about 5 GPa and 9 GPa while the values at
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above 9 GPa are close to 1 (ﬁgure 9.3 right). The results for A(P ) are independent on
the choice of the reference spectra and are also in agreement with the A(P ) found by
Rueﬀ et al. [227]. The only diﬀerence between XES and XRS results can be observed in
the spin cross-over pressure range around 6.5 GPa. The data obtained by XES shows a
signiﬁcantly stronger increase in the pressure range from about 6 GPa to about 7 GPa,
which is narrower than that obtained by XRS. This pressure range widening is most
likely due to the absence of the pressure transmitting medium for the XRS experiment.
However, the general trends are well reproduced by the XRS results demonstrating the
high sensitivity of the Fe M2/3-edge on the spin state of iron.
9.3. Quantitative determination of the crystal field splitting at
high pressure
The feasibility of measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge at high pressure by XRS as well
as its sensitivity to the spin state was demonstrated above. Furthermore, the experi-
mental results can be used to calculate the state of the spin transition as a function of
pressure. However, the spin cross-over goes along with a structural transition, which
might aﬀect the experimentally obtained Fe M2/3-edge. Although structural changes
of the local structure of iron do not signiﬁcantly modify the spectral shape of the Fe
M2/3-edge, minor changes cannot be excluded thus aﬀecting the pressure dependence of
the spectra. In this section a novel approach will be presented to extract the pressure
dependent crystal ﬁeld splitting in Fe. Such a quantitative analysis provides a deeper
insight into processes leading to the spin transition.
For this purpose the Fe M2/3-edge have been calculated using the multiplet code, which
is described in detail in chapter 3. First calculations performed by van der Laan [297]
predicted huge spectral changes according to the occupation of the 3d states of iron and
thus to its spin state. Thus, similar calculations were done with Slater-Condon param-
eters scaled to 1.0 (which corresponds to 80% of the atomic values) and the spin-orbit
coupling was set to zero. Subsequently, calculations were performed for diﬀerent 10Dq
parameters ranging from 1.0 eV to 5.0 eV. For a better comparison with the experimental
data the resulting excitation pattern were convoluted with a Lorenzian function (FWHM
of 0.6 eV) and a Gaussian function (FWHM of 1.4 eV) in order to match the natural
broadening of the Fe M2/3-edge [84] and the experimental resolution, respectively.
The impact of the crystal ﬁeld splitting 10Dq on the shape of the Fe M2/3-edge for Fe2+
(3d6 conﬁguration) is discussed in section 3.5.1. The spin transition can be found for
10Dq between 1.8 eV and 1.9 eV. The eﬀect of the crystal ﬁeld strength can be recalled
on the basis of calculations shown in ﬁgure 9.4. The HS spectra for 10Dq = 1.0 eV, 1.4 eV
and 1.8 eV show only weak changes with increasing 10Dq. The double-peak structure of
the HS spectra changes if 10Dq exceeds the crystal ﬁeld strength of the spin cross-over.
Notable changes of the spectral shape can be observed comparing the calculation for
the HS and LS states. In the latter case, the absorption edge is dominated by a strong
main excitation maximum together with a pre-edge feature and a post-edge maximum.
With increasing 10Dq the pre-edge feature shifts to the main excitation maximum and
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Figure 9.4.: Left: Calculations of the Fe M2/3-edge using the CTM4XAS package for selected 10Dq.
Upper right: experimental spectra collected at 5.3 GPa and 9.5 GPa representative for the
HS and LS states in comparison with calculated spectra for 10Dq values obtained by the
best ﬁt. Lower right: Spectral diﬀerence between the spectra measured at 5.3 GPa and 9.5
GPa (dots) and diﬀerences of calculated spectra using three representative LS values and
10Dq = 1.7 eV for HS.
becomes stronger. Finally, at very high 10Dq (e.g. 3.4 eV), the pre-edge intensity is
close to the main excitation maximum.
Although the spectral shape of the HS state shows only minor changes with increasing
10Dq, stronger modiﬁcations for the LS state calculations can be observed. Conse-
quently, the determination of the crystal ﬁeld strength in the HS state might be diﬃcult
on the basis of the experimental spectra. However, signiﬁcant changes for the LS state
calculations show a great potential to extract quantitative information about the crystal
ﬁeld strength in the 3d states of iron at high pressure. A satisfying agreement between
the calculations and the XRS measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge on iron oxides was
shown in section 8.2. Additionally, the problem of absence of continuum excitations
in the calculations, which might modify the spectral shape of the absorption edge, was
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considered. Due to the fact, that the Fe M2/3-edge on FeS at high pressure was measured
at low q, continuum excitations show a signiﬁcant contribution to the overall spectra.
Thus, a direct comparison of the experimental results with calculations is not possi-
ble. Alternatively, the contribution of continuum excitations can be separated from the
multiplet contribution if diﬀerence spectra are compared with calculations instead. For
this approximation no changes of the continuum excitations with increasing pressure are
assumed. This constrain is reasonable due to the fact, that all spectra saturate to the
same level for high energy losses and the most prominent spectral changes occur be-
tween this point and the energy onset of the Fe M2/3-edge. Subsequently, the approach
to extract quantitative information about the crystal ﬁeld strength at a given pressure
can be described as following:
• In the ﬁrst step, diﬀerence spectrum between an experimental HS spectrum and a
LS spectrum must be calculated.
• Diﬀerence spectra between all modeled HS and LS spectra must be calculated
• The crystal ﬁeld strengths of the HS and LS states can be extracted from the pair
of calculated spectra, which reveals the best agreement with the experiment
To illustrate the approach, two experimental spectra at 5.3 GPa and at 9.5 GPa, repre-
sentative for HS and LS state, are analyzed and their diﬀerence spectrum is calculated.
Subsequently, calculations of the Fe M2/3-edge for 10Dq values ranging from 1.0 eV to
5.0 eV in 0.1 eV steps were performed and diﬀerences between all possible contributions
of HS and LS spectra are calculated. Finally, the diﬀerence spectra based on the the-
oretical model are shifted in energy with respect to the experimental data and ﬁtted
to the experimental diﬀerence spectra. The 10Dq value in the 3d state of iron in FeS
at 5.3 GPa and 9.5 GPa can be obtained from the calculated spectra representing the
best ﬁt. The experimentally obtained diﬀerence of the 5.3 GPa and 9.5 GPa spectra is
compared with the best ﬁt in ﬁgure 9.4 (b). The best ﬁt reveals 10Dq values for the
selected pressure points of 10DqHS=1.7+0.1
−0.7 eV for the HS state and 10Dq
LS=3.4+0.5
−0.7 eV
for the LS state measured at 5.3 GPa and 9.5 GPa, respectively.
The results obtained by the presented approach can be hardly compared with literature
value due to the lack of comparable measurements. The crystal ﬁeld splitting of the 3d
states 10Dq is well known in octahedral Fe2+ species under ambient conditions. Here,
a literature value of 1.2 eV can be found for fayalite [60]. Assuming the fact, that the
HS state in FeS was measured at signiﬁcantly higher pressure than ambient, the result
obtained for FeS shows a good agreement to the crystal ﬁeld splitting in fayalite at am-
bient conditions with respect to the errorbars. Concerning the LS state, a crystal ﬁeld
splitting of 2.35 eV was reported in [Fe(tacn)2]2+, which is a LS compound even at am-
bient conditions [120]. The crystal ﬁeld splitting found for FeS at 9.5 GPa is larger than
the crystal ﬁeld splitting in [Fe(tacn)2]2+ but the measurements on FeS were performed
at a pressure, which is signiﬁcantly higher than the pressure where the spin cross-over
occurs. Thus, both HS and LS results seem to be reasonable. However, the results are
critically assessed in the nest section.
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9.4. Detection limits and outlook
Quantitative results for the crystal ﬁeld strength of the 3d state in FeS at high pressure
were determined by combining Fe M2/3-edge by XRS at high pressure and calculations
employing atomic multiplet and crystal ﬁeld eﬀects. Based on the presented approach
unique information about the local electronic structure of iron in FeS at in-situ condi-
tions i.e. information about the pressure dependence of the crystal ﬁeld splitting can
be extracted. However, the results are critically assessed. The disadvantage of the the-
oretical calculations is the fact, that continuum excitations are not considered. Due to
the signiﬁcant contribution of those excitations to the Fe M2/3-edge at low q, possible
pressure dependent changes of the continuum excitations cannot be excluded, which
might aﬀect the extracted multiplet contribution. Thus, calculating spectral diﬀerences
is only a ﬁrst order approximation for multiplet contribution extraction. Alternatively,
continuum excitations can be simulated by a convolution of the calculations with a Fano
function [297]. Use of a Fano function instead of the Lorentzian function in order to
simulate the natural broadening of the spectral features lead to an edge-step in the post-
edge region but the agreement between the calculated spectra and the experimental data
is still poor. Furthermore, a continuous decrease of the Fano line shape does not signif-
icantly aﬀect the multiplet extraction.
Another problem is the experimental resolution and the statistical accuracy of the Fe
M2/3-edges measured by XRS. A better energy resolution in combination with improved
statistical accuracy will allow to resolve more spectral features especially in the LS state,
which will improve the accuracy of the crystal ﬁeld splitting extraction approach.
The most important point to improve is the statistical accuracy of the measurements for
further studies. Although the feasibility of the XRS measurements as a unique tool to
measure low energy absorption edges at high pressure as well as the potential of calcula-
tions to extract the crystal ﬁeld splitting at in-situ conditions were shown, the changes
in the diﬀerence spectra are very weak even for signiﬁcant variations of 10Dq. Thus,
strong changes of the crystal ﬁeld result in weak changes of the spectral features. This
aspect is illustrated in ﬁgure 9.4 (lower right). Here, the experimentally obtained dif-
ference spectrum for 5.3 GPa and 9.5 GPa is shown together with calculated diﬀerences
using 10Dq = 1.7 eV for HS and three 10 Dq values for LS, namely 1.9 eV, 2.7 eV and
4.9 eV. The experimentally obtained diﬀerence spectrum is adequately reproduced by
calculations but within the statistical accuracy all three calculations may reproduce the
spectrum except of that for 10Dq = 4.9 eV, which ﬁts less to the experimental data than
the other calculations.
Although both calculations and measurements should be signiﬁcantly improved, a very
important result can be achieved already within the current study when experimentally
obtained spectral diﬀerences are compared to the calculated ones. Pressure induced HS
to LS transition in general can hardly be detected. Thus, predictions about the spin
cross-over are usually done on the basis of its consequences, which are a structural transi-
tion and an abrupt decrease of lattice parameters (e.g. using XRD) as well as disappeared
magnetic moment (e.g. using XES or Mössbauer spectroscopy). However, there is no
direct prove whether the structural or magnetic transition are the consequence of the
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spin cross-over or vice versa. Furthermore, it is unclear, if the spin cross-over and the
structural/magnetic changes appear simultaneously at the same pressure. A comparison
of the XRS spectra with calculations presented above show a good agreement although
no changes of the local environment is taken into account. The results presented above
show a unique possibility to separate structural eﬀects from the spin cross-over and thus
might be the ﬁrst direct prove of the spin transition using a more sophisticated theoret-
ical approach.
Although the progress of the spin transition as a function of pressure can be qualita-
tively reproduced on the basis of the factor A(P ), spectra with signiﬁcantly improved
statistical accuracy and energy resolution are needed in order to obtain accurate results
on both spin transition regime and the crystal ﬁeld splitting at high pressure. The
feasibility of such a study could be shown by measurements employing the new high
energy spectrometer installed at the beamline ID12XU of the synchrotron radiation fa-
cility SPring-8. However, the spectrometer is being developed at the moment and the
measurements presented above were performed using a prototype-like setup. In the next
future, more and improved analyzers will be available with signiﬁcantly optimized en-
ergy resolution and reduced acquisition time. Alternatively, the new IXS setup of the
beamline ID20 of the ESRF can be used, which operates at lower energy but signiﬁcantly
more analyzer crystals are available. Both setups will be new generation facilities for
in-situ measurements under extreme conditions. Thus, the approach presented above
may have a great potential for this quantitative estimation.
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10. Portable laser heating setup for
inelastic X-ray scattering experiments
at beamline P01 of the PETRA III
synchrotron radiation facility
So far materials were studied at ambient conditions and at high pressure using XRS.
This is a ﬁrst step in order to measure low energy absorption edges of iron at thermo-
dynamic conditions of the Earth’s crust, mantle or core. However, the temperature, a
very important parameter playing a key role in the deep Earth, was not yet included.
Depending on the depth, temperatures of more than 5000 K can occur in addition to
high pressure [65, 276]. In the last decades, great eﬀort was achieved in high pres-
sure high temperature instrumentation. For temperatures up to about 1000 ◦C resistive
heating can be applied to diamond anvil cells. Here, heating wires and thermocouples
are adapted to the diamonds for sample heating and temperature control, respectively
[20, 243]. For improved thermal stability and damage prevention of the diamonds the
DAC can be adapted in a vacuum chamber or alternatively in an inert gas atmosphere.
Such a setup provides a unique possibility to perform XRS experiments under conditions
of the Earth’s crust with high p/T stability [228, 268].
Higher temperatures cannot be reached by resistive heating due to the lack of thermal
stability of the heating material. In this case laser heated DACs are used to achieve tem-
peratures up to 5000 ◦C or even higher, depending on the laser. Laser heating setups
are routinely used in combination with DACs to perform experiments, e.g. in Mössbauer
spectroscopy [153, 152], XAS [64, 9, 196], XRD [181, 186, 234] or optical spectroscopy
[99, 161] at in-situ conditions of the deep Earth. However, measurements of low energy
X-ray absorption edges are not feasible so far due to the fact, that laser heating setups
are diﬃcult to adapt to the IXS instrumentation. Thus, a portable double sided laser
heating setup was designed on the basis of the laser heating system of Böhler et al. [30],
which can be installed at the beamline P01 of the synchrotron radiation facility PETRA
III. This setup in combination with new generation instrumentation will provide a unique
possibility to perform XRS experiments in-situ under high pressure high temperature
conditions, relevant especially for geological and geochemical applications.
The layout of beamline P01 was already presented in section 4.4 while this chapter is
dedicated to describe the double-sided laser heating setup. The schemes of some relevant
existing laser heating setups are summarized in section 10.1 followed by the presenta-
tion of the general layout of the laser heating optimized for the XRS instrumentation
of beamline P01 in section 10.2. First results of the performance tests are presented in
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section 10.3 followed by some concluding remarks in section 10.4.
10.1. Laser heating of samples in a diamond anvil cell
Laser heated DACs are applied to study samples at high pressure and high temperature,
typically above 1000◦C. The ﬁrst laser heating setups were successfully used in the
60’s [184, 19] and the design was subsequently improved. There are several setups
permanently installed at beamlines of diﬀerent synchrotron radiation facilities. These
setups are optimized according to the requirements of certain experimental techniques
and thus to related instrumentation allowing to perform experiments e.g. using nuclear
resonant scattering (beamline 3-ID, APS [333]) or X-ray diﬀraction (16-ID, HPCAT at
the APS [181]; ID27 at the ESRF [249], BL10XU at SPring-8 [309], P02 at PETRA III
[163]). In addition, some portable laser heating setups are designed for multipurpose
experiments, e.g. nuclear inelastic scattering [64], Mössbauer spectroscopy [152] or X-
ray absorption spectroscopy [30, 64]. In this section the main components and speciﬁcs
of some selected laser heating setups are presented.
The general layout of a laser heating setup is given by the following requirements:
• (I) Variation of the laser spot position and size on the sample, which deﬁnes the
heated sample volume and thus the maximum temperature. The temperature
gradient strongly depends on the laser proﬁle and thus the lateral power density
as well as on the laser stability.
• (II) Optical observation of the sample surface and the laser beam. This is particu-
larly important in order to deﬁne the laser spot size in relation to the sample size.
If the laser spot is too big the laser might heat the sample gasket thus annealing
the diamonds of the DAC, which might lead to the damage of the diamond.
• (III) Temperature measurement, typically by spectral radiometry. Here, the emis-
sion spectrum is measured on small surface area of the sample in the hot spot
regime. Due to a very strong temperature gradient (about 100◦C per µm [30]) the
probing radiation, typically X-rays, must coincide with the position of the tempe-
rature measurement in order to reduce the systematic error of the measurements.
Furthermore, the X-ray spot size should not signiﬁcantly exceed the area size of
the temperature measurement.
A typical layout of a laser heating setup can be illustrated on the example of the portable
laser heating system developed by Dubrovinsky and co-workers [64]. The system consists
of two major components, which are the laser radiation source and the universal laser
heating head (UniHead) originally developed for three dimensional cutting processes. A
near-infrared laser (λ = 1064 nm) with a maximum output power of 100 W was used as
source. The laser spot position and size can be controlled by three dimensional transla-
tion of the UniHead. The sample emission light is collected by the same UniHead and
processed to a spectrograph. According to the properties of the optical components, the
temperature measurement is performed on the sample surface element with a radius of
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about 5 µm. Furthermore, a camera and illumination devices are coupled to the Uni-
Head for the optical observation of the sample surface.
The most stationary setups, which are more or less permanent components of the beam-
line, provide enhanced stability but require signiﬁcantly more space. Due to an increased
number of components the alignment procedure is more complicated. The most impor-
tant advantage of a stationary setup is the reduction of the temperature gradient on the
sample and high stability. This is one of the most critical point of high temperature
applications, as can be demonstrated e.g. on contradictory results on the pressure-
temperature phase diagram of iron [31, 240, 326, 5, 239]. Thus, double-sided laser
heating is often used at synchrotron radiation sources. Therefore, either two separated
lasers are utilized for each side of the sample or a single laser beam is split and separately
coupled into the cell. Here, on-axis and oﬀ-axis heating can be distinguished depending
on the angle between the X-ray beam and the laser radiation. For an oﬀ-axis setup the
incidence angle of the laser beam relative to the X-rays is about 20◦, depending on the
optics size [30]. In the case of an on-axis setup the laser is coupled into the DAC parallel
to the X-rays by mirrors, which are reﬂective for visible and infrared light but nearly
transparent for X-rays. Here, typically carbon [181, 64] or beryllium mirrors coated with
gold or silver [333] are used.
The most critical point of a laser heating setup is the choice of optics in order to transfer
the hot spot emission spectrum from the sample surface to the spectrometer. In general,
any objective with suﬃcient magniﬁcation can be used. However, chromatic aberrations
play a very important role for such a sensitive application and thus, the number of optics
must be kept to a minimum. In addition, standard lenses are not adequate especially
for temperatures below 1000 K [29]. Thus, two achromatic doublets can be used to
replace a conventional objective, where the focal length of the ﬁrst doublet corresponds
to the working distance of the optical device. The focal length ratio between the second
and the ﬁrst doublet gives the total magniﬁcation ratio, important to reduce the area
of the temperature measurement [30]. In order to avoid chromatic aberrations optical
lenses can be replaced by Schwarzﬁeld objectives. A Schwarzﬁeld objective is based on
a plano-concave and a plano-convex mirror, which couple the light emission into the
spectrograph [249]. However, Schwarzﬁeld objectives are not commercially available for
the layout of a typical laser heating system. In addition, the imaging properties of the
objective strongly depend on the surface quality of the mirrors [30].
10.2. Portable double-sided laser heating setup for XRS
experiments at beamline P01
A general laser heating layout can now be combined using the routines from existing
setups with a special requirement, that the setup must ﬁt to the XRS instrumentation of
the beamline P01. The experimental constrains important for the laser heating layout are
presented in section 10.2.1 followed by a detailed description of the laser heating optics
(section 10.2.2), temperature control (section 10.2.3), and remote control of motorized
components (section 10.2.4).
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10.2.1. Experimental constrains for the laser heating setup
Due to comparably long exposure time for a high pressure XRS experiment of several
hours the laser heating must be very robust and stable. Furthermore, the combination
of the working distance of the Kirkpatrick-Baez focusing mirrors and the spectrometer
limits the width of the whole setup to less than 500 mm. Additionally, the length of
the setup is restricted to 1200 mm. In order to increase the stability of the setup and
to reduce the temperature gradient the sample material will be heated from both sides
by one laser. This conﬁguration provides a possibility to adjust the heating properties
separately on both sides reducing the temperature gradient.
Finally, the setup is an optional experimental tool of the beamline. Thus, the beamline
staﬀ must be able to remove the laser heating setup from the beamline easily and the
laser heating should be operated ex-situ in a laboratory providing a possibility to quench
annealed samples and to perform ex-situ XRS measeurements. In the following, the
layout of the laser heating setup developed for beamline P01 will be presented. Therefore,
the double-sided laser heating setup designed by Boehler et al. [30] will be transferred
and optimized for the XRS instrumentation at beamline P01.
The laser heating setup components are mounted on a honeycomb-like breadboard made
of light aluminum (1200 mm (L) × 475 mm (W) × 5.8 mm (H)). For external operation
and transport between the optical laboratory and the beamline the whole setup can be
mounted on a movable table. The table is equipped by four pneumatic anti-vibration
units in order to increase the stability of the setup during the operation in the laboratory.
The overall weight of the laser heating including breadboard is about 50 kg. Additionally,
a 175 mm (L) × 175 mm (W) rectangular hole was cut into the breadboard. The laser
heating setup can be lifted by a crane such a way, that the beamline goniometer tower
ﬁts to the rectangular hole. Thus, the beamline alignment can be performed separately
and independent on the laser heating setup.
To anneal samples in a DAC a ﬁber-pumped single-mode CW Ytterbium laser (YLR-
100-AC by IPG) operating in the near-infrared region (λ = 1070 nm) is used. The
maximum output power of the laser is 100 Watts with a power instability of about ±1.0
%. The laser can be operated using a standard 220 V plug and no water cooling is
required. Thus, this laser is compact, very stable and ideal for transport. The output
laser beam with a diameter of 5.5 mm (86% power level) has a nearly Gaussian proﬁle
(M2 < 1.1). For a better alignment a guide laser is installed (red diode, output power of
0.5 mW). Furthermore, a DAC holder consisting of two copper contacts and two water
cooled steel holders was designed and is available to improve the temperature stability
of the sample during the heating process (see ﬁgure 10.1).
A sketch and a photograph of the double-sided laser heating setup are presented in
ﬁgure 10.2 and 10.3, respectively, and the components of the setup are discussed in detail
in the following.
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Figure 10.1.: Sketch (left) and photograph (right) of the water cooled DAC holder including a DAC in
Böhler-Almax design, copper contacts, and water cooled steel holders mounted on a plate.
10.2.2. Laser heating optics
The laser collimator (LC) is oriented in a 45◦ angle with respect to the incoming X-ray
beam and attached to a laser safety shutter. To provide a possibility to perform double-
sided heating the laser beam is split with a ratio of 50:50 using a polarizing beam splitter
(PBC). Subsequently, each of the partial laser beams is coupled to the sample from two
sites by motorized kinematic mirrors (LM) at an angle of incidence of about 23◦ and
further focused by movable lenses (LL) with a focal length of 100 mm. This oﬀ-axis
coupling of the laser beam with respect to the X-rays provides the advantage to avoid
additional absorption of the X-rays by optical components, which would be positioned
in the X-ray beam path otherwise. Furthermore, X-rays and the laser heating optics
can be aligned independent on each other and the accessible scattering angle range for
inelastic X-ray scattering studies is maximized. The heating power is proportional to
the laser power. One specialty of the laser used for this setup is that the minimum
output power cannot be regulated below 10% of the maximum output power. Although
the laser is split into two parts, even 5% of the maximum laser power is enough to
anneal a sample to several hundred degrees, depending on the absorption properties of
the material. If the laser spot is not properly aligned, the laser might hit the gasket
of the DAC, which may result in the annealing and damage of diamonds. To overcome
this problem, a wave plate (WP) is installed in a rotation device for each partial laser
beam path. Consequently, the laser power can be further regulated by adjusting the
wave plates.
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10.2.3. Temperature control
The temperature control of the sample is constrained to only few parameters. The
position of the laser spot is crucial to prevent annealing of the sample environment.
Thus, the laser spot should be positioned as precise at the center of the sample as
possible. Another very important parameter is the laser spot size, which should be kept
as small as possible. If the spot size is too large, the temperature gradient on the sample
increases due to the Gaussian beam proﬁle. Consequently, the sample environment e.g.
the gasket material might be annealed, which may damage the diamonds. Additionally,
the control of the laser spot size provides a possibility to reduce the temperature gradient
on the both sides of the sample to a minimum. For sample imaging and temperature
measurement control several optics must be used to collect the light reﬂected or emitted
by the sample, respectively, which is described in the following.
10.2.3.1. Light collecting optics
The sample emits radiation in the visible and near-infrared wavelength range when an-
nealed to high temperature. Due to the high temperature and to the fact, that the sample
is trapped between two diamonds, a mechanical contact to the sample is not possible.
Thus, conventional methods to measure the sample temperature, e.g. using thermocou-
ples, cannot be applied. In this case, the emission spectrum in the near-infrared and
visible range must be measured and the sample temperature can be extracted by ﬁtting
e.g. the black-body radiation described by the Planck’s law. Due to aberration eﬀects
during the interaction of light with optics, the number of optical components for light
collection must be reduced to the minimum. Therefore, two optical devices to collect
the emitted light from both sides of the sample are used, similar to those described in
reference [30]. Each device consists of a 4 mm pinhole, an achromatic lens doublet with
a focal length of 30 mm, a right angle mirror and a second achromatic lens doublet with
a focal length of 500 and 400 mm for the upstream (VLCD2) and downstream (VLCD1)
site, respectively. The focal length of the ﬁrst achromatic doublet deﬁnes the working
distance of the light collecting device while the focal length of the second doublet de-
pends on the distance between the spectrometer entrance and the lens doublet itself.
Furthermore, the ratio of the focal lengths of the doublets deﬁnes the magniﬁcation fac-
tor of this optics, important for the optical observation of the sample (13.3× and 16.7×
at downstream and upstream site, respectively). The numerical aperture of this setup
is 0.07 resulting in an optical resolution of about 4 µm. The collected light from both
sides of the sample is combined to a single optical path by the mirror (M1) and the
50:50 beam splitter cube (BS1). The emission may become very strong if the sample is
annealed to very high temperature, which may overexpose or even damage the cameras
or CCD chip of the spectrograph. Thus, two neutral density ﬁlters with the optical
density (OD factor) of 2 and 6 (ND1 and ND2, respectively) can be moved into the light
path. Additionally, a notch ﬁlter is used to protect the optics from the laser radiation
(NF).
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Figure 10.2.: Schematics of the double-sided laser heating setup including its components: (LC) laser
collimator, safety shutter, (PBC) polarizing beam splitter, (WP) wave plates, (LM) laser
mirror, (LL) laser lens, (VLCD1) and (VLCD2) are visible light collection devices in the
downstream and upstream direction, respectively, (M1) right angle mirror, (BS1) beam
splitter cube, ND1 and ND2 are neutral density ﬁlters, (NF) notch ﬁlter, (PBS) pellicle
beam splitter, (BS2) beam splitter cube, (DM) drilled mirror, (CAM1) and (CAM2) CCD
cameras, as well as spectrograph with its CCD chip.
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Figure 10.3.: Photograph of the laser heating setup.
10.2.3.2. Sample imaging
The light from both sides is coupled in a single path by the beam splitter cube BS1.
After the optical ﬁlters a 50:50 pellicle beam splitter (PBS) is installed in combination
with the camera (CAM1) for sample imaging purposes. Here, a pellicle beam splitter
was chosen due to the fact, that this beam splitter does not signiﬁcantly modify the
position of the transmitted light, in contrast to a beam splitter cube. A disadvantage of
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the PBS is a signiﬁcant spectral modiﬁcation of the light, which however does not play
any role for optical observation. The sample surface is observed by a Manta G-125B/C
camera with an integrated SONY CCD chip with an eﬀective chip size of 4.8 mm (H) ×
3.6 mm (V) and a maximum resolution of 1292 × 964 pixels, which is suﬃcient in order
to observe a DAC loaded sample. This camera is very compact, easy to use and can
be controlled by ethernet connection. In addition, oﬀ-axis illumination units on VLCD1
and VLCD2 are used employing a light source KL 2500 LCD (230V) by Schott. This
light source generates bright light in the visible range and is thus routinely used for
microscopy.
10.2.3.3. Temperature measurements
For temperature measurements the hot spot emission is collected by optical components
VLCD1 and VLCD2. The light passes a 50:50 beam splitter cube (BS2) and hits a
self-made drilled mirror (DM). The mirror was prepared using a silicon wafer as starting
material. The wafer was cut in 5 mm × 5 mm pieces and polished on one side to reduce
its thickness to about 80 - 100 µm. As a consequence of the polishing process, the
wafer surface became highly reﬂective and thus the thin silicon wafer can be used as a
mirror. Subsequently, a 40 µm hole was drilled by a pulsed laser into the mirror surface1.
Combined with the magniﬁcation factor of the visible light collecting devices VLCD1
and VLCD2 of 13.3 and 16.7 the mirror with the pinhole of 40 µm allows temperature
measurements on the sample area with the diameter of about 3.0 µm (downstream) and
2.4 µm (upstream), respectively. This values are very suitable in combination with e.g. a
laser spot size of about 40 - 50 µm and an X-ray size of below 5 µm. The light reﬂected
by the mirror is coupled by the beam splitter BS2 into a camera (CAM2), which is
adapted with a Mitutoyo objective (20× magniﬁcation, 20 mm working distance) and
a Zoom6000 right angle tube. Here, the same Manta G-125B/C camera is used as
for the sample imaging and the setup is aligned with respect to the mirror surface.
This instrumentation allows in-situ observation of the hot spot on the sample and thus
the laser spot position and size. Subsequently, the devices VLCD1 or VLCD2 should
be moved so that the hot spot center appears exactly at the position of the mirror
pinhole. Consequently, the light emitted by the sample passes through the pinhole into
the spectrometer and is collected by a CCD camera. For this part of the setup a DU420A
detector is used in combination with a Shamrock SR-163 spectrograph (163 mm focal
length). The detector contains an air cooled 26.6 mm × 6.7 mm CCD chip (1024 × 255
pixels with a single pixel size of 26 µm × 26 µm), which is a very sensitive low-noise
detector. The spectrograph is adapted with a grating with 300 lines/mm and a blaze of
500 nm. Furthermore, a variable vertical slit is mounted on the spectrometer entrance.
The principle of the temperature measurement procedure is illustrated in ﬁgure 10.4.
The center of the hot spot taken on the sample area with a diameter of about 2 - 3 µm
passes the drilled mirror DM and the spectrometer entrance slit. The sample emission
is refracted into its spectral components by the grating and subsequently projected on
1Laser drilling was performed by PD Dr. M. Wilke, Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum, Section 3.3,
Potsdam, D-14473, Germany
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Figure 10.4.: Working principle of the spectrometer used for temperature measurements. The picture is
taken from the user manual [4].
the CCD chip. The spectrograph provides a resolution of about 1 nm in the wavelength
range between 300 nm and 825 nm [4].
10.2.4. Remote control
According to the safety precautions at a synchrotron an X-ray beam shutter can be
opened after the experimental hutch was interlocked. During the measurements, no-
body is allowed to enter the hutch. Thus, all relevant components of the laser heating
setup must be remotely controlled from outside. In this section a short overview about
the motorized components is given.
The laser can be completely operated remotely by PETRA III in-house communication
system, which includes changing between the infrared and the guide laser, switching the
lasers and the modulation, and regulation of the laser power (between 10% and 100 %).
The laser radiation is split by the polarizing beam splitter PBC in two partial beams.
Each beam is regulated on the sample by tilt and pitch movements of the mirror LM
and a translation of the laser lens LL. Additionally, the laser power is regulated by the
rotation device RD. Therefore, two actuators motorized by picomotors (obtained from
Newport) are adapted to the laser mirror allowing to tilt and pitch the mirror within
the angle range of 3◦ (0.7 µrad angular resolution). A translation picomotor actuator
(25.4 mm translation range, 30 nm resolution) from the same series is attached to the
translation stage of the laser lens. This devices are slightly more expensive compared
to the conventional stepper motors, but they are optimized for high stability applica-
tions and provide a smaller step size. The motorized actuators can be operated using
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a 6-axis iPico driver in combination with a joystick. The joystick interface allows to
switch between any pair of motors and two motors can be moved separately or even
simultaneously. Due to an available gear mechanism the motors can be easily moved
with diﬀerent speed. During the laser heating operation the joystick can be connected
to the iPico driver from the users cabin by ethernet. Each rotation device is equipped
with a 2-phase stepper motorized actuator (travel range of 360◦, 1◦ step size). This
motorized components including 6 picomotors and 2 stepper motors allow a complete
control of the laser beam size, position, and power.
In order to measure the spectrum of the sample emission as well as for optical sample
observation the visible light collection devices VLCD1 and VLCD2 must be moved in
three dimensions in order to ﬁnd the sample center and to align the focal distance of the
devices to the sample surface. Furthermore, the devices must be pushed to the sample
observation position for optical observation and temperature measurements. Otherwise,
they must be pushed away from the sample to prevent blocking of incoming or scattering
X-rays. For precise three dimensional movements the optical devices are mounted on
XYZ stages. One stepper motor is adapted to the actuator of each translation stage
(model 8MT184-13 XYZ, 13 mm translation range with a resolution of 1.25 µm, pur-
chased from Standa). These motorized actuators are very compact, stable, comparably
cheap, and can be remotely controlled via the PETRA III in-house communication sys-
tem or Beckhoﬀ drive.
In order to push the optical devices to the sample observation position and away, ad-
ditional motors are required. The translation movement must be fast and extremely
reproducible. Otherwise, temperature measurements would be performed at diﬀerent
sample surface positions after each cycle. Conventional stepper motors are to slow for
this operation and would be very expensive due to the high required translation range.
Thus, a pneumatic stage with 80 mm translation range is used, which is mounted be-
tween each optical device and the XYZ stage. This translation stage (DGSL-8-80-P1A
by Festo) is compact and its reproducibility is increased to about 1 µm by shock absorb-
ing units. Thus, the optical devices can be moved away from the sample observation
position in about 1 second. Due to the advantages of pneumatic device concerning the
speed of movements and their stability the ﬁlters ND1 and ND2, the notch ﬁlter NF, and
the pellicle beam splitter PBS are mounted on pneumatic cylinders with a square-shaped
rod and a translation range of 40 mm. This devices push the ﬁlters into the light path
and away within less than 1 second. All pneumatic devices are adapted with proportion-
ality plug valve, which allows to tune the speed of movements. Furthermore, all devices
are connected to a control valve. The control valve is a central device, which connects
the pneumatic stages and cylinders to the source of compressed air. Furthermore, the
control valve can be connected to the Beckhoﬀ drive for remote control of the pneumatic
devices.
Another motorized device is the Zoom6000 objective, which allows to tune the magni-
ﬁcation factor by a dc motor. Therefore, a driver and the related software package are
available. However, this movement is not required for laser heating operation.
Finally, the beam splitter cube BS2 is ﬁxed on a compact XYZ stage in order to align
the camera CAM2 to the surface of the mirror DM. Furthermore, the laser lenses LL are
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mounted on XYZ translation stages with one motorized axis as described above. The
lens position vertical and horizontal to the laser beam can be aligned by micrometer
screws.
After a pre-alignment, the whole laser heating setup can be operated remotely controlled
from outside of the experimental hutch, as prescribed by safety requirements. The laser
spot position, size, and power can be aligned by a total amount of 6 picomotors and 2
stepper motors. The visible light collecting devices can be pushed to the sample obser-
vation position and 8 cm away by 2 pneumatic translation stages and the ﬁne alignment
can be performed by two motorized XYZ stages resulting in 6 additional stepper mo-
tors. Furthermore, PBS, the ND and notch ﬁlters can be moved in the light path by
4 pneumatic cylinders. Thus, the laser heating can be operated by a total of 8 stepper
motors, 6 picomotors and 6 pneumatic devices.
10.3. First performance tests of the laser heating setup
After the general layout of the double-sided laser heating setup was described, ﬁrst
performance tests were performed and the results of the imaging properties (section
10.3.1), control of the laser spot (section 10.3.2), and spectrograph calibration (section
10.3.3) are presented.
10.3.1. Imaging properties of the setup
In order to test the performance of the imaging components of the laser heating setup
pictures of the test sample surface were taken from upstream and downstream site using
the respective light collecting devices VLCD2 and VLCD1 and the components M1,
BS1, PBS and CAM1. The pictures taken from the cross-hairs on the test sample
surface are shown in the upper panel of ﬁgure 10.5 in comparison with a picture taken
by a commercial microscope. In the microscope picture (left) a sharp white line of the
cross-hairs can be observed. The color distribution on the surface of the black anodized
plate is non-homogenous and color blobs can be observed on the surface of the cross-
hairs. This becomes even more clear regarding the picture taken from the downstream
site with a higher magniﬁcation of 13×. Here, the center of the cross-hairs is presented.
Again, the white cross-hairs can be clearly separated from the black background and
white blobs of the cross-hairs can be observed. A similar picture can be obtained from
the upstream site (right) with even higher magniﬁcation of 17×. Both pictures, upstream
and downstream, show consistent structure of the test sample surface and were taken in
a suﬃcient time of 1 second.
After the successful performance test of the imaging components of the laser heating
setup the test sample was replaced by a DAC loaded with FeO. Here, the contrast
between the sample and the gasket material is pure and thus more diﬃcult to resolve.
In addition, the second lens of VLCD1 was replaced to decrease the magniﬁcation of
this device to 10× for a better comparison with the microscope picture. The results
of the DAC sample imaging are shown in the lower panel of ﬁgure 10.5. The picture
taken by the microscope shows a well resolved shape of the diamond facets as well as the
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Figure 10.5.: Results of the performance test of the imaging optics on the example of a test sample (upper
panel) and an FeO loaded DAC (lower panel) from the upstream (right) and downstream
(center) site in comparison to a picture taken using a commercial microscope with 10 ×
magniﬁcation.
diamond imprint into the gasket. Furthermore, gasket hole ﬁlled with dark FeO powder
can be observed. Here, even single powder grains of the sample can be resolved and the
gasket seems to be moved out of the center of diamond culets during the DAC loading.
A similar picture can be obtained using VLCD1 from downstream site compared to the
microscope picture. Here, a contrast between the gasket hole contour and the powdery
sample grains is visible, but the picture seems to be over-saturated by illumination
light. This is due to the fact, that the illumination unit was installed on-axis in the
microscope and oﬀ-axis at this early test stage of the laser heating setup. Diﬀerent
coupling schemes of the illumination result in stronger light reﬂexion by the diamond
surfaces thus decreasing the imaging properties of the setup. Furthermore, very simple
optics with a minimum number of optical components is used for the laser heating setup,
while expensive anti-reﬂection coated components are used for the microscope objective.
This of cource signiﬁcantly enhances the imaging properties. However, the imaging
properties of the laser heating setup provide suﬃcient contrast in order to distinguish
between the diamond facets and culet surface, gasket material and powdery sample
even in the case the gasket and the sample have a similar color. Consequently, VLCD2
generates pictures from the upstream site of the sample of very similar quality as VLCD1,
but with a slightly higher magniﬁcation (17×). Larger bright and less resolved structures
in the picture are the big ruby grains. Conclusively, the laser heating setup provides a
possibility for real-time optical observation of the sample surface from two sides in very
suﬃcient quality for high temperature experiments.
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Figure 10.6.: Laser spot shape taken for the misaligned (left), badly aligned (center) and ﬁne aligned
(right) laser optics.
10.3.2. Control of the laser spot size and position
Alignment of the laser components can be performed on the basis of the successful
performance test of the imaging optics. After the laser collimator, safety beam shutter,
and the polarizing beam splitter are installed, the laser mirrors are used to couple the
laser on the center of the test sample cross-hairs at the minimum possible angle of
incidence of about 23◦. It should be minimized in order to decrease the temperature
gradient of the sample during the high temperature experiments as well as to reduce
reﬂections of the laser light by the surface of diamonds. Finally, laser lenses should be
installed such a way, that their surfaces are perpendicular to the incoming laser beam.
This is particularly important in order to reduce the minimum laser spot size. For this
test using a red laser pointer instead of the high power laser (λ = 692 nm), wave plates
are not required due to the very low power of the guide laser and the analysis was
performed only for the downstream site of the sample. The alignment of the upstream
site is done in a similar way.
After the pre-alignment of the laser part described in section, ﬁrst pictures of the laser
spot on the surface of the test sample are shown in ﬁgure 10.6. The left picture shows
the laser spot on the surface of the white cross-hairs of the test sample immediately after
the pre-alignment of the laser heating optics. According to the chip size of the camera
and the magniﬁcation of VLCD1 the laser spot size (FWHM) can be estimated to about
130 µm (V) × 110 µm (H). The brightness is distributed non-homogeneously due to the
blob formation of the white color of the cross-hairs surface. Furthermore, the area with
the highest brightness is not centered on the laser spot. The background scattering can
be reduced by moving the lens along the laser beam according to the focal length of
the lens. Here, the laser spot size (ﬁgure 10.6, center) decreases to about 113 µm (V)
× 90 µm (H), but the brightness is still distributed non-uniformly. A huge increase of
the laser spot quality can be achieved after the optimization of the lens orientation to
the laser beam. Therefore, two alignment disks made of frosted glass with a 1 mm hole
in the center were mounted in front and behind the laser lens. Subsequently, the lens
was rotated until the laser beam could pass both holes of the alignment disks. Such a
way, the lens orientation could be optimized resulting in a signiﬁcant improvement of
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Figure 10.7.: Spectra obtained by the spectrograph in combination with light collecting optics of the
laser heating setup for calibration purposes using He, Hg, N2, and air gas discharge lamps
as well as a red laser diode.
the laser spot quality (ﬁgure 10.6, right). Here, the laser spot appears larger compared
to the picture obtained using a misaligned lens, which is only due to a longer acquisition
time. However, the brightness distribution of the laser spot unambiguously improved
and is now very symmetric and relatively isotropic. Furthermore, optimization of the
lens orientation decreases the laser spot size to about 60 µm, which is required for high
temperature experiments.
10.3.3. Spectrograph calibration and temperature measurement
After the imaging and laser optics were aligned the spectrograph calibration was per-
formed. Therefore, gas discharge calibration lamps loaded with helium, mercury, and
nitrogen were used. The emission spectra reveal characteristic maxima well known for
a certain gas. For the spectrograph calibration the test sample was replaced by the
calibration lamps and the spectra are presented in ﬁgure 10.7 together with the laser
spectrum measured during the alignment procedure described in section 10.3.2. The
laser spectrum shows a distinct line at 692 nm in an excellent agreement with the wave-
length of the laser diode. Furthermore, spectra of He, Hg, and N2, gas discharge lamps
were collected within acquisition times of 10 seconds or less. Here, all characteristic
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Figure 10.8.: Light source spectra as a test for temperature measurements for the downstream (left) and
upstream (right) optics, respectively.
maxima of the related gases could be identiﬁed at correct wavelength positions accord-
ing to the information provided by the manufacturer. Thus, performance of the optical
components involved into the emission measurements is very reasonable for further tests.
After the successful spectrograph calibration measurements ﬁrst temperature measure-
ments on both upstream and downstream sites were performed. For the ﬁrst test the
light source used as illumination unit replaced the sample. The temperature of the emit-
ted light can be changed by a variation of the input voltage of the lamp in distinct steps
and the temperature is displayed on the monitor of the light source. The laser heating
optics could be aligned to the illumination ﬁber in about 5 minutes. The resulting back-
ground corrected spectra for the upstream and downstream sites are presented in ﬁgure
10.8. The spectra show a good statistical accuracy for both upstream and downstream
sites and have a very similar shape with an additional stronger maximum at about 700
nm for the upstream site. Here, one more mirror is used compared to the downstream
site and the maximum may be caused by the chromatic aberrations produced by the
mirror coating. Notably, the spectra measured for all temperatures show no similarity
to a Planck function. Thus, the spectra are strongly dominated by the contribution of
the optical elements rather than by the black body radiation. Therefore, the optical
response of the components must be separated from the sample emission. For this pur-
pose, the spectrum obtained for 2650 K was used as reference. This correction procedure
is, of course, a strong approximation and is not appropriate for later experiments. Here,
a spectrum of a well characterized calibration lamp must be used as reference. However,
for the ﬁrst test the assumption will be done, that the coldest light temperature is ex-
actly 2650 K. The correction function of the optical components to extract the Planck
spectrum can be calculated by dividing the experimentally obtained spectrum by a cal-
culated spectrum for the same temperature. Typically Planck’s law is used to calculate
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Figure 10.9.: Spectra corrected for the contribution of the optics for the downstream (a) and upstream (b)
optics, respectively, together with corresponding Planck ﬁts. The ﬁtting range is marked
by the yellow area. Additionally, correction function for the downstream and upstream
sites are shown in (c).
TExpected [K] 2800 2900 3000 3200 3350
TUpstream [K] 2775 2917 3045 3238 3357
TDownstream [K] 2766 2904 3027 3211 3327
Table 10.1.: Comparison between the expected temperatures and the ﬁt result for upstream and down-
stream sites, respectively. The standard deviation of the ﬁt results is about 3%.
the black body emissivity, which is proportional to the experimental intensity, given by
I(λ, T ) ∝ c1 · ǫ(λ)/λ.
5
ec2/(λ·T ) − 1 ,
where c1 = 3.7418 ·10−16 Wm2, c2=0.014388 Km, and ǫ(λ) is the emissivity with a weak
wavelength dependence, which will be neglected in the following. The emissivity is 1 for
a perfect black body and lower for other samples [181].
Subsequently, all spectra corrected for the contribution of the optical components are
shown in ﬁgure 10.9. In contrast to the raw spectra, the shape of the corrected spectra
look very similar to the Planck function. Finally, the temperature is obtained by ﬁtting a
Planck function to each spectrum using temperature as free parameter in the wavelength
range from 450 to 700 nm and from 540 to 700 nm for the downstream and upstream sites,
respectively. The agreement between the experimental and calculated spectra is very
good in the wavelength range where the ﬁt is performed and the resulting temperatures
for the downstream and upstream sites show a very good agreement compared to the
expected temperature values (table 10.1). Thus, reliable temperature measurements can
be performed using the laser heating setup already at this early test phase.
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10.4. Concluding remarks
In this chapter portable double-sided laser heating setup designed for the inelastic X-
ray scattering beamline P01 at PETRA III was presented and results of the successful
performance tests are shown. For further operation, the laser diode used for the ﬁrst tests
will be replaced by the high power laser and its remote control unit will be adapted to
the internal communication system of PETRA III. Subsequently, wave plates, not used
for the tests, will be installed and tested. Although the imaging properties of the laser
heating setup were tested successfully on-axis illumination will still improve the contrast
of the picture. Furthermore, this kind of illumination might be essential for transparent
samples. The most important modiﬁcation is to decrease the distance between the drilled
mirror and the spectrometer entrance, which was about 10 mm during the tests. This
improvement will further enhance the resolution of the spectrograph and reduce the
systematic error of the measurements.
After the optimization of the laser heating setup ﬁrst high temperature test will be
done. Therefore, e.g. a tungsten foil with a well known melting temperature of 3695 K
will be annealed to very high temperature and the measured melting temperature will
be compared to the theoretical value. Subsequently, the setup will be installed at the
beamline P01 and XRS measurements at high pressure and high temperature can be
performed in order to study low energy absorption edges of geologically relevant melts
[237, 236].
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11. Conclusion and Outlook
The aim of this thesis was to exploit the capabilities of XRS to perform systematic stud-
ies of low energy absorption edge of iron in compounds at high pressure/temperature.
X-ray Raman scattering measurements were performed at the Fe L2/3-edge on diﬀerent
iron oxides and an algorithm to determine the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio in minerals and glasses,
so far applicable for EELS measurements, was transferred to the X-ray Raman scattering
results. Furthermore, a systematic study of the Fe M2/3-edge on diﬀerent geologically
relevant materials was presented and the momentum transfer dependence of the XRS
spectra was explained utilizing atomic multiplet calculations employing crystal ﬁeld ef-
fects. Furthermore, high sensitivity of the Fe M2/3-edge on the oxidation state and
local coordination of iron in compounds was demonstrated and its great potential for
quantitative extraction of the Fe3+/Fetot. ratio in unknown glasses was shown. Subse-
quently, ﬁrst systematic measurements of the Fe M2/3-edge in-situ at high pressure were
performed in order to reveal the spin state of iron. In combination with calculations
the high-spin to low-spin transition at high pressure could be directly proved. Further-
more, a novel approach to extract quantitative information on the crystal ﬁeld splitting
of the 3d states of iron for the high-spin and low-spin state at in-situ conditions was
introduced. However, the impact of the temperature cannot be neglected to match the
thermodynamic conditions of the inner Earth. On the way to perform this experiment
at high pressure and high temperature conditions, a portable double-sided laser heating
setup optimized for X-ray Raman scattering experiments at beamline P01 of the syn-
chrotron radiation facility PETRA III was developed, which allows to anneal samples to
temperatures above 3000 K. Its components and functionality were successfully tested.
The results presented in this thesis can serve as a basis for prospective systematic in-situ
studies of the oxidation state, local coordination and spin state of iron in compounds
at conditions of the deep Earth. Therefore, general changes of the spectral shape of the
Fe M2/3-edge can be directly attributed to modiﬁcations of the oxidation state, local
coordination, and spin state. Additionally, a theoretical approach was proposed, which
in principle allows to extract quantitative information on the crystal ﬁeld splitting. This
basic knowledge can be used in order to study iron partitioning in mixed compounds
at extreme conditions. Furthermore, a more systematic in-situ study of the pressure
induced high-spin to low-spin transition will be performed on siderite. Siderite (FeCO3)
is a natural mineral relevant for geological applications and only few studies of the spin
cross-over are available [174]. Here, Fe M2/3-edge might provide more direct prove of
the spin transition and the limits of the theoretical approach will be tested. Further-
more, the double-sided laser heating setup opens access to completely new experimental
possibilities in combination with the new spectrometer for X-ray Raman scattering at
beamline P01 of PETRA III. So far, no measurements of low energy absorption edges of
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iron have been reported at high pressure and high temperature conditions. Thus, this
setup provides exciting possibilities to study iron partitioning, changes of the oxidation
state and local coordination, and spin transition at extreme conditions. This informa-
tion may be the next step in order to constrain thermodynamic conditions, at which
minerals are formed inside the bulk Earth [237, 236].
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A. Structural changes in amorphous
GexSiOy on the way to the nanocrystal
formation
Silicon oxide based compounds play an important role for numerous materials science
and industrial applications due to its unique electronic properties, e.g. in photovoltaic
[324, 332] or as a candidate for light emitting device components [10, 168] and fast and
stable non-volatile ﬂash memory devices [46, 140, 214]. Several studies are available,
which focus on the investigation of physical properties of Ge nanocrystal in diﬀerent
matrices. [96, 198, 138, 334]. However, especially Ge nanocrystals embedded in a SiOx
matrix (x ≈ 2) are of the greatest interest for the application due to a high diﬀerence
of the dielectric constant between Ge and SiO2 [140, 168, 214]. Here, bulk amorphous
GexSiOy can serve as starting material, which can be synthesized by e.g. dc magnetron
sputtering [327, 336], sol-gel method [117, 202] or chemical vapor deposition [82, 212].
Ge nanocrystals can be subsequently produced by annealing the starting material in a
certain inert gas, e.g. nitrogen, argon or hydrogen. The size, shape and density of the
nanocrystals is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by preparation and annealing conditions. Although
matrix nanocrystals are extensively investigated, information about processes leading to
the formation of nanocrystals is very rare but crucial in order to tune the properties
of the material [230, 337] but bulk sensitive studies of temperature induced changes of
the local structure in ternary GexSiOy are very challenging. Usually, several experimen-
tal techniques must be combined in order to obtain a complete picture about the local
electronic structure. Routinely, XRD or visible Raman spectroscopy are used to reveal
the formation of Ge crystallites and their local chemical environment. Subsequently, the
local chemical environment of Si is concluded from the information found for Ge-sites
of such a sample assuming a constant sample composition during the annealing process.
This is due to the fact, that bulk sensitive study of the local structure of Si is very
diﬃcult. Here, XRS provides a very valuable alternative to study the local chemical
environment of the Si-rich part by measuring e.g. the Si L2/3-edge at high temperature.
The feasibility of such measurements and a capability to distinguish between diﬀerent
oxidation states of Si ranging from 0+ to 4+ is demonstrated within this thesis and
in reference [203]. Here two sample, namely Ge0.04SiO1.18 (sample A) and GeSiO2.35
(sample B) were prepared by evaporating Si, SiO2, Ge, and GeO2 precursors at diﬀer-
ent conditions. Detailed information on sample preparation and characterization can be
found in reference [203]. Subsequently, 1 µm thick layers deposited on a molybdenum
substrate were annealed to diﬀerent temperatures up to 1100 ◦C in nitrogen and argon
atmosphere. The inert gases are used in order to conserve the sample stoichiometry
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[230, 337]. Temperature induced changes of the local structure in GexSiOy was studied
by XAS at the Ge K-edge. The binding energy of the 1s electrons of Ge is at about
11.103 keV [287] thus allowing bulk sensitive XAS measurements. Due to the diﬀerent
composition of samples A and B completely diﬀerent changes of the local structure at
high temperature can be observed. The composition of sample A is strongly dominated
by Ge0+ (SiGe) with a small amount of Ge4+ (GeO2). Furthermore, occurrence of Ge in
intermediate oxidation states (Ge1+, Ge2+, and Ge3+, so called sub-oxides [233]) cannot
be excluded but its concentration is below the detection limits. No signiﬁcant changes of
the local structure of Ge could be observed after annealing up to 550 ◦C. Here, Ge still
predominantly appears in the Ge0+ and Ge4+ clusters, which are embedded in a silica
matrix. At higher temperatures up to 1100 ◦C signiﬁcant changes of the local structure
of Ge occur resulting in an increase of the contribution of Ge0+ on costs of a reduction of
Ge4+. This reaction is initiated by an increased mobility of atoms at high temperature
and the Ge4+ contribution is probably reduced by unsaturated Si content of the sample
due to the fact, that the SiO2 conﬁguration if preferred compared to the GeO2 conﬁg-
uration according to its lower conﬁguration energy (∆HSiO2 = -902 kcal/mol; ∆HGeO2
= -538 kcal/mol [337]). As a consequence of a low Ge amount (x ≈ 0.04), SiGe cluster
formation occurs already after the preparation process and Ge sub-oxide formation is
suppressed due to the oxygen deﬁcit on the Si-site (y < 2). Additional Ge cluster for-
mation could be observed driven by a GeO2 reduction by the unsaturated silica matrix
at temperatures between 550 ◦C and 1100 ◦C. In the case of sample B the native state
after the preparation process is again dominated by Ge0+ with a lower Ge4+ fraction but
here, signiﬁcant amount of Ge sub-oxides occurs due to a higher Ge content in sample
B (x ≈ 1). In contrast to sample A signiﬁcant changes of the local structure of Ge could
be observed already at temperatures above 300 ◦C. Here, a phase separation according
to the reaction GeOx → Ge + GeO2 can be observed, well known from binary GeOx
compounds [230, 336, 337]. The phase separation end between 600 ◦C and 700 ◦C and
only Ge and GeO2 can be found on the Ge-sites. At higher temperatures above 700 ◦C
GeO2 is further reduced by the silica matrix, similar to the process found for sample
A. In addition, XRD results reveal a formation of Si nanocrystals with a mean size of
(2.4 ± 0.2) nm in sample A after annealing at 1000 ◦C. In sample B Ge nanocrystal
formation can be found with a mean size of (2.3 ± 0.2) nm at temperatures above 700
◦C, which increases up to (23.9 ± 2.4) nm at about 1000 ◦C [203].
The local electronic structure of Ge could be determined by XAS at the Ge K-edge
and the temperature induced formation of Ge (or SiGe) could be studied. The under-
standing of processes leading to the nanocrystal formation are essential in order to tune
the properties of nanocrystals. However, the luminescent properties of GexSiOy are ex-
tremely aﬀected by the composition of the silica matrix. Similar systematic study of
the local structure of Si is required in order to understand temperature induced silica
matrix formation, which embeds semiconductor nanocrystals. Furthermore, the matrix
is usually assumed to be dominated by pure SiO2, which though depends on the sample
composition. Here, especially the presence of sub-oxides might be dominant at low and
intermediate temperatures, which can be hardly screened experimentally. In such a case,
measurements of the Si L2/3-edge by XRS reveal bulk sensitive and reliable information
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Figure A.1.: Temperature dependent measurements of the Si L2/3-edge on Ge0.04SiO1.18 (a) and
GeSiO2.35 (b) in comparison with the spectra of crystalline references Si and SiO2 [203].
about the composition of the SiOy matrix at diﬀerent temperatures, hardly accessible
by other experimental methods [73, 233].
A systematic study of the Si L2/3-edge on the same samples A and B in order to study
temperature induced changes of the local electronic structure of the silica matrix is pre-
sented in ﬁgure A.1. The spectrum of the as-prepared sample A shows a signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent spectral shape compared to the reference spectra measured on polycrystalline
Si and SiO2. The spectrum of pure Si shows a typical absorption edge at about 99.7 eV,
which is in good agreement with the literature [287], while the spectral shape of SiO2
was discussed in section 6.1. The spectral shape of the as-prepared sample A shows
no sharp features and can be described by a continuously increasing intensity with a
maximum at 108 eV rather than a superposition of the Si (Si0+) and SiO2 (Si4+) refer-
ence spectra. Thus, the local structure of the SiOy matrix is strongly dominated by Si
sub-oxides (Si1+, Si2+, and Si3+) for y ≈ 1.18 according to earlier results on binary SiO
[73, 233]. Very strong spectral changes of the single broad and structureless maximum
can be found at the Si L2/3-edge with increasing temperature. The spectral shape of
the Si L2/3-edge at the highest temperature of about 1000 ◦C is changed and can be
described by a superposition of pure Si0+ and Si4+ and only a negligible contribution
of sub-oxides can be observed. Thereby, temperature induced SiOy matrix formation
is driven by a formation of Si and SiO2 on costs of a reduction of sub-oxides, which
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Figure A.2.: Results of the determination of the contribution of diﬀerent silicon oxide phases in (d)
Ge0.04SiO1.18 and (e) GeSiO2.35 based on the reference spectra presented in (a) [233]. The
estimated total O/Si ratios for both samples are shown in (b) and (c) [203].
can be described by the reaction SiOy → Si + SiO2. In contrast, sample B (y ≈ 2.35)
shows a spectral shape in its as-prepared state very similar to SiO2 together with a
very small contribution of sub-oxides, while no intensity is observed at the vicinity of
the Si L2/3-edge indicative for elemental Si. At temperatures above 600 ◦C the spectral
weight in the energy loss region of the sub-oxide contribution becomes lower but still
not negligible even at the highest temperature of 1000 ◦C. This is supported by the fact,
that the pre-edge shoulder, which can be found in the SiO2 spectrum, is present but
strongly suppressed in the spectrum of sample B at 1000 ◦C. Therefore, the Si-sites of
the sample B are strongly dominated by SiO2 with a weak amount of sub-oxides and
the contribution of sub-oxides is signiﬁcantly reduced with increasing temperature. The
matrix tends to become SiO2-like but still small but not negligible amount of sub-oxides
is present.
Although the temperature behavior of the silica matrix in GexSiOy with diﬀerent com-
positions could be studied on the way to nanocrystal formation adequately, even more
quantitative information about the fractions of single oxidation states can be obtained
from the experimental data. Therefore, reference spectra of Si, SiO2 and sub-oxides were
ﬁtted to the spectra of samples A and B annealed to diﬀerent temperatures. Unfortu-
nately, pure sub-oxide reference samples are very diﬃcult to prepare and thus were not
available for the experiment. Thus, atomic structure of a Si cluster embedded in SiO2
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was calculated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the spectrum of sub-
oxides was calculated on the basis of the interface between the Si cluster and the SiO2
matrix [233]. This model was already successfully applied in order to study the local
electronic structure of SiO [231]. Using these spectra as references allows to determine
the temperature behavior of the O/Si fraction in order to study the GeO2 reduction by
Si as well as the composition of the Si oxide matrix.
Results obtained from the ﬁt of reference spectra for Si0+, Si4+ and sub-oxides (ﬁgure
A.2 (a)) in the energy loss region between 97 and 113 eV reveal very important infor-
mation about the temperature behavior of the O/Si fraction at the Si-sites in order to
conclude the O/Ge ratio at the Ge-sites. In the case of sample A the determined O/Si
ratio is 1.12 ± 0.03 (ﬁgure A.2 (b)), which remains constant with increasing temperature
with respect to the errorbars. This result is in very good agreement with the sample
stiochiometry of the Ge0.04SiO1.18 sample. The O/Si ratio obtained for sample B is
1.85 ± 0.06 (ﬁgure A.2 (c)), which signiﬁcantly diﬀers from the sample composition of
GeSiO2.35. Based on the O/Si ratio of 1.85 ± 0.06 at Si-sites for sample B the O/Ge ratio
of 0.50 ± 0.06 at Ge-sites can be followed from the sample stiochiometry. Neglecting
the Ge sub-oxide contribution a O/Ge ratio of 0.38 ± 0.05 can be obtained from the
Ge K-edges, which is in qualitative agreement. The reason for the diﬀerence is the fact,
that the spectrum calculated on the basis of MD simulation is only a ﬁrst order approx-
imation. Furthermore, the Si/SiO2 cluster was calculated for SiOy with y = 1, which
is diﬀerent from the composition of the sample B (y = 1.18) and the calculated spectra
might be not fully representative especially for the sub-oxides dominated as-prepared
sample B.
The ﬁtting procedure allows to extract relative fractions of the oxidation states Si0+,
Si4+ and sub-oxides. The as-prepared sample A is strongly dominated by Si sub-oxides
and its relative fraction can be estimated to about 80%, as shown in ﬁgure A.2 (d). This
value is signiﬁcantly higher than a contribution of about 40 % found in amorphous SiO
[231], which might be due to diﬀerent sample preparation conditions. The sub-oxide
contribution drops to about 16 % at 1000 ◦C while the Si0+ and Si4+ contributions
increase up to 36 % and 48 %, respectively. This is a clear indication of the temperature
induced phase separation. However, absolute values might be not representative due to
the fact, that the MD simulations are only an approximation and the absolute values
might be overestimated but general trends are still reliable. An increase of the O/Si
fraction at Si-sites due to the reduction of GeO2 cannot be observed probably due to a
low amount of Ge in sample A. The same ﬁtting procedure applied to sample B reveals
a Si content of less than 2 % independent on the temperature (ﬁgure A.2 (e)). The
as-prepared sample is dominated by about 66 % of SiO2 with an additional sub-oxide
fraction of around 33 %. With increasing temperature the SiO2 content increases up to
84 % while the sub-oxide contribution drops to about 16 %.
Temperature induced phase separation and nanocrystal formation could be observed by
XRD, XAS at the Ge K-edge and XRS at the Si L2/3-edge. Only a combination of three
experimental techniques provides a complete picture about the processes leading to silica
matrix embedded Ge nanocrystals. Here, especially XRS provides a deep insight into
the mechanism of the matrix formation, hardly accessible by other techniques. Although
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knowledge about the phase separation and GeO2 reduction at the Ge-sites could be ex-
tracted from XAS measurements, XRS results provide quantitative information about
the temperature related behavior of the local structure of the silica matrix. The Ge-sites
of the sample with oxygen deﬁcit (Ge0.04SiO1.18) are strongly dominated by SiGe and
GeO2 clusters surrounded by Si sub-oxide dominated matrix. After annealing to above
700 ◦C a phase separation of Si sub-oxides in Si and SiO2 occurs. Subsequently, Si
formed during the phase separation is used to bond oxygen atoms from GeO2 clusters
resulting in SiO2 and Ge. The GeO2 reduction is complete at above 1000 ◦C. In samples
with oxygen excess (GeSiO2.35) Ge sub-oxides are reduced in the temperature range from
300 ◦C to about 700 ◦C while fractions of Ge and GeO2 increase. Subsequently, GeO2 is
reduced by the silica matrix at temperatures above 700 ◦C resulting in Ge nanocrystals
embedded by an SiO2 matrix.
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B. The 3j- and 6J-symbols
In chapter 3.2.2, a brief overview is given on how to calculate relative energies of elec-
tronic levels according to the atomic multiplet model. Therefore, term symbols for every
multi-electron symmetry state must be determined and combined with the Hamiltonian,
which describes the electron-electron interaction. Subsequently, the angular parts of the
matrix elements fk and gk must be calculated. In the simple case of two electrons, the
parameters fk and gk are given by
fk = (2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)(−1)L
(
l1 k l1
0 0 0
)(
l2 k l2
0 0 0
){
l1 l2 L
l2 l1 k
}
gk = (2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)(−1)S
(
l1 k l2
0 0 0
)(
l1 k l2
0 0 0
){
l1 l2 L
l1 l2 k
}
.
(B.1)
For fk, k must be an even number ranging from 0 to two times the lowest l (otherwise,
one of the 3j-symbols is 0). For gk, k is even if l1 + l2 is even and k is odd if l1 + l2
is odd. The maximum value is l1 + l2. Furthermore, gk is not present if both electrons
are inside the same orbital. To calculate the 3j- and 6J-symbols for a certain problem,
following expressions can be used.
The 3j- symbol is a function of six arguments and is deﬁned as(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
≡ δm1+m2+m3,0(−1)j1−j2−m3
×
[
(j1+j2−j3)!(j1−j2+j3)!(−j1+j2+j3)!(j1−m1)!(j1+m1)!(j2−m2)!(j2+m2)!(j3−m3)!(j3+m3)!
(j1+j2+j3+1)!
]1/2
×∑k (−1)kk!(j1+j2−j3−k)!(j1−m1−k)!(j2+m2−k)!(j3−j2+m1+k)!(j3−j1−m2+k)! .
(B.2)
Here, the summation integer k can be estimated using the relation max(0, j2 − j3 −
m1, j1 − j3 +m2) ≤ k ≤ min(j1 + j2 − j3, j1 −m1, j2 −m2).
The 6J- symbol can be written as{
j1 j2 j3
l1 l2 l3
}
≡ ∆(j1, j2, j3)∆(j1, l2, l3)∆(l1, j2, l3)∆(l1, l2, j3)
×∑k [ (−1)k(k+1)!(k−j1−j2−j3)!(k−j1−l2−l3)!(k−l1−j2−l3)!(k−l1−l2−j3)!
× 1(j1+j2+l1+l2−k)!(j2+j3+l2+l3−k)!(j3+j1+l3+l1−k)!
]
,
(B.3)
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where
∆(abc) =
[(a+ b− c)!(a− b+ c)!(−a+ b+ c)!
(a+ b+ c+ 1)!
]1/2
. (B.4)
and the summation integer k covers the range deﬁned by max(j1 + j2 + j3, j1 + l2 +
l3, l1 + j2 + l3, l1 + l2 + j3)≤ k ≤min(j1 + j2 + l1 + l2, j2 + j3 + l2 + l3, j3 + j1 + l3 + l1).
Now, the matrix elements for diﬀerent two-electron conﬁgurations can be calculated
using equations (3.19), (3.20) and (B.2)-(B.4). In section 3.2.2 values for the matrix
elements for the 1s2s conﬁguration were presented, which can now be calculated in
detail.
The 1s12s1 conﬁguration can be devided into the 1S0 and 3S1 symmetry states. For
both, l1 = l2 = 0. Thus, kmin = kmax = k = 0. Furthermore, the electrons are not in
the same shell and only f0 and g0 are present. According to equations (B.2)-(B.4), f0
and g0 can be calculated for the 1S0 state as
f0 = 1 ·
(
0 0 0
0 0 0
)(
0 0 0
0 0 0
){
0 0 0
0 0 0
}
= 1
g0 = 1 ·
(
0 0 0
0 0 0
)(
0 0 0
0 0 0
){
0 0 0
0 0 0
}
= 1.
(B.5)
For 3S1, f0 is the same but the total spin quantum number is equal to 1. Thus, g0 is
g0 = (−1) ·
(
0 0 0
0 0 0
)(
0 0 0
0 0 0
){
0 0 0
0 0 0
}
= −1. (B.6)
The angular parts obtained for the 1s12s1 conﬁguration are the same as those presented
in equation (3.21).
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